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pentecost continued
A contemporaneous account of the
kirtland temple dedication

steven C harper

he significance of what transpired at the dedication of the kirtlandTthetemple on march 271836 is well established among latter day saints
the historical record affirming an outpouring of divine manifestations is

rich even so precious few contemporaneous reports by observers are
available recently however the richness of the historical record increased
with the discovery of an eyewitness account of the miraculous kirtland
pentecost penned by benjamin brown

in november 2002 mary lee burton a descendant of benjamin and
sarah mumford brown fig i1 learned that her mother recently deceased
had possessed the document reproduced here it had passed from ben
jamin and sarah mumford brown to their son homer he had entrusted it
to his daughter josephine brown quist grandmother of mary lee burton
grateful readers may attribute access to this precious record of pentecostal

experience to burton As I1 looked at the beautiful penmanship on the yel-

lowing and fragile paper I1 knew I1 was holding a priceless treasure burton
wrote and that this document needed to be in a safe place 1 another
brown descendant sharalyn duffin a staff member at the historical
department archives of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
arranged to transfer this document to the archives

i1 mary lee burton to author january 12 2003

BYU studies 42 no 2 2003 5
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description of the document

much about the documents presented here remains uncertain
including whether it should be treated as two documents or one on a
sheet of weathered now torn paper measuring nearly 12 x 8 inches ben
jamin began to compose a letter to his wife sarah though undated an
internal reference to the solemn assemblywhichassembly which will be called next sun
day meaning march 271836 narrows its composition to the week begin
ning march 20 As it continues the writing on this sheet begins to sound
less like a letter and more like a chronicle of events of that marvelous week
of dedication A second sheet of paper in much better condition and
almost an inch and a half shorter seems to continue this account gener
ally it reads more like a journal than a letter and no formal epistolary clos-
ing is evident but some internal evidence suggests that benjamin is still
addressing sarah and intending to send the letter by way of a neighbor

although the handwriting appears consistent throughout a third
person reference to B brown toward the end of the document suggests the
possibility that benjamin did not write all of it himself whether benjamin
brown intended that the two sheets form a coherent single document can-
not be determined that they both stem from an effort to record his wit-
ness of a pentecostal experience is certain millennial thoroughly biblical
and informed by the book of mormon benjamin brown s document
serves well as a window into early mormonism on the back of one page
are details of accounts and addresses information needed to function in
earthly time and space some contemporaries of benjamin brown consid
ered the mixture of the mundane and the miraculous characteristic of
mormonism a feature some loathed and others like benjamin brown
cherished 2 his documents therefore can be understood best not only by
assessing their physical characteristics but by appreciating the world of
their creator

2 see terryl L givens on this point in the viper on the hearth cormonsmormonsMormons
myths and the construction of heresy new york oxford university press 1997
88 93 for an example of the mixture of the miraculous with the mundane see also
doctrine and covenants 57 in which the savior gives directions to the temple site
in the new jerusalem almost as if he were advising a lost pedestrian in his journal
entry for november 61835 joseph smith noted a telling visit

I1 was this morning introduced to a man from the east after hearing my
nameheyname he repliedepkieeppie remarked that I1 was nothing but a man indicating by this
expression that he had supposed that a person to whom the lord
should see fit to reveal his will must be something more than a man he
seems to have forgotten the saying that fell from the lips of st james that
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benjamin brownsbrowes world

one spring morning in 1835 a large assembly gathered in a barn in
westfield chautauqua county new york to hear three mormon preach-
ers thomas marsh edified the congregation for nearly two hours on the
covenants of god david patten followed for an hour using hebrews ii11 as
his text elder marsh administered the sacrament of the lords supper
william mclellinmcclellinMcLellin baptized five souls including a forty year old farmer
named benjamin brown some mischievous boys acted very wickedly
until finally one little fellow fell into the water 1331133333 the whole scene might
have appeared quite usual if comical to observers 4 here were ordinary
people engaged in apparently familiar pastimes preaching worshippingworshipping
even baptizing and mischief were common occurrences in chautauqua
county but to benjamin brown this was no ordinary day here were apostles
explaining restored truth and administering restored ordinances of salva-

tion 5 these otherwise everyday events connected benjamin brown to the
first christians and annihilated intervening years the apostles collapsed
time associating their auditors with abel enoch the israelite patriarchs

elias was a man of like passions like unto us yet he had such power with
god that he in answer to his prayer shut the heavens that they gave no
rain for the space of three years and six months and again in answer to
his prayer the heavens gave forth rain and the earth brought forth fruit
and indeed such is the darkness & ignorance of this generation that they
look upon it as incredible that a man should have any intercourse with
his maker dean C jessee ed the papers of ofjosephjoseph smith i2 vols salt
lake city deseret book 1989 92 266

3 jan shipps and john W welch eds the journals of william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin

urbana university of illinois press provo utah BYU studies 1994 175 423
brown was baptized may io1018351835 though his later autobiographical account gives
the date as may 15 1835 benjamin brown testimonies for the truth liverpool
england S W richards 1853 10

4 see 1 I certainly should have gone into the water in among the mor
mons ed william mulder and A russell mortensen salt lake city western
epics 1994 63 65 alexis de tocquevilleTocqueville accompanied by gustave de beaumont
keenly observed the american religious scene in 1831 see democracy inin america
ed and trans harvey C mansfield and delba winthrop chicago university of
chicago press 2000

5 see ronald K esplin the emergence of brigham young and the
twelve to mormon leadership 18301830 1841 phd diss brigham young uni-
versityversity 1981 especially chapter 4 brigham young and the apostles the
quorum experience 1835 1836 150 223 for a thorough treatment of the 1835
apostolic mission
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moses and the writer of hebrews faith in christ was their common bond
and in him they might be perfected together 6

benjamin brown had waited years for this day his entire life pointed
to it the son of a quaker father benjamin matured spiritually from his

birth in 1794 until about his sixteenth year my ideas of religion he wrote
reflectively in his 1853 autobiography were just those which are naturally
instilled into the mind by the statements of scripture where no priestcraft
exists to pervert them diminish their force or cloud their meaning his
sincere prayers were answered the idea that revelation from god was
unattainable in this age he wrote never entered my head until I1 gathered
the notion from the creeds of churches with which I1 became acquainted in
after years but like so many of benjamin s contemporaries uncertainties
were foisted upon him in the form of evangelical competition for his faith
he responded first with an adolescent mixture of doubt contrariness and
susceptibility to trendy ideas

I1 soon began to lose my pure simple ideas of god and imbibeimbibed dl
those more generally received and shortly after by listening to the
contending opinions of these parties I1 found the hitherto simple bible
a perfect mystery

I1 had previously been seriously and religiously inclined but the jar
rings and uncertainty of my new ideas shook that simple faith which I1
had reposed in the scriptures and in god until I1 began to mix with light
or vain company

influenced by skepticism of scripture brown tended toward but did
not join universalism he vacillated during his early adulthood between
periods of folly and deep anxiety to find the truth 7

farming and his marriage to sarah mumfordmumford88 at age twentyfivetwenty five gave

benjamin more to think about than salvation but he remained preoccupreoccur
pied with spiritual matters A vision of his deceased brother foreshadowedforeshadowerforeshadowed
the restoration benjamin envisioned his brother praying with regard to

6 see hebrews ii especially verses 24 28 40 on this point see richard T
hughes and C leonard alienallenailen illusions of innocence protestant primitivism inin
america 1630 1875 chicago university of chicago press 19881331988 133 52

7 brown Testimoniestestimoniesortestimomesforor the truth 3 4
8 sarah mumford was born april 201795 in granby hartford county con-

necticut to henry and sarah mumford she married benjamin brown september
1212181911819 susan easton black comp membership of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 18301830 1848 50 vols provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989 6309 101073331975733 31975
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the restoration of the gospel gifts the great work of gathering the saints of
all nations in the last days and the fulnessfalness of the latter day glory 9 there-
after benjamin s spiritual senses sharpened his bible was clearer he had
prophetic dreams at irregular intervals years passed he wrote 11 and I1 was
still unconnected with any religious party 10

determined to follow the lord s leading he tested the popular revival

meetings but remained unfulfilled he felt moved to reprove a minister
which prompted him to embark on an informal ministry of preaching
punctuated by powerful spiritual experiences

A knowledge was given me that the ancient gifts of the gospel speaking
in tongues the power to heal the sick the spirit of prophecy &cac were
just about to be restored to the believers in christ the revelation was a
perfect knowledge of the fact so sure and certain that I1 felt as though the
truth had been stereotyped upon me I1 knew it from the crown of my
head to the sole of my foot in the whole of my system being filled with
the holy ghostghost1111

benjamin browns introduction to the church

benjamin shared his knowledge with a local minister but was rebuffed
A few days after he wrote curiosity led me to visit the latter day saints

amongst whom I1 witnessed a fulfillment of the prediction for I1 beheld a
manifestation of the gifts of prophesy and tongues benjamin resisted an
invitation to join the church but procured a book of mormon and took
it home to read determined to investigate until he was fully satisfied he
rejected the book of mormon ere he had read ten pages and felt a simisimlsimi-

lar dislike seize him towards the bible 111212 A foreboding sense followed
strong enough to persuade benjamin to read the bible again he felt
impressed to behave as fairly to the book of mormon and soon reprocepro
cured it 3313111313 benjamin willed himself to read most of the book

I1 came to that part where jesus on visiting the continent of america
after his resurrection grants the request of three of the twelve whom he
had chosen to permit them to live until his second coming on the earth
like unto john spoken of in the bible here my mind halfyielded to the

belief which arose within me that perhaps it might be true whereupon I1

9 brown testimoniesfortestimoniesorTestimoniesfornoror the truth 4
io10 brown testimoniestestimoniesforfor the truth 5

ain1i brown testimoniestestimoniesforfor the truth 7
12 brown testimoniestestimoniesforfor the truth 7

13 brown testimoniestestimoniesforfotfor the truth 8
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took the book and laid it before the lord and pleaded with him in
prayer for a testimony whether it was true or false 14

the answer came in the form of two of the three nephite disciples
they subsequently rebuked benjamin for snubbing the gift of tongues
their tongue he now recognized he heard in his first meeting with mor

mon missionaries such a rebuke he wrote with such power I1 never
had in my life before or since and never wish to have again 15 this was evi-

dence sufficient for benjamin thus I1 do know the truth of the bible as

well as of the book of mormon and I1 am a witness for both still he
deferred baptism hoping sarah would comply with the same ordiardi

166 she did until resolved hernance not a confirming spiritual experience
prejudice against unsophisticated saints but benjamin could resist no
longer he overcame a last minute attempt to dissuade him and submitted
to baptism at the hands of apostle william mclellinmcclellinMcLellin on may lo1010 1835 17

spiritual gifts and signs continued to follow benjamin brown result-
ing in sarahs conversion and his miraculous healing at the hands of the
elderseiderselders1818 and culminating in the pentecostal season centered in the kirt-
land temple there benjamin wrote the spirit of the lord as on the
day of pentecost was profusely poured out we had a most glorious and
never to be forgotten time 19 for benjamin brown as for joseph smith
the renewal of biblical revelation solidified faith in the bible As the larger
culture increasingly doubted the possibility of biblical miracles in moder-
nity and finally even in antiquity the saints believed in the gifts of the
spirit and pentecostal outpourings because they experienced them

the religious and historical context

one somewhat useful tendency of historians is to situate benjamin
browns account of the many miracilousmiraculousMiracilous experiences and many
visions told as one example of a visionary subculture in the early ameri-
can republic 20 brown s faith can be understood in part as a believing

14 brown testimoniestestimoniesforporfor the truth 8

15 brown testimoniesortestimoniesforTestimoniesfarforjaror the truth 8

16 brown testimoniestestimoniesforporfor the truth 9
17 shipps and welch eds the journals of william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin 175

18 brown testimoniestestimoniesforgorfor the truth io10

19 brown testimoniestestimoniesforfotforpot the truth lo1010 ii11

20 richard L bushman the visionary world of joseph smith BYU studi-
es 37 no i1 1997 98 183 204 outlines this culture and lists several primary doc-
uments that might comprise a genre into which benjamin brown s documents
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response to skepticism confirmed by intense personal experience with
god but benjamin brown and his fellow saints also considered themselves

exceptional they believed they had more in common with the cast of
hebrews 11 with israelite patriarchs and new testament apostles than
with contemporary visionariesvision aries to them the kirtland temple made them
heirs of the ancient covenants and the apostolic church not a subculture
defined by american time and space benjamin brown and his fellow

saints regarded their experiences as a continuation of the pentecostal expe-
rience recorded in the acts of the apostles

if anything what occurred in the kirtland temple was as benjamin
writes in this letter even greater than at the day ofofpentecostPentecostpente cost from this
perspective even criticism seemed to testify of the connection john cor-
rill wrote of a meeting in the kirtland temple the sacrament was then
administered in which they partook of the bread and wine freely and a

report went abroad that some of them got drunk as to that every man
must answer for himself A similar report the reader will recollect went
out concerning the disciples at jerusalem on the day ofofpentecostpentecost 2321112121

for his part though he carefully recorded miracles and visions ben-
jamin brown did not overtly try to situate them historically he assumed
instead an affinity of understanding with the few who shared his experi-
ences in 1853 he wrote such a chain of testimonies and an interweaving
of evidences accompanied with that perception and comprehension which
the holy ghost alone can give none can realize but those who have
received that spirit and revelations unto themselves such persons know
just how it is 31221122012222 on march 271836 benjamin brown gathered in solemn

could be seen to fit similarly see larry C porter solomon chamberlin s miss-
ing pamphlet dreams visions and angelic ministrantsMinistrants BYU studies 37 no 2

1997 98 113 40 A fine study that unfortunately neglects mormon visionariesvisionaries
entirely is ann taves fits trances and visions experiencing religion and explain-
ing experience from wesley to james princeton princeton university press 1999
taves is best at explicating how spiritual experience is rationalized similarly see
leigh eric schmidt hearing things religion illusion and the american enlighten-
ment cambridge harvard university press 2000

21 john corrill briefBriedriedrlebriehistoryhistory of the church of christ of latter day saints
st louis by the author 1839 23 in acts 213 mockers explained the spiritual mani-

festationsfe simply these men are fullfuli of new wine see william mclellinmcclellinMcLellin to M H
forscutt october 1870 community of christ archives independence missouri
and william harris mormonism portrayed warsaw ill111111.ililiiiii sharp and gamble 1841

136 for perpetuated rumors ofdrunkenness in the kirtland temple
22 brown testimoniestestimoniesforgorfor the truth 5
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assembly with such persons in the kirtland tempietemple 223 revelation
promised them that if they sacrificed to build the temple as commanded
they would be endowed with divine power to transcend the temporal and
mortal 24 they anticipated communion with heaven 25

in the documents that follow benjamin brown tried to capture the
effulgence of that endowment he largely succeeded though the letter has
frustrating damage and other limitations brown confirms the general and
specific testimonies of other participants of the kirtland pentecost at
times he captures more of that experience in his letter than joseph smith
recorded in his characteristically understated journal entries where
josephs entry for the evening of march 29 1836 says for instance the
holy spirit rested down upon us and we continued in the lord s house all
night prophesying and giving glory to god see n 39 brown both con-
firms and enhances josephs record by noting the ministering of angels
prophesying in tongues and visions of the savior and eternity as part of the
many miraculous experiences told and many visions told

in the transcription of the document that follows the line endings of
the letter where the letter was torn are preserved other line endings are
preserved where possible editorial marks added include carets to indi-
cate insertions made by the author of the document strikeoutsStrikeouts are shown
by stfikeatttsstrikeoutsshpikstrikeouts brackets indicate editorial comments

steven C harper stevenharperbyuedu is assistant professor of church
history and doctrine at brigham young university he earned a phd in early
american history at lehigh university in 2001

23 brown testimoniestestimoniesforgorfor the truth io10 ii11 an account of the events ofmarch
272718361836 is in jessee papers of ofjosephjoseph smith 2191 203

24 doctrine and covenants 3832 8867 76 952 8

25 joseph smith to william phelps kirtland ohio january 11183311 1833 in dean C
jessee ed and comp personal writings of joseph smith rev ed salt lake city
deseret book provo utah BYU press 2002 292 93
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benjamin brown document

seedigseefigsee fig 2 dear wife I1 last night heard from you page torn
which I1 thank the lord brother boveebovee2626 said page torn
gospel to father for which my heart rejoiced forgageforpagefor page torn
and great is thy reward rejoice in the lord page torn
rejoice let your moderation be known page torn
now be careful for nothing but in eve page torn
illegible and with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to
page torn
illegible god and the peace of god which passethbasseth all understanding
shall page torn

fill your heart through christ jesus 2721

now to let you know a few of the thousand great things of god that is pass-
ing in this place there has been no mobs as you have heard but the work
of the lord is increascing daily there has been from one to ten baptized
every day this week some of the elders have
been out for a few days some have baptized 16 some five &c28 page torn
elders still continue to come in and wash and anoint for the
solmn assembly which will be called next sunday for tithintithingg page torn
& sacrifice with fasting & prayrgrayr in the house of the lordlord2929 frpagefroage torn

26 mathias M bovee 1796 1846 lived in chautaquachautauquaChautaqua county new york as
the browns did and may have carried this letter to sarah mumford brown on ben-
jamins behalf black membership 6309 10

27 A reference to philippians 47
28 joseph smiths journal for the week of march 20 27 confirms many of the

details brown records here jessee papers ofJosephajoseph smith 2190 91

29 stephen post explained in his journal entry for march 272718361836

this day was appointed to be a day when the house of the lord built by
the church of the latter day saints was to be dedicated unto the lord
of the whole earth there was also to be a contribution each individual as
they came into the house of the lord donated as they could in order to
defray the expense of the building as the committee see dacd&c 94 had
incurred much expense above what had before been contributed the
doors were opened at 8 and to be closed at 9 AM however they were
closed before 9 on account of the house being full stephen post jour-
nal church archives the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city

joseph smiths journal reports that probably five or six hundred saints congre-
gated outside the temple beginning at about 7 oclock one hour earlier than the



FIG 2 the original paper on which the letter was written measured nearly 12 x 8

inches handed down inin brown s family the letter was discovered in november
2002 by benjamin s descendant mary lee burton it now resides at church
archives courtesy church archives
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8 oclock in the morning until 4 in the afternoon page torn
known how long the meeting will hold probalyprobably page torn
we have meetings almost every evening and page torn
and hold till 9 many marvelous things page torn
transpired even greater than at the day of penticost page torn
are increasing in faith and expecting greater page torn
endowment it is expected that there is three hundred of page torn
in prayer with one accord as at jerusalem30Jerusalem30

many visions are given and also revelations by night & by day some have

already come to pass and many have no t yet but will soon 31311I1 was present
when father smith blest a man who lived in niagara county who was in a

streight whether to go home on business or stay at the solem assembly the
old patriarch32patriarch3231 said you want to go home but the lord will give you a sign
between this and teemmorningorning and the man asked the lord for a sign about 2

hours after as he came out of the
house to go to meeting there appeared a light over the house page torn
of the lord and extended from west to east but that part page torn
the heavens over his house or home was dark & he said it eno ugh page torn33torn 33

doors were to be opened moreover the church presidency entered with the
door keepers and arangedapanged them at the inner and outer doors also placed our
stewards to receive donations from those who should feel disposed to contribute
something to defray the expenses ofbuilding the house of the lord jessee papers

of ofjosephjoseph smith 2191 92 both joseph smith and stephen post reported that hun-
dreds were unfortunately turned away and that many of those turned away then
gathered in the adjacent schoolroom in the printing office building for a meeting

30 see acts 2

31 besides the specific manifestations brown goes on to document other
writers left contemporary accounts that confirm his general testimony of many
visions and revelations see for example leonard J arrington ed oliver cow-
dery s kirtland ohio sketch book BYU studies 12 no 4 1972 410410 26 and
martha sonntag bradley and mary brown firmage woodward spiritual riches
the huntington sisters in kirtland 1836 38 in four zenas A story ofmothersof Mothers and
daughters on the mormon frontier salt lake city signature books 2000 51 76

32 joseph smith sr 1771 1840 served the church as patriarch beginning in
1833 and in that capacity offered inspired blessings and personal prophecies includ-
ing the one documented here by benjamin brown

33 A joseph smith sr blessing given to james W angel probably angell
born in north providence rhode island on october 151776 father ofbrighamsofbrighamsBrighams
wife mary ann angell young and church architect truman 0 angell perhaps
given early in 1836 includes a phrase that corresponds somewhat to the language
of browns letter it reads thou shalt see many glorious scenes the heavens shall



FIG 3 reverse of one page of the letter from benjamin brown to his wife sarah
march 272718361836 the letter was folded and notes have been written on this side of
the page sally brown lives in michigan town of lagranglabrang & county of cass
other notes on the outside of the letter read much like a shopping list such as

hay & pork it is unclear whether benjamin brown or another person wrote
these notes
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some have seen the heavens opendolend & seen the savior others have seen angels
on the four corners of the house of the lord with drawn swords & also stood
thick on the ridge elisha with his chariot of fire peter john & james & the
highway cast up the ten tribes returning in chariots as far as the eye could
extend some saw the redemtionrederntionredemption ofofzionzion and other thing to num p ili
secseedigseefigsee pigfig 313 page torn not the wine & oil deeds to the church
page torn whether the wicked will be raised
page torn 318 page and now my brethren
page tornndtorandtorn nd prophet of old has testified
page torn of god and the people stoned him to death
illegible

whether the saints that are raised will remain on earth during the thousand
years for they lived & reigned with christ a thousand years rev 20th 4thath

book of mormon 424th page cain & his followers34followers34

old father adam was seen butifuldutiful man his hair stood back & curled most
butifuldutiful even down on his shoulders

jared carter cr
710071.007100
chains willard conn
1836

kelsey in pelham
near st catharines
quaker settlement
short hills
sally brown lives

in michigan town of
lagranglabrang & county of
cass

money
hay & pork
bucket bail
ash logs broom

be open unto thee and thou shalt say it is enough the blessing is located in
church archives

34 page 424 in the 183018301800 edition of the book of mormon to which brown
refers here is now helaman 6 especially verses 21 27



FIG 4 As it continues the writing begins to sound less like a letter and more like a
chronicle of events of that marvelous week of dedication
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seeysecybeeyseedig5eeyseefigsee fig 414 sunday evening after joseph spoke opened & told them the day
of penticost was continued35continued35 the the sic brethren began to to prophesy
many prophesied in the name of the lord then began speaking in tongues
and it filled as it were the whole house perhaps there were forty speaking
at once cloven tongues of fire was seen to sit on many of them an hand was
seen laid upon one when he spake in tongues to the lamaniteslamanites many
visions seen one saw a pillow or cloud rest down upon the house bright as

when the sun shines on a cloud like as gold two others saw three person-
ages hovering in the room with bright keys in their hands and also a bright
chain in their hands hetheehe I1 did not intend this for a letter but this morning
while writing brother bovee concluded to start for home
sunday march 27th 1836 the order of the house of the lord was there was
no small children admitted one woman however not knowing the order
brought her child about 2 months old she stood out of the door for a long
time manifested an anxious desire to enter at length one of the elders said
brethren we do not exercise faith my faith is this child will not cry a word
in the house to day on this the woman & child entered and the child did
not cry a word from 8 till 4 in the after noon but when the saints all

shouted hosana the child was nursing but let go & shouted also when the
saints paused it paused when they shouted it shouted for three times when
they shouted amen it shouted also for three times then it resumed its nursing
without any alarm36

35 this was the evening of march 271836 josephs journal for the events after
the dedication that day includes this entry met in the evening and instructed the
quorums respecting the ordinance ofwashing of feet which we were to attend to on
wednesday following jessee papers of joseph smith 2203 oliver cowdery cap-
tured details of that evening in his contemporaneous sketch book in the
evening I1 met with officers of the church in the lords house the spirit was
poured out I1 saw the glory of god like a great cloud come down and rest upon
the house and fill the same like a mighty rushing wind I1 also saw cloven tongues
like as of fire rest upon many for there were 316 present while they spake in
tongues and others prophesied arrington oliver cowdery s kirtland ohio
sketch book 426 stephen post confirmed the events of that evening in his jour-
nal he wrote that about 316 saints gathered in the temple that evening and we
received instruction from joseph smith jr relative to our preaching and our
endowment this eve the spirit of the lord rested on the congregation many spake
in tongues many prophesied angels were in our midst and ministered unto some
cloven tongues like unto fire rested upon those who spake in tongues and proph-
esied stephen post journal march 272718361836 church archives

36 the rules of order to which brown refers are in joseph smith s journal
under january 14 1836 and are published in jessee papers of joseph smith



FIG 5 this page records miraculous healings judgments of god visions of angels
and speaking in tongues much about the document presented here remains uncer-
tain including whether it should be treated as two documents or one although the
letter begins with dear wife there is no closing or signature an omission that may
indicate this was a page from a journal rather than from a letter
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monday a young man fell and sprained his ancle so as he could not stand
the elders laid hand on him he was healed imediatelyimmediately

on the penticost evening the west end of the house was illuminated by a

light from heaven seen on the outside by many
page 2

seedigseefigsee pigfig 5 brother benjamin lewis laid hands on a boy that had his arm bro-
ken so as it laid back on his elbow he placed the bones raped a rag around
it his wife poured on some vinegar he then asked the boy to move his fingers
the boy did so this was at noon the next morning the boy went to pulling
weed in the garden with that hand no more trouble about it
B brown heard brother colonel parks of uclid37uclidaclid37 testify that heard in the
evening between 8&9 the report of a rifle apparently about forty rods off
then they began as in an action passing a long the road then took a turn &

came accrossmccross the lot up to the house but the report grew more faint untill
it was nothing but a snap and the noise of a flash in the pan was heard by
all of the family and ftca9ft4 many of the brethren in that place the interpilationinterpolation
given to two present which was judgementsjudgements of god on that place
father stephens38stephens3Stephensstephensn338 saw on sunday evening two rows of angels through the
house at another time the glory ofgod came down on the elders from the
head down halfhalfwayway

bf april 29th an angelsangele was seen over the elders many propesysPropesys given &

speaking in tongues this 29th of march two corumsgorums continued all night in
the house the twelve guarded it the heavens was opened two saw the savior

2136 38 eliza R snow confirmed this event she adds that it was joseph smith sr
to whom the unidentified woman came in great distress saying that she knew no
one with whom she could leave her infant and to be deprived of the privilege of
attending the dedication seemed more than she could endure father smith the
churchschurche patriarch 11 told her to take her child at the same time giving the mother
a promise that her babe should make no disturbance and the promise was verified
snow continues noting as brown does that the babe joined in the shout as the
congregation offered hosannashosannahhosannas see snows account in edward W tullidge the
women ofmormondomof Mormondom new york tullidge and crandall 1877 94 95

37 most likely william parks 1787 1856 who was living in uclidaclid cuyahogaCuyahoga
county ohio as of 1832 black membership 33888 9090

38 perhaps abraham stephens about whom very little is known book of
patriarchal blessings index 4163 church archives
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some saw chariots and other thing one lay about half an hour & saw from
eternity to eternity many miracilousmiraculousMiracilous experiences told many visions toldtold3939

39 here brown initially writes april 29 instead of the correct date march 29
the meeting that endured all that night was called by a revelation to joseph smith
whose journal for march 29 records

the word of the lord came to us through presdtpreidt J smith jun that
those who had entered the holy place must not leave the house untill
morning but send for such things as were necessary and also that during
our stay we must cleans e our feet and partake of the sacrament that we
might be made holy before him and thereby be qualified to officiate in
our calling upon the morrow in washing the feet of the elders

accordingly we proceeded and cleansed our faces and our feet and
then proceeded to wash each others feet

the holy Sspiritp irit rested down upon us and we continued in the
lords house all night prophesying and giving glory to god jessee
papers of josephofloseph smith 2204 5



the character of joseph smith

richard lyman bushman

he title of this essay the character of joseph smith may promiseTthemore than can ever be fulfilled joseph warned the saints of the biffidiffi

culty in trying to understand him in the king follett discourse given two
months before his death he told them you dont know me you never
will another version of the same speech says you never knew my heart
no man knows my histhistoryory 1 he seems to say that what we want to know
most his heart and his history are not to be found out no matter how
much we study him we must be cautious about believing we have compre-
hended him there is too much there and much of it is far beyond the
ordinary As he continues 1 I dont blame you for not believing my history
had I1 not experienced it 1I1 could not believe it myself0321123322

and yet we still want to know what kind of a man he was how would
we experience him if we knew him what was the feel of his personality
how did the visions and revelations affect his character was he lifted
above human foibles and idiosyncrasies by his contact with the heavens
was he a little magical

in my opinion joseph smith remained planted in the earth despite his

visions he was a sharply etched human individual with a personality of
his own and a culture derived from his time and place he was not molded
into a timeless model of perfection he remained joseph smith jr a son of
lucy mack smith and joseph smith sr and a son of new england and the
nineteenth century he had flaws and preferences and feelings like the rest
of us we could meet and know him like other personalities

were we to know joseph well we probably could compile a long list of
his qualities his good cheer humility kindness friendliness bravery
resolve faith and on and on he was a multifaceted man but without
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claiming to be comprehensive I1 would like to discuss four aspects of his
personality that have thrust themselves upon me while I1 have studied his life

they are i his transparency 2 his sharpness in rebuke 3 his confidence
and 4 what I1 term his love but could also be called his enthusiasm or piety

transparency

the first of these aspects transparency became apparent while I1 was
trying to evaluate the historical record left by joseph smith since we have
the history of the church 0of jesus christ of latter day saints seven vol
umes of documents and diaries covering his life and the years immediately
after his death you would think we have plenty to go on if a man does not
reveal himself in seven volumes what more can we ask

the problem was as I1 discovered that this bounteous record can be
misleading the history of the church sometimes called the documentary
history appears to be a collection of documents letters proclamations
speeches revelations tied together with a first person narrative joseph tells
the story of his life and then introduces key documents as they come along

in actual fact much of the first person narrative was not written by
joseph at all A large part was written by his clerks and others 3 the resulting
history does not so much contain errors as it misleads us these writings
may have been approved by him they may express his sentiments and
ideas but they are not his voice we are not listening to words from his
mind and heart when we read since we learn as much from how a story is

told as by what it contains this method of compiling the history makes the
history of the church less revealing than it seems at first sight

this complexity however was precisely what led to my recognition of
joseph s transparency as I1 am calling it for in addition to this clerk
written material we have a few letters and a few pages in his journal written
in his own hand in the personal writings of joseph smith 4 these sections
appear in bold type so we know the words that did proceed from his mind
and heart other parts were dictated and may have been written down
pretty much word for word these personal writings have been compiled
and presented in one volume by dean jessee the general editor of the
joseph smith papers project5projectprojects5 and one of the church s most useful and pro-
ductive scholars

these holograph writings are helpful because their tone differs so
markedly from the clerkcleres s writings when joseph wrote the emotional
level almost always was higher than in the clerk s writings he seems always
to have been open about his feelings he had strong feelings about virtually
everything and these flow out onto the page sometimes he expressed his
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love but he was equally candid about his anger or disgust he was a man of
feelings and he let his feelings show you see this emotion in the little inter
jectionssections in his diary oh how marvellousmarcellousmarvellous are thy works oh lord and I1

thank thee for thy memercyr cy unto me thy servent oh lord save me in thy
kingdom for christ sake amen oh may god grant that I1 maybe directed
in all my thaughtsthoughts oh bless thy servent amen 1166

after he learned of the ejection of the saints from jackson county in
1833 he wrote a letter filled with anguish for the plight of his brothers and
sisters he longed to be with them and to assure them all would be well in
the end never at any time he wrote have I1 felt as I1 now feel that pure
love and for you my brotheren the wormthwarmth and zeal for your safty that
we can scarcely hold our spirits but wisdom I1 trust will keep us from mad-
ness and desperation and the power of the gospel will enable us to
stand he pled with the lord on their behalf 0 lord what more dost
thou require at their hands 1177 when you read page after page in this vein
especially in contrast to the cooler style of the clerks writings you begin to
get a feeling for josephs openness he revealed himself in his writings and
one must assume in his speech too he did not conceal his inner self

his letter from liberty jail in march 1839 reveals his habits of mind as

well as any single document I1 know he had been in jail for four months
part of the time jammed in a room with two small grated windows and a

ceiling so low he could not stand up straight in early march he received
four letters on one day from his friends in illinois the input from outside
sparked a desire to reply and he spent the next day dictating one long ram-
bling letter occupying seventeen printed pages it must have taken at least
the entire day to get down the two part letter consists of a single unbroken
text flowing from one topic to another without paragraph breaks at times
joseph speaks for the lord in some of the most transcendent language in
scripture three of our revelations in the doctrine and covenants are taken
from this letter at other times the letter gives practical advice or
denounces the saints enemies it is filled with love wrath joy gratitude
enthusiasm and revulsion 8

I1 think of the liberty jail letter as a transcript of his mind it shows no
signs of calculation or political caution he simply writes from his heart
letting every thought and feeling spill out that is what I1 mean by trans-
parencyparency I1 do not mean that joseph did not have compartments where he
stored experiences away from the gaze of the world some of his most
thrilling revelations such as the appearance of christ in the kirtland
temple were held back from the saints he was also reluctant at first to talk
about the first vision but outside of withheld revelations such as these he
spoke freely spontaneously almost impulsively
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we wonder of course how much this transparency reflected the
necessity ofbeing transparent before god we can only conjecture if a per-
son who was accustomed to revealing his heart to god knowing that
concealment was impossible tends toward the confessional among his
friends or if our coming before the lord consistently with real intent and
full purpose of heart necessarily habituates us to transparency or if the
spirit of the lord also enlivens our feelings and intensifies our emotions
thus requiring greater expressiveness

sharpness in rebuke

A second quality his friends noted in him emerged from his openness
joseph himself called it sharpness 9 he was quick to reprove people he
believed were in the wrong on one occasion he publicly reprimanded
sluggish missionaries in the newspaper publishing a rebuke of orson
hyde and john page in the times and seasons when they were slow to get
on their mission to palestine elders orson hyde and john E page are
informed that the lord is not well pleased with them the article said in
consequence of delaying their mission john E page inin particular and
they are requested by the first presidency to hasten their journey towards
their destination 10

eliza snow put it as tactfully as possible his lips ever flowed with
instruction and kindness and although very forgiving indulgent and
affectionate in his temperament when his godlikegod like intuition suggested
that the welfare of his brethren or the interests of the kingdom of god
demanded it no fear of censure no love of approbation could prevent his
severe rebuke tiltii511 benjamin johnson likewise a great admirer said criti-
cisms even by his associates were rarely acceptable and contradictions
would rouse in him the lion at once for by no one of his fellows would he
be superseded 3012111212 the plain fact is joseph did not like to be crossed and
when he saw someone in the wrong he told them so this is what he meant
by sharpness

we can see in joseph s tendency to use strong speech signs of a person
weighed down with his responsibilities some of the most forceful rebukes
were recorded in fall 1835 when joseph was looking forward to the dedica-
tion of the kirtland temple he had been striving for years to prepare his
people for the endowment of power one of the most difficult assignments
he had received from the lord and one he took very seriously he had been
given quite common ordinary people to work with and somehow he had
to shape them into a godly society able to stand in the presence of the lord
moses had failed in this assignment with his people and joseph did not
want to repeat the mistake one reason for his frequent rebukes particularly
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on the eve of the temple dedication may have been his anxiety about the
people s worthiness

but I1 think this sharpness reflected something in his secular culture as

well joseph smith was not purely the product of his revelations he came
out of a particular culture early nineteenth century backcountrybackcountry yan-

kee studies have brought to life a particular aspect of that culture that
scholars call the culture of honor this is a culture we glimpse through the
legendary tales of duels and in the stories of feedingfeuding clans it was a complex
compound made up of equal parts of loyalty and resentment loyalty to
family and resentment of insult any personal hurt any damage to reputa-
tion called for an immediate response vengeance was to be sought for a

hurt and no insult was to go unchallenged 13

joseph showed that kind of quick response to anything he perceived as

an insult he wrote in fury to thomas sharp the vitriolic editor of the
warsaw signal after sharp published his first editorial against the saints
sharp had attended a church meeting in nauvoo and even dined with
joseph after the conference but then sharp returned to warsaw and began
the campaign that was to end in josephs murder in carthage after read-
ing the critical editorial joseph wrote to sharp

mr sharp editor of the warsaw signal
SIR you will discontinue my paper its contents are calculated to

pollute me and to patronize the filthy sheet that tissue of lies that sink
of iniquity is disgraceful to any mortal man yours with utter contempt

joseph smith
P S please publish the above in your contemptible paper 14

one should not conclude from these instances that joseph was always

stubborn and assertive there is evidence that joseph learned to rein in his
inclination to dominate peter burnett one of his non mormon attorneys
in missouri and later governor of california said of him he was very
courteous in discussion readily admitting what he did not intend to con-
troverttr and would not oppose you abruptly but had due deference to your
feelings 111515 apparently joseph taught himself to be moderate he probably
had this softening in mind when he said he was like a great rough stone
bumping down the hill knocking off the sharp edges and so gradually
being polished 16

moreover if conflict was common in his life it was not something
joseph enjoyed or sought out quite the reverse he yearned for peace and
harmony it pained him terribly when he fought with people he wanted
peace as quickly as he could get it if he rebuked people he also quickly
sought for reconciliation he did not hide from his adversaries and let the
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anger fester his immediate impulse was to get the complaints out in the
open and strive for an agreement he wanted resolution as quickly as it
could be had

after a season of small altercations with the twelve he brought them
together and pled with them to make peace he acknowledged that a letter
rebuking them might have been expressed in too harsh language which
was not intentional and I1 ask your forgiveness in as much as I1 have hurt
your feelings he wanted nothing more than to make peace inasmuch as
I1 have wounded your feelings brethren he implored 1 I ask your forgive-
ness for I1 love you and will hold you up with all my heart in all righteousness
before the lord 111717

those words give us joseph smiths style he described himself per-
fectly in the letter to the saints from liberty jail where he told them the
method of the priesthood that method entailed reproving betimes with
sharpness when moved upon by the holy ghost and then showing forth
afterwards an increase of love toward him whom thou has reproved lest he
esteem thee to be his enemy dacd&c 12143

looking back now from the viewpoint of current cultural analysis we
can see that joseph smith stood on the boundary between the culture of
honor and the culture of gentility 18 honor required outspoken rebukes
and strong reactions to insult and contradiction gentility favored polish and
smoothness what we call nice I1 don t think you could call joseph nice
in this narrow technical sense of always keeping things smooth and quiet
he spoke his mind and his heart whether love and gratitude or anger and
reproof his was a much more open style than ours

I1 do not say that his was the better way it got him in trouble on many
occasions but it won him confidence and friendship people knew exactly
where they stood they felt his wrath from time to time but also were
enveloped in his love they knew they were in the presence of what we
would say now was a real mensch there was no phoniness no concealment
no pretense only real feeling candid expression and honest reactions

I1 would add that we can see something of the personal meaning of
josephs doctrine in these qualities he spent his life building a city ofofzionzion
and what was its outstanding quality people there would be of one heart
and one mind moses 718 his revelations emphasized the importance of
unity in the lords people joseph rejoiced in those moments when the
saints were one perhaps we can hear in these doctrines echoes of joseph s

own yearning to escape conflict he wanted to rise above the evil spirited
abrasive world of insults coming out of the culture of honor and move
instead to a happy realm of gospel love and harmony he dreamed of a

society where contention would end
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confidence

the third quality I1 wish to consider is joseph s confidence and inde-
pendencependence if perfect peace eluded joseph he had greater success in over-
coming a weakness the lord saw in him early in his life section 3 of the
doctrine and covenants the first revelation he wrote down 19 chastises
him for giving way to pressure you have gone on in the persuasions of
men he was told and feared man more than god dacd&c 363677 in other
words he showed too much regard for the opinions of others something
that he could not do ifhe were to speak for god he had to be independent

I1 would have to say that joseph succeeded admirably in overcoming
this problem one of his strongest characteristics was that he remained
autonomous and even dominant no matter with whom he dealt he was
never overwhelmed by more educated men or strong figures of any kind
much more literate people than he joined the church and he frequently
put them to work as he did sidney rigdon but none of them ever gained
the upper hand there was never the slightest question who was in charge

howard coray who was considered well educated among the early
converts because he got so far as to apply to college though he never
attended was impressed by josephjosephs s independence coray was josephs
clerk and knew him well

the prophet had a great many callers or visitors and he received them in
his office where I1 was clerking persons of almost all professions
doctors lawyers priests and people seemed anxious to get a good look at
what was then considered something very wonderful a man who should
dare to call himself a prophet announce himself as a seer and embassadorambassador
sic of the lord not only were they anxious to see but also to ask hard

questions in order to ascertain his depth well what did I1 discover he
was always equal to the occasion and perfectly master of the situation
and possessed the power to make everybody realize his superiority which
they evinced in an unmistakable manner I1 could clearly see that joseph
was the captain no matter whose company he was in knowing the mea-
gerness of his education I1 was truly gratified at seeing how much at ease
he always was even in the company of the most scientific and the ready
offoffhandhand manner in which he would answer their questions 20

I1 think one of our strongest impressions of joseph were we to meet him
would be his dominance he filled every room where he was present no
matter who else was there

josiah quincy the young harvard graduate and soon to be mayor of
boston noted this quality when he visited nauvoo in spring 1844 with
charles francis adams son of the former president john quincy adams
quincy went away with a sense of josephsjoseph s rugged power joseph seemed
to have a great vital force quincy compared joseph to the rhode island
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congressman elisha potter whom quincy met in washington in 1826 the
two of them quincy said emanated a certain peculiar moral stress and
compulsion which I1 have never felt in the presence of others of their country-
men quincy continued both were of commanding appearance men
whom it seemed natural to obey 21 quincy thought joseph was born to lead

others came away with the same impression sometimes visitors com-
pared him to sidney rigdon who was much better educated and far more
polished as an orator joseph always deferred to rigdon in giving sermons
on great occasions but despite sidney s accomplishments visitors recog-
nized josephsjosephs superior powers peter burnett said of joseph among the
mormonscormons he had much greater influence than sidney rigdon the latter
was a man of superior education an eloquent speaker of fine appearance and
dignified manners but he did not possess the native intellect of smith
and lacked his determined will burnett was impressed that joseph was
absolutely rock hard in his resolve he possessed the most indomitable
perseverance burnett said joseph deemed himself born to command
and he did command 22

looking back now we can see the necessity of having such a forceful
and unyielding person at the opening of the last dispensation joseph was
repeatedly asked to carry out incredibly difficult errands for the lord like
prodo s in lord of the rings joseph s assignments were impossibly diffi-
cult like translating the gold plates or building the city of zion these
tasks would have defeated the most experienced and well connected men
they were assigned to joseph when he had nothing yet he simply went and
did them he let nothing stand in the way for years the church existed
almost entirely in his mind he had to compel it into existence by sheer
force ofwill that effort required a man of rock hard determination

one wonders how someone as illiiilii prepared as joseph smith was for
leadership acquired this immense confidence he was unschooled was
without social standing and had no institutional backing As one visitor to
kirtland said of him in 1832 he was no more than any ignorant plough
boy 23123 everything he did he did with precious little help the church was
created out ofnothing most religious reformers began with a church insti-
tution joseph began with nothing and yet he forged ahead without hesi-
tation never wavering in the face of ferocious opposition he was not
cowed by learning or political position or social eminence he seems to
have been perfectly sure of himself

surely such confidence can arise only out of inner experiences so
powerful they overwhelm everything else joseph could have acted so deci-
sively and confidently only with the assurance that god was behind him in
this I1 think we can see the direct imprint of revelation on his character
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love and enthusiasm

finally I1 come to love and enthusiasm I1 leave these for last in order to
emphasize them we frequently see joseph in his leadership position
exhibiting the strength that enabled him to prevail dazzled by his power
we may overlook his soft qualities his inner yearnings his deep affections
his love yet nothing comes through more forcefully in his personal let
ters especially the ones he wrote home invariably the letters expressed
his love for his wife and children from his place of confinement at rich
mond in 1838 after being torn from his family at far west he wrote of his
yearnings oh god grant that I1 may have the privaliegepriva liege of seeing once
more my lovely family in the injoymentenjoyment of the sweets of liberty and sotiaial
life to press them to mymybosambosambasam and kissffgkissftg their lovely cheeks would fill my
heart with unspeakable geetgeftgeeegreat grattitudegrattitude 31241124332424 he spoke frequently of his chil-
dren in his letters on his visit to new york impressions of the city so
flooded his thoughts he had to return to his room to calm his mind and
then thoughts ofhome came to him he wrote his wife thaughtsthoughts ofhome
of emma and julia rushes upon my mind like a flood and I1 could wish for
a moment to be with them my breast is fieldfilld with all the feelings and

tenderness of a parent and a husband 01251125312525 virtually every letter to emma
expressed his affection and respect while in hiding from the missouri
officers he wrote to emma after a visit tongue cannot express the gratl
tude of my heart for the warm and trueheartedtrue hearted friendship you have mani-
fested 112626 his letter from carthage on the eve ofhis death was no different
may god almighty bless you & the children & mother & all my friends 12727

his love went out to all his friends and brethren even in prison he saw
himself as bound in the bonds of brotherhood as well as captivity in
november 1838 after the militia occupied far west joseph was imprisoned
in richmond missouri where he and his fellow prisoners were chained to
one another to prevent escape instead of complaining about their mis-
eries joseph wrote to emma brother robison is chained next to me he he
has a true heart and a firm mind brother whight is next br rigdon next
hyram next parelybarely next amasa next and thus we are bound together in
chains as well as the cords of everlasting love 3128112828

along with his familial and brotherly feelings I1 think joseph also
had more of a personal relationship with the savior than we ordinarily see
I1 once had thought of joseph as an external person we see him receiving
revelations building the kingdom and being active and extroverted not
reflective or internal but his letters reveal his personal feelings for christ

in 1832 he was stranded for a month in a small indiana town tending
newel K whitney who had broken a leg after it was caught in the wheel of
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a runaway carriage during the wait joseph was forced into inactivity
each day he went into a grove outside town to think and pray he was rest-
less and eager to be on his way back to emma writing home he told her of
his effort to be patient 1 I will try to be contented with my lot knowing that
god is my friend in him I1 shall find comfort I1 have given my f life into his
hands I1 am prepared to go at his call I1 desire to be with christ I1 count not
my life dear to me only to do his will 112929

1I am not sure it is absolutely necessary that joseph smith should have

been an admirable character god no doubt can reveal his will to a perfect
bear of a man but I1 do think joseph was a happy combination of power
and love he was forceful but openhearted under his strength was extra-
ordinary humility and candor

in december 1835 when he was preparing for the temple dedication
some friends in kirtland cut wood for his family he was deeply touched
by this kindness and could barely find words enough to express his thanks
1I am sincerely grateful to each and every one of them for this expression
of their goodness towards me not content with that he went on to record
a long blessing on the friendly woodcutters As he wrote he moved from
simple gratitude to an exalted view of the woodcutters possibilities read-
ing the passage you can follow the theological ascent

in the name of jesus christ I1 envokeinvoke the rich benediction of heaven
to rest upon them eveheveneyen& eaieii etall and their families and I1 ask my heavenly
father to preserve their health s and those of their wives and children
that they may have strength of body to perform their labours in their
several ocupationsoccupations in life and the use and activity of their limbs also

powers of intellect and understanding hearts that they may treasure up
wisdom etedaedaadettdeed understanding until and inteligenceintelligenceinteligence above measure and
be preserved from plagues pestilence and famine and from the power of
the adversary and the hands of evil designing men and have power over
all their enemys and the way be prepared before them that they may
journey to the land ofofzionzion and be established on their inheritances to
enjoy undisturbedlundisturbedundisturbedly peace and happiness for ever and ultimately to be
crowned with everlasting life in the celestial kingdom of god which
blessings I1 ask in the name of jesus of nazareth 30

that desire to bless his friends ran strong in joseph he wanted them
to thrive but more than that to be exalted he began with the woodcutters
health and ended with everlasting life in the celestial kingdom of god
people loved him because he believed in them under the woodcutters
shabby clothes and rough manners he saw people on their way to god-
hood they were in his eyes divine

that unbounded love for his friends was probably the most compelling
of joseph s qualities the combination of personal warmth and elevated
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doctrine made him irresistible five days after arriving in nauvoo english
convert william clayton wrote home about joseph last night many of us
was in company with brother joseph our hearts rejoiced to hear him speak
of the things of the kingdom he is an affectionate man and as familiar as

any of us we feel to love him much and so will you 113131

one hundred and sixty years later william clayton s expectation has
been fulfilled in the lives of many latter day saints who like the english
saints love joseph much

richard lyman bushman rlb7columbiaedu is gouverneur morris profesprobes

sor of history emeritus at columbia university and chair of the executive com-
mittee at the joseph fielding smith institute for latter day saint history brigham
young university this article was originally given as a brigham young university
forum address on november 19 2002
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the process of inspired translation
two passages translated twice in the joseph smith
translation of the bible

kent PR jackson and peter M jasinski

ince 1996 researchers from brigham young university with the assis-

tanceSsince of new photographs scanned images and much handsonhands on exami-
nation of the documents have been engaged in a careful study of the text

written on the original manuscripts of the joseph smith translation of the
bible the work has yielded the publication of a large facsimile transcrip-
tion of all the original manuscript pages and much new information about
how joseph smith prepared the text 1 among the many new discoveries

resulting from this research is an enhanced understanding of the sequence
and chronology of the prophets work

A brief history of the joseph smith translation

not long after the church of christ was organized in spring 1830

joseph smith began a revision of the king james translation of the bible a

process that would engage hundreds of hours of his time and much of his

energy over the next three years this new translation as he and early

church members called it 2 would be the source ofmuch new revelation that
would come to the church in the form of improved and restored biblical

texts the process of translation began in june 1830 when the revelation now
known as moses i1 was received a preface to the book ofgenesis and thus to
the entire bible over the course of the following months joseph smith con-
tinued to translate the old testament genesis 1 24 june 1830 march 1831

it is likely that he intended to go through the bible from cover to cover but
a march 718317 1831 revelation instructed him to interrupt the old testament
work and translate the new testament dacd&c 456045604530 62 upon completion
of the new testament matthew revelation march 1831 july 1832 he

BYU studies 42 no 2 20032003 35
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translated the rest of the old testament in order genesis 24 malachi
july 1832 july 1833

aside from the cessation of translating the old testament while the
new testament was revised the translation was a systematic process that
took joseph smith from one end of the bible to the other the books and
passages chapters and verses were revised in sequence but even while the
original translation was under way the prophet made a second pass
through many of the pages often revising his earlier dictation with
expanded or clarified meanings those later revisions were probably com-
pleted not long after the first revision was dictated both processes the
original dictating and the later revising have become increasingly clear
through recent research into the original manuscripts 3

two new testament passages that were translated twice

in light of what we know now about the creation of the new transla-
tion it is interesting to observe that in two places in the bible joseph
smith provided two original translations that vary from each other the
passages one quite long matt 261 71 and the other very short 2 pet

34 6 were translated twice most likely because joseph smith had forgot-
ten that he had produced the original translations and thus translated the
material anew in this article we present the two versions of the transla-
tions here published together in edited format for the first time and we
examine them to see what can be learned from them in what ways are they
different and in what ways are they the same what do the differences and
similarities mean from this unique situation two prophetic revisions of
the same biblical texts we can learn much about how the prophet fulfilled
his calling to create his new translation of the bible for the church

joseph smiths new translation ofmatthew 261 71171

when joseph smith began the translation of the new testament in
spring 1831 he translated most of the gospel of matthew without major
interruption the manuscript produced by that original translation figs

1 2 has been designated by modern archivists as new testament manu-
script i nti john whitmer later made a backupback up copy of most of the nti
material that copy begins what would later be known as new testament
manuscript 2 ntant2 in four folios which became the working copy on
which the rest of the translation of the new testament was continued to
understand how joseph smith made two original translations of matthew
26 it is necessary to understand in more detail the genesis ofofntinti and nt2nta
and how the two manuscripts relate to each other



FIG i new testament manuscript i1 page 62 matthew 2645 63 joseph smith
dictated this first translation of matthew 26 in spring 1831 the handwriting
here is that of his scribe sidney rigdon all images in this article courtesy
community of christ library archives independence missouri
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FIG 2 detail of new testament manuscript i page 6060 showing matthew 263 10

handwriting of sidney rigdon

new testament manuscript i nti is the original dictated text of
joseph smithsmitis s new translation of matthew 11 2671 it was begun on
march 81831 and probably was finished in june of that year it was written
in kirtland ohio in the hand of sidney rigdon who served as the
prophetprophetss scribe recording his dictation joseph smith and sidney rigdon
left kirtland for missouri on june 191918311831 and it is likely that they finished

nti before their departure 4 the text ends at matthew 2671 in the middle
of a sentence and clearly not at a predictable stopping place the abrupt
ending suggests a date for matthew 26 shortly before their departure when
they ran out of time the nti text ofmatthew 26 shows only minimal edit-
ing after its original writing all of it appears to be in the hand of sidney
rigdon who corrected his own scribal and spelling errors at the time of the
original dictation there was not a second pass of revisions in this text

matthew 26 on nti differs in several places from the text of the king
james translation most of the changes appear to be clarifications or reword-
ings of the existing english text but there are also significant new insights

on march 8818311831 john whitmer was appointed by revelation to tran-
scribe for joseph smith dacd&c 471 he first copied the old testament
translation that had been revealed to that point then as pages of the new
testament manuscript ntinti became available he transcribed them also

his copy of nti is identified as new testament manuscript 2 folio i1
NTnt2int2121 it does not reproduce all ofofntinti however it ends in the middle of

verse i of matthew 26
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how the duplications occurred

after spending most of summer 1831 in independence missouri
joseph smith returned to ohio and to his work on the new translation
the prophet reported that the forepart of september was spent in making
preparations to remove to the town of hiram ohio and re commencerecommence

the translation of the bible 5 from then until the fore part of october
he did little more than to prepare to recommence the translation of the
bible 6 john whitmer was now the scribe for the joseph smith transla-
tion recording the prophets dictation on a new manuscript today labeled
new testament manuscript 2 folio 2 nt22NT22

however instead of recommencing the translation at matthew 2671
where he had stopped his translating before traveling to missouri the prophet
began at matthew 261 whitmer had made his copy only to the first verse

of the chapter and it appears that both he and the prophet had forgotten
that the translation had already progressed farther thus nt22 contains a

second translation of matthew 26 this translation was begun on septem-
ber 26 and was probably completed within a day or twotwo7twos fig 3 the ear-
lier translation appears to have been forgotten altogether perhaps because

nti the original dictation had already been set aside and replaced by the
folios of nt2nta as the live text to which later material was added and on
which later corrections and revisions were written when the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints now the community of
christ prepared to publish joseph smithsmitis s bible translation in 1867 8 they
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FIG 3 detail of new testament manuscript 2 folio 2 page i showing matthew
261 7 this image shows part of the second translation of matthew 26 dated sep-
tember 262618311831 the handwriting here isis that of john whitmer who served as the
prophets scribe for this dictation the archival notations ch 26 and matt
verse numbers and capitalization changes are inin unknown hands
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drew their text ofmatthew 26 from the nt22 translation and thus it is the
one contained in the published inspired version today 9

the nt22 translation ofmatthew 26 unlike that ofofntinti shows a great
deal of editing after the original dictation to prepare it for publication
while john whitmer was serving as scribe he corrected some of his own
recording errors at the time of the dictation in addition to those correccornec

tionseions joseph smith undertook a later review of parts ofnt22 with sidney
rigdon as scribe corrections on the matthew 26 pages that resulted from
that review are few and most are small clarifications and word rearrange-
ments later hands added punctuation although whitmer had included
some during the original dictation capitalization changes were made as

well and whitmer s ampersands & were spelled out to and in most
instances verse divisions and verse numbers were then added the verses
assigned in the JST manuscripts were not the short divisions we have in
modern bibles but paragraph length verses that are less interruptive of the
scriptural text 10 we cannot say when the changes in punctuation capital-
izationization and versification were inserted our best suggestion is that they
were inserted by clerks working under joseph smiths direction this work
may have been done in the i83os183os after the translation was completed but
perhaps it took place in the early 1840si84os when the prophet was preparing his
new translation for publication 11

earlier historians have disagreed as to why there are differences
between nti and nt22 in his early research on the joseph smith translaytransla
tion manuscripts RLDS church historian richard P howard attributes
the differences between matthew 26 in nti and nt22 to john whitmerswhittersWhitmers
copying and emendingamendingemending ofofntinti 12 he believes that as whitmer was pro-

ducing nt22 he saw the need to clarify some passages in matthewmatthew1313

then howard suggests whitmer s emendation was revised further by
joseph smith howard assumes that whitmer was assigned not only to
copy but also to emend yet the JST manuscripts show that whitmer was a

faithful copyist whose transcriptions diverged intentionally from the origi-
nals only in very rare cases when he corrected what he apparently felt were
grammatical or writing errors in the originals 14 robert J matthews
explains that nt22 isis missingi i two phrases that were actually a substantive
part of the revision in nti 15 he proposes two possible explanations for
their omission they were either carelessly transcribed or deliberately
rejected when nt22 was made 16

our recent research has enabled us to obtain a clearer picture of the
history of the new translation and to reconstruct more accurately the gen-
eration of the two texts of matthew 26 As we have described above the

ntint1nta text was translated by or in june 1831 and it appears that its existence
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was overlooked when joseph smith began anew the translation over three
months later there is every indication that he made each translation of
matthew 26 with the intent of having it be part of the new translation
thus latter day saints can welcome both readings as valued contributions
to the restoration even if one was later forgotten and supplanted by
another such a memory lapse is understandable the process of transla-
tion was interrupted for at least three months between the two translations
by the prophets first trip to missouri and all the events associated with it
the rigors of travel in the i83os1830s the dedication of land for building the city
ofofzionzion the consecration ofproperty for building a temple and the prepa-
rations for gathering the saints to that location

the king james version and the two joseph smith translations

following in parallel columns are the king james version text as

found in the current english latter day saint edition of the bible and the
texts of joseph smiths two translations of matthew 261 71

17 the king
james translation below includes all the italics that appeared in the 1828

H and E phinney bible that joseph smith used when preparing the new
translation 18 to the joseph smith translation texts we have added punc-
tuationtuation capitalization and spelling modeled after the king james version
we have highlighted in bold type the changes that joseph smith made to
the texts 19 our commentary appears below the relevant verses

i1 and it came to pass when and it came to pass when and it came to pass when
jesus had finished all these jesus had finished all these jesus had finished all these
sayings he said unto his dis-
ciples

sayings he said unto his dis-

ciples
sayings he said unto his dis-
ciples

2 ye know that after two you know that after two ye know that after two
days is the feast of the days is the passover and the days is the passover and
passover and the son of man son is to be betrayed and then the son of man is

is betrayed to be crucified crucified betrayed to be crucified

verse 2 in the nti account the prophet changed the archaic pronoun
14yeye to you which he did a total of thirteen times in that account in
three other instances he added new material that contains you where the
king james translation would have used ye in the nt22 account only
once did the prophet add you where the king james translators would
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nt22 sayrbmber i83iib
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3 then assembled together and then assembled then assembled together
the chief priests and the together the chief priests and the chief priests and the
scribes and the elders of the the scribes and the elders of scribes and the elders of the
people unto the palace of the people unto the palace people unto the palace of
the high priest who was of the high priest who is the high priest who was
called caiaphas called caiaphas called caiaphas

4 and consulted that they and consulted that they and consulted that they
might take jesus by subtilty might take jesus by subtilty might take jesus by subtilty
and kill him and kill him that they might and kill him

put an end to his work

5 but they said not on the but they said lest there but they said not on the
feast day lest there be an be an uproar among the feast day lest there be an
uproar among the people people let us not do it on the uproar among the people

feast day

6 now when jesus was in now when jesus was in now when jesus was in
bethany in the house of bethany in the house of bethany in the house of
simon the leper simon the leper simon the leper

have used 11

ye and he did not change ye in any existing occurrence this
shows that on his second translation of matthew 26 the modernizing of
the pronouns was not as high a priority as it had been some months earlier

in both translations the prophet removed the the feast of and made
other editorial adjustments that make the text read more easily these are typi-
cal of most of the changes in the two texts of matthew 26 and they are
typical of the majority of individual changes the prophet made throughout
the new translation nti changes son of man to son this is the only
such change in the chapter and thus we cannot tell if it was a deliberate or
an inadvertent omission

verse 4 this verse contains a significant revision in the nti narrative
an addition that provides a motive for the leaders of the jews who opposed
jesus ministry that they might put an end to his work

verse 5 the rewording for clarification in nti is typical of many other
JST changes
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7 there came unto him a there came unto him a there came unto him a

woman having an alabaster woman having an alabaster woman having an alabaster
box of very precious oint box of very precious oint-

ment
box of very precious oint-
mentment and poured it on his and poured it on his and poured it on his

head as he sat at meat head as he sat in the house head as he sat in the house

8 but when his disciples but when his disciples saw but when some saw this
saw it they had indignation her they had indignation they had indignation saying
saying to what purpose isis against her saying to what unto what purpose isis this
this waste purpose isis this waste waste

9 for this ointment might for this ointment might for this ointment might
have been sold for much and have been sold for much and have been sold for much and
given to the poor given to the poor given to the poor

lo1010 when jesus understood and when they had thus when they had said thus
it he said unto them why reasoned among themselves jesus understood them and
trouble ye the womanwomankwoman7 for and understood not jesus he said unto them why
she hath wrought a good knowing their hearts he said trouble ye the womanwomankwoman7 for
work upon me unto them why trouble you she hath wrought a good

the womanwomankwoman7 and from work upon me
whence is this evil in your
hearts for verily I1 say unto
you she hath wrought a good
work upon me

verse 7 both versionsversions change at meat to in the house the greek
participle anakeimenouanakeimmou 11 was reclining is used often in the context ofeating
but does not necessarily mean that the event occurred at a meal

verse 8 the nt22 version changes his disciples to the less definite
some and both accounts supply an antecedent to the italicized it the

nti account provides an object to the indignation
verse io10 this is one of several instances inin which joseph smith made

parallel content changes in both of the JST narratives the nt22 transla-
tion rewords the introductory clause of the verse and makes it clearer see
fig 2 the nti translation provides a much fuller revision and adds signi-
ficant new insights among other things it changes the subject of the verb
11understood from jesus to his companions the first part of theversetreverseththe verseeverse and
when their hearts provides a window into the thinking both of jesus
and of the others the revised verse also provides additional dialogue as

jesus asked his hearers and from whence is this evil in your hearts
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11 for ye have the poor for the poor you have for ye have the poor
always with you but me ye always with you but me you always with you but me ye
have not always have not always have not always

12 for in that she hath this woman hath poured for she hath poured this
poured this ointment on my this ointment on my body ointment on my body for my
body she did itfoiit for my burial for my burial burial

13 verily I1 say unto you verily I1 say unto you and in this thing that she
wheresoever this gospel shall wheresoever this gospel shall hath done she shall be
be preached in the whole be preached in the whole blessed for verily I1 say unto
world there shall also this world shall this that this you wheresoever this gospel
that this woman hath done woman hath done be told for shall be preached in the
be told for a memorial of her a memorial of her for in whole world this thing that

that she hath done for me this woman hath done shall
she hath obtained a blessing also be told for a memorial of
of my father her

14 then one of the twelve then one of the twelve then one of the twelve
called judas iscariot went called judas iscariot went called judas iscariot went
unto the chief priests unto the chief priests unto the chief priests

15 and said unto them what and said what will you and said what will ye
will ye give me and I1 will give me and I1 will deliver give me and I1 will deliver
deliver him unto you and him unto you and they him unto you and they
they covenanted with him for covenanted with him for covenanted with him for
thirty pieces of silver thirty pieces of silver thirty pieces of silver

16 and from that time he and from that time he and from that time he
sought opportunity to betray sought opportunity to betray sought opportunity to betray
him him jesus

verses 11 12 nti revises the syntax ofboth of these verses making the
reading clearer nt22 does the same with verse 12

verse 13 the two translations insert the same addition to this verse
although not in identical words it is a sentence spoken by jesus promising
a blessing for the woman who anointed him the earlier translation places
it at the end of the verse and the later translation places it at the beginning
of the verse

verse 15 the prophet deleted unto them in both translations
thereby causing the readings to reflect more closely the earliest greek texts

verse 16 the change in nt22 from him to jesus is typical of other
similar revisions in the joseph smith translation in which pronouns are
replaced by names to make antecedents clearer 20
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17 now the first day of the now on the first day of the now on the first day of the
feast ofunleavenedofunleavened bread the unleavened bread the discibisci feast of unleavened bread the
disciples came to jesus say plespies came to jesus saying disciples came unto jesus

ing unto him where wilt unto him where wilt thou saying unto him where wilt
thou that we prepare for thee that we prepare for thee to eat thou that we prepare for thee
to eat the passoverpassover77 the passover 3 to eat the passover 7

18 and he said go into the and he said go into the and he said go into the
city to such a man and say city to such a man and say city to such a man and say
unto him the master saith unto him the master saith unto him the master saith
my time isis at hand I1 will my time isis at hand I1 will keep my time isis at hand I1 will keep
keep the passover at thy the passover at thy house the passover at thy house
house with my disciples with my disciples with my disciples

19 and the disciples did as and the disciples did as and the disciples did as

jesus had appointed them jesus had commanded them jesus appointed them and
and they made ready the and they made ready the they made ready the
passover passover passover

2020 now when the even was now when the even was now when the evening
come he sat down with the come he sat down with the was come he sat down with
twelve twelve the twelve

21 and as they did eat he and as they did eat he and as they did eat he
said verily I1 say unto you said verily I1 say unto you said verily I1 say unto you
that one of you shall betray that one of you shall betray that one of you shall betray
me me me

22 and they were exceeding and they were exceeding and they were exceeding
sorrowful and began every sorrowful and began every sorrowful and began every
one of them to say unto him one of them to say unto him one of them to say unto him
lord isis it I1 lord isis it I1P lord isis it VI1

verse 17 both narratives insert the preposition on in the beginning
phrase nti deletes feast of but nt22 includes it in the text

verse 19 grammatical adjustments like the change in nt22 from as

jesus had appointed to as jesus appointed are not unprecedented inin the
joseph smith translation in several such places the prophet selected a

simpler grammatical form than that used by the king james translators
the change to commanded in nti more accurately reflects the semantic
range of the greek verb suntdssosuntiss6

verse 2020 in the nt22 account as in many other instances in the new
translation joseph smith supplied a more contemporary term than that
used in the king james bible
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23 and he answered and and he answered and said and he answered and said
said he that dippethrippeth his he that dippethrippeth his hand he that dippethrippeth his hand
hand with me inin the dish the with me inin the dish the same with me inin the dish the same
same shall betray me shall betray me shall betray me

24 the son of man goeth as the son of man goeth as it but the son of man goeth
it isis written of him but woe isis written of him but woe as it isis written of him but
unto that man by whom the unto that man by whom the woe unto that man by whom
son of man isis betrayed it had son of man isis betrayed it had the son of man isis betrayed it
been good for that man if he been good for that man if had been good for that man if
had not been born he had not been born he had not been born

25 then judas which then judas which then judas who betrayed
betrayed him answered and betrayed him answered and him answered and said mas
said master isis it VI1 he said said master isis it I1P he said ter isis it I1 he said unto him
unto him thou hast said unto him thou hast said thou hast said

truly for thou art the man

26 and as they were eating and as they were eating and as they were eating
jesus took bread and blessed jesus took bread and blessed jesus took bread and brake
it and brake it and gave it to it and brake it and gave it to it and blessed it and gave to
the disciples and said take the disciples and said take his disciples and said take
eat this isis my body eat of it and a command-

ment
eat this isis in remembrance

I1 give unto you and of my body which I1 gave a
this is the commandment ransom for you
which I1 give unto you that
as you see me do you shall
do likewise in remembrance
of my body

verse 25 the change of relative pronouns bromfromhhorn whichtowhich to who as here
in nt22 is very common inin the joseph smith translation nti expands on
the last sentence to make jesus response to judas more emphatic

verse 26 the changes made in this verse are among the most signifysignifi
cant of the chapter and both translations make important contributions
in the four joseph smith translation accounts of the sacrament at the last
supper nti matthew nt22 matthew mark and nt24 luke 21 only

nt22 matthew corrects the order of events with regard to the bread jesus
took bread and brake it and blessed it this correction brings the order
into harmony with jesus pattern in the book of mormon 3 nephi 183
both nti and nt22 add words to show that the bread was not jesus body
but in remembrance of it something otherwise absent in the matthew
account 22 the words which I1 gave a ransom for you in nt22 provide
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27 and he took the cup and and he took the cup and and he took the cup and
gave thanks and gave it to gave thanks and blessed the gave thanks and gave it to
them saying drink ye all of it cup and gave to them say-

ing
them saying drink ye all of it

drink of it all of you

28 for this is my blood of the for this you shall do in for this is in remem-
brancenew testament which is shed remembrance of my blood of my blood of the

for many for the remission of which is shed for as many as new testament which is shed
sins shall believe on my name for for as many as shall believe

the remission of their sins on my name for the remis-
sion of their sins and I1 give
unto you a commandment
that ye shall observe to do
the things which ye have
seen me do and bear record
of me even unto the end

29 but I1 say unto you I1 will but I1 say unto you I1 will but I1 say unto you I1 will

not drink henceforth of this not drink henceforth of this not drink henceforth of this
fruit of the vine until that day fruit of the vine until that fruit of the vine until that
when I1 drink it new with you day when I1 shall come and day when I1 drink it new with
in my fathers kingdom drink it new with you in my you in my fathers kingdom

fathers kingdom

the doctrinal foundation for the passage in the nti narrative jesus com-
mands his apostles to do as they had seen him do to bless and pass the
sacramental emblems to others

verse 27 nti restores the information that jesus not only gave thanks
for the wine but also blessed it

verse 28 the changes in this verse do to the account of the wine what
the changes in verse 26 do to the account of the bread both nti and

nt22 replace my blood with in remembrance of my blood both
accounts replace shed for many with shed for as many as shall believe
on my name and most significantly the prophet added to the nt22 nar-
rative a commandment of jesus to his disciples that they do as they had
seen him do with respect to the sacrament the nti narrative contains the
same instruction but there joseph smith inserted it into the account of
the bread not into the account of the wine 23

verse 29 the small change here in nti adds important information to
jesus promise that he will yet participate in the sacrament with his disciples

the insertion that he shall come and drink with them brings the doctrine
into harmony with what we know from elsewhere in modern revelation

that event will take place not in heaven but on the earth dacd&c 285
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3030 and when they had sung and when they had sung a and when they had sung a
an hymn they went out into hymn they went out into the hymn they went out into the
the mount of olives mount of olives mount of olives

31 then saith jesus unto then saith jesus unto then said jesus unto
them all ye shall be offended them all you shall be them all ye shall be offended
because of me this night for offended because of me this because of me this night for
it is written I1 will smite the night for it is written I1 will it is written I1 will smite the
shepherd and the sheep of smite the shepherd and the shepherd and the sheep of
the flock shall be scattered sheep of the flock shall be the flock shall be scattered
abroad scattered abroad abroad

32 but after I1 am risen again but after I1 am risen again but after I1 am risen again
I1 will go before you into I1 will go before you into I1 will go before you into
galilee galilee galilee

33 peter answered and said but peter answered and peter answered and said
unto him though all men said unto him though all my unto him though all men
shall be offended because of brethren should be offended shall be offended because of
thee yet will I1 never be because of thee I1 will never thee I1 will never be offended
offended be offended

34 jesus said unto him ver-
ily

jesus said unto him verily jesus said unto him verily
I1 say unto thee that this I1 say unto thee that this I1 say unto thee that this

night before the cock crow night before the cock crow night before the cock crow
thou shalt deny me thrice thou shalt deny me thrice thou shalt deny me thrice

verse 3030 the change in both texts from an hymn to a hymn is typi-
cal of other modernizations in the joseph smith translation joseph
smiths 1828 H and E phinney bible the default king james version text
for the joseph smith translation has a hymn in this verse and he read it
as such to his scribes 24

verse 31 in many places in the new testament joseph smith changed
the king james present tense saith to 1 said as he did here in the nt22
account

verse 33 again the italicized words are changed in the new translation
nti identifies the indefinite all men of the king james translation with the
twelve all my brethren the prophet deleted the yet of the last clause in
both translations it is found in some greek texts but not inin the earliest
manuscripts the word order is changed in both translations to 1 I will
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35 peter said unto him peter said unto him peter said unto him
though I1 should die with though I1 should die with though I1 should die with
thee yet will I1 not deny thee thee yet I1 will not deny thee thee yet will I1 not deny thee
likewise also said all the dis likewise also said all the dis-

ciples
likewise also said all the dis

ciplescaples ciplescaples

36 then cometh jesus with then cometh jesus with then cometh jesus with
them unto a place called them unto a place called them unto a place called
gethsemane and saith unto gethsemane and saith unto gethsemane and said unto
the disciples sit ye here the disciples sit you here the disciples sit ye here
while I1 go and pray yonder while I1 go yonder and pray while I1 go and pray yonder

37 and he took with him and he took with him and he took with him
peter and the two sons of peter and the two sons of peter and the two sons of
zebedee and began to be sor zebedee and began to be sor-

rowful
zebedee and began to be sor-
rowfulrowfulrowfiil and very heavy and very heavy and very heavy

38 then saith he unto them then saith he unto them then said he unto them
my soul isis exceeding sorrow my soul isis exceeding sorrow-

ful

my soul isis exceeding sorrow-
fulful even unto death tarry ye even unto death tarry even unto death tarry ye

here and watch with me you here and watch with me here and watch with me

39 and he went a little fur and he went a little far-
ther

and he went a little far-
therther and fell on his face and and fell on his face and and fell on his face and

prayed saying 0 my father prayed saying 0 my father prayed saying oh my
if it be possible let this cup if it be possible let this cup father if it be possible let
pass from me nevertheless pass from me nevertheless this cup pass from me never-

thelessnot as I1 will but as thou wilt not as I1 will but as thou wilt not as I1 will but as

thou wilt

verse 35 As in both translations ofverse 33 verse 35 ofofntinti changes the
archaic syntax will I1 to 1I will another indicator that much of the work
of the joseph smith translation is modernization of the biblical language

verse 36 the changed syntax in nti reflects the word order of the
greek text more closely than does the king james version

verse 39 in both translations the prophet dictated from his own bible
the more contemporary word farther which differs from further as in the
current latter day saint edition the nt22 translation here and in verse 42
replaces the vocative 0 with the exclamatory oh this may simply be
john whitmer s spelling and may not reflect a change in meaning
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4040 and he cometh unto the and he cometh unto the and he cometh unto the
disciples and lindethfindeth them disciples and lindethfindeth them disciples and lindethfindeth them
asleep and saith unto peter asleep and saith unto peter asleep and he said unto
what could ye not watch what could you not watch peter what could ye not
with me one hour with me one hour watch with me one hour

41 watch and pray that ye watch and pray that you watch and pray you that
enter not into temptation enter not into temptation he ye enter not into temptation
the spirit indeed is willing said unto them the spirit the spirit indeed is willing
but the flesh is weak indeed is willing but the flesh but the flesh is weak

is weak

42 he went away again the he went away again the he went away again the
second time and prayed say-
ing

second time and prayed say second time and prayed say-
ing0 my father if this cup ing 0 my father if this cup oh my father if this cup

may not pass away from me may not pass away from me may not pass away from me
except I1 drink it thy will be except I1 drink it thy will be except I1 drink it thy will be
done done done

43 and he came and found and he came and found and he came and found
them asleep again for their them asleep again for their them asleep again for their
eyes were heavy eyes were heavy eyes were heavy

44 and he left them and and he left them and and he left them and
went away again and prayed went away again and prayed went away again and prayed
the third time saying the the third time saying the the third time saying the
same words same words same words

45 then cometh he to his then cometh he to his dis then cometh he to his dis-
ciplesdisciples and saith unto ciplescaples and saith unto them and said unto them

them sleep on now and take sleep on now and take rest sleep on now and take rest
your rest behold the hour is and they did so and when behold the hour is at hand
at hand and the son of man they awoke jesus saith unto and the son of man is

is betrayed into the hands of them behold the hour is at betrayed into the hands of
sinners hand and the son of man is sinners

betrayed into the hands of
sinners

verse 41 the insertion of he said unto them in nti suggests that the
prophet viewed the following sentence as not necessarily connected with
the preceding sentence

verses 45 46 in the king james text jesus instructs his disciples to
sleep and then immediately instructs them to rise and be going the
joseph smith translation supplies the missing continuity in nti we read
11and they did so and when they awoke jesus saith unto them nt22
expresses it differently and after they had slept he said unto them arise
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46 rise let us be going arise let us be going and after they had slept
behold he isis at hand that behold he isis at hand that he said unto them arise
doth betray me doth betray me and let us be going behold

he isis at hand that doth betray
me

47 and while he yet spake lo10 and while he yet spake and while he yet spake lo10

judas one of the twelve behold judas one of the judas one of the twelve
came and with him a great twelve came and with him a came and with him a great
multitude with swords and great multitude with swords multitude with swords and
staves from the chief priests and staves having authority staves from the chief priests
and elders of the people from the chief priests and the and elders of the people

elders of the people

48 now he that betrayed him now he that betrayed him now he that betrayed him
gave them a sign saying gave them a sign saying gave them a sign saying
whomsoever I1 shall kiss that whomsoever I1 shall kiss the whomsoever I1 shall kiss that
same isis he hold him fast same isis he hold him fast same isis he hold him fast

49 and forthwith he came to and forthwith he came to and forthwith he came to
jesus and said hail master jesus and said hail master jesus and said hail master
and kissed him and kissed him and kissed him

5050 and jesus said unto him and jesus said unto him and jesus said unto him
friend wherefore art thou judas betrayestbetrayest thou the judas wherefore art thou
cornedcome then came they and son of man with a kiss and come to betray me with a
laid hands on jesus and took jesus also said unto the cap kiss then came they and
him tain friend wherefore art laid hands on jesus and took

thou comecomeecome5 and then they him
came and laid hands on
jesus and took him

again it is interesting to see that the prophet inserted the same thought into
each account although not inin identical words and not inin the same location

verse 47 nti changes the more arcane 10lo to behold the multi-
tude came not only from the chief priests and elders but having author-
ity from them

verse 50 both accounts add to jesus 5 words an acknowledgment that
judas was betraying jesus with a kiss judas betrayestbetrayest thou the son of man
with a kiss ntinti and judas wherefore art thou come to betray me with
a kiss nt22NT22 both translations disassociate the word friend from
judas the nti translation assigns friend to the captain of the force and
the nt22 translation removes it and replaces it with the name of judas
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51 and behold one of them and behold one of them and behold one of them
which were with jesus who was with jesus drew his which were with jesus
stretched out his hand and sword and stretched out his stretched out his hand and
drew his sword and struck a hand and struck a servant of drew his sword and struck a

servant of the high priests the high priest and smote off servant of the high priest
and smote off his ear his ear and smote off his ear

52 then said jesus unto him then said jesus unto him then said jesus unto him
put up again thy sword into put up thy sword into its put up again thy sword into
his place for all they that take place for all they who take his place for all they that take
the sword shall perish with the sword shall perish with the sword shall perish with
the sword the sword the sword

53 Thinthinkestthmkestthinnestkest thou that I1 can thinkestthinnestThinkest thou that I1 can thinkestthinnestThinkest thou that I1 can
not now pray to my father not now pray to my father not now pray to my father
and he shall presently give me and he shall presently give me and he shall presently give me
more than twelve legions of more than twelve legions of more then twelve legions of
angels angelsaniels angels

54 but how then shall the but how then shall the but how then shall the
scriptures be fulfilled that scriptures be fulfilled that scriptures be fulfilled that
thus it must bebe5bea thus it must be and he put thus it must bebe7bea

forth his hand and touched
the servants ear and it was
healed

55 in that same hour said in that same hour jesus in that same hour said
jesus to the multitudes are said to the multitude are jesus unto the multitudes
ye come out as against a thief you come out as against a are ye come out as against a

with swords and staves for to thief with swords and staves thief with swords and staves

nti continues the process of modernization of syntax changing then
came they to then they came

verses 51 52 in nti modernizations are seen in the changes from
which and that to who and inin the change from his place referring

to a sword to its place both narratives change a servant of the high
priests to a servant of the high priest

verse 54 in the king james text only luke records jesus healing the
ear of the high priests servant and he touched his ear and healed him
luke 2251 in the joseph smith translation both the nti matthew and

the nt22 mark add that event but not inin the same place in the narrative
verse 55 clarification and modernization seem to be the prophets

intentions in this verse with revised syntax jesus said instead of said
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take memeame5 I1 sat daily with you to take memeame5 and yet when I1 for to take meame7me I1 sat daily with
teaching inin the temple and ye sat daily with you teaching inin you inin the temple teaching
laid no hold on me the temple you laid no hold and ye laid no hold on me

on me

56 but all this was done that but all this was done that but all this was done that
the scriptures of the prophets the scriptures of the prophets the scriptures of the prophets
might be fulfilled then all might be fulfilled then all might be fulfilled then all
the disciples forsook him the disciples forsook him the disciples forsook him
and fled and fled and fled

57 and they that had laid and they that had laid and they that had laid
hold on jesus led him away to hold on jesus led him away to hold on jesus led him away to
caiaphas the high priest caiaphas the high priest caiaphas the high priest
where the scribes and the where the scribes and the where the scribes and the
elders were assembled elders were assembled elders were assembled

58 but peter followed him but peter followed him but peter followed him
afar off unto the high priestspriest s afar off unto the high priests afar off unto the high priests
palace and went inin and sat palace and went inin and sat palace and went inin and sat
with the servants to see the with the servants to see the with the servants to see the
end end end

59 now the chief priests and now the chief priests and now the chief priests and
elders and all the council elders sought counsel elders and all the council
sought false witness against againstC

jesus to put him to sought false witness against
jesus to put him to death death jesus to put him to death

6060 but found none yea but found none yea but found none yea
though many false witnesses though many false witnesses though many false witnesses
came yet found they none at came yet they found none to came they found none that
the last came two false wit put him to death at the last could accuse him at the last

nesses came two false witnesses came two false witnesses

jesus and usage to instead of for to inin nti both translations reviserevise
the last sentence to make it flow more readily the nt22 revisionrevision reflecting
more closely the greek word order

verse 59 the nti narrative changes the meaning of the verse to high-
light the conspiracy and plotting against jesus on the part of the rulers

verse 6060 both accounts clarify the ambiguous king james reading
yet found they none but not inin identical words
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61 and said this fellow said and said this jesus said I1 and said this man said I1

I1 am able to destroy the am able to destroy the temple am able to destroy the temple
temple of god and to build of god and to build it in of god and to build it in
it in three days three days three days

62 and the high priest arose and the high priest arose and the high priest arose
and said unto him answer and said unto him seest and said unto him answerestAnswerest
est thou nothing what is it thou what these witness thou nothing knowest thou
which these witness against against thee what sayestgayest what these witness against
thee thou for thyself thee

63 but jesus held his peace but jesus held his peace but jesus held his peace
and the high priest answered and the high priest said and the high priest answered
and said unto him I1 adjure unto him answerestAnswerest thou and said unto him I1 adjure
thee by the living god that nothing but he answered thee by the living god that
thou tell us whether thou be nothing and the high priest thou tell us whether thou be
the christ the son of god said unto him I1 adjure thee the christ the son of god

by the living god that thou
tell us whether thou be the
christ the son of god

64 jesus saith unto him jesus saith unto him thou jesus said unto him thou
thou hast said nevertheless I1 hast said nevertheless I1 say hast said nevertheless I1 say

say unto you hereafter shall unto you hereafter you shall unto you hereafter shall ye

ye see the son of man sitting see the son of man sitting on see the son of man sitting on
on the right hand of power the right hand of power and the right hand of power and
and coming in the clouds of coming in the clouds of coming in the clouds of
heaven heaven heaven

65 then the high priest rent then the high priest rent then the high priest rent
his clothes saying he hath his clothes saying he hath his clothes saying he hath
spoken blasphemy what spoken blasphemy what spoken blasphemy what

verse 61 each narrative replaces peilowfellowbellow nt22 inserts man a word
that is implicit in the greek demonstrative pronoun houtos a masculine
singular nti makes the matter clearer with the insertion of jesus name

verse 62 both revised accounts seem to result from the apparent
incomplete sentence in the king james translation with its string of three
italicized words the nti account adds a sentence at the end of the verse
what sayestgayest thou for thythyselfselpseIP

verse 63 only nti changes this verse and it does so significantly A sen-
tence removed bromfromhhorn verse 62 answerestAnswerest thou nothing is placed in the
middle ofverse 63 to which is added but he answered nothing
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further need have we of wit-
nesses

further need have we of wit-
nesses

further need have we of wit-
nessesbehold now ye have behold now you have behold now ye have

heard his blasphemy heard his blasphemy heard his blasphemy

66 what think ye they what think ye they what think ye they
answered and said he is answered and said he is answered and said he is

guilty of death guilty of death guilty of death

67 then did they spit in his then did they spit in his then did they spit in his
face and buffeted him and face and buffeted him and face and buffeted him and
others smote him with the others smote him with the others smote him with the
palms of their hands palms of their hands palms of their hands

68 saying prophesy unto us saying prophesy unto us saying prophesy unto us
thou christ who is he that thou christ who is he that thou christ who is it that
smote thee smote thee smote thee

59 now peter sat without in now peter sat without in now peter sat without in
the palace and a damsel came the palace and a damsel the palace and a damsel
unto him saying thou also came unto him saying thou came unto him saying thou
wast with jesus of galilee also wast with jesus of also wast with jesus of

galilee galilee

7070 but he denied before them but he denied before all but he denied before them
all saying I1 know not what the people saying I1 know all saying I1 know not what
thou sayestgayest not what thou sayestgayest thou sayestgayest

verse 66 the community of christ inspired version revises the awk-
ward guilty of death to guilty and worthy of death 25 the revision is

included in a footnote in the latter day saint edition of the bible this
insertion however does not come from the prophet joseph smith or his
scribes it is a rare change written in pencil on the nt22 manuscript by the
1866 67 publication committee of the reorganized church of jesus christ
of latter day saints in preparation for the printing of their original
insinspiredpired version the change is in the handwriting of joseph smith III111

verse 68 in his nt22 account the prophet replaced who is he with
the more idiomatic who is it

verse 70 nti replaces them all with all the people removing the
italicized word

in the second half of the verse the nti manuscript reads 1 I know
what thou sayestgayest 26 although we cannot be certain we are confident that
joseph smith intended 1 I know not what thou sayestgayest and thus we have
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71 and when he was gone and when he was gone out and when he was gone out
out into the porch another into the porch another saw into the porch another saw
maid saw him him him

inserted not in brackets in the edited text above without the 11not 1 the
sentence which begins with but he denied makes little sense unlike
most of the other new translation manuscripts nti never underwent a

later pass by joseph smith to make additional corrections and it was not
subjected to the scrutiny of later clerks who reviewed the manuscripts to
insert verse breaks punctuation and revised capitalization it seems likely
that in those processes the sentence would have been corrected with the
insertion of not

verse 71 both translations delete maid the greek indefinite pro-
noun ailialli is a feminine singular form indicating that the referent was a
female

joseph smiths new translation of 2 peter 34 6

A second much shorter translated text in two versions is found in
new testament manuscript 2 folio 4 nt24NT24 this manuscript spans
from luke 19 to the end of the new testament sidney rigdon was the
scribe for most of the manuscript including both translations of 2 peter 3

nt24 contains no internal dates but related evidence places the transla-
tion of 2 peter sometime between february 16 and march 24 1832 27 on
page 145 of nt24 the prophet translated 2 peter 34 6 the only three
verses in the chapter that he revised at that time fig 4 later when he was
working on the following page he decided to translate the entire chapter
he dictated a new full text ofall eighteen verses on pages 146 47 the new
dictation includes a second translation of verses 4 6 in both cases the
handwriting is that of sidney rigdon except for a few insertions of puncbunc
tuationtuitiontuation capitalization and verse numbers made by later editors it is not
certain in this case whether the prophet forgot the first translation when he
made the second one it may well be that when joseph decided to retrans-
late the entire chapter his scribe simply forgot to cross out the translation of
the three verses already on the previous page but because the second trans-
lation does not seem to rely on the first as its rough draft we suggest that
there probably was some passage of time between the two and that the ear-
lier translation had been forgotten the second translation is the one found
in the printed community of christ inspired version
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FIG 4 detail of new testament manuscript 2 folio 4 page 145 showing 2 peter

34 6 this is the first translation of 2 peter 3 probably march 1832 handwriting of
sidney rigdon some time later the prophet retranslated this passage

following are the king james version and the texts of joseph smiths
two translations of 2 peter 34 6 in parallel columns the king james text
shows the italics of the current latter day saint english bible 28 to the
joseph smith translation texts we have added punctuation capitalization
and spelling modeled after the king james translation we have highlighted
in bold type the changes that joseph smith made 29

4 and saying where is the and saying where is the and saying where is the
promise of his coming for promise of christs coming promise of his corningcoming for
since the fathers fell asleep for since the fathers fell since the fathers fell asleep all

all things continue as they asleep all things continue as things must continue as they
were from the beginning of at the beginning of the cre-

ation
are and have continued as

the creation they are from the beginning
of the creation

5 for this they willingly are for they are willingly for this they willingly are
ignorant of that by the word ignorant of this that by the ignorant of that of old the

verse 4 the first account clarifies the wording by replacing his with
christ s both translations make changes at the location of the two itali-

cized words in the king james version the first does so by making the
phrase more succinct but the second expands on the phrase

verse 5 both translations rearrange the word order of the verse con-
siderablysiderably but in different ways the second translation follows the word
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of god the heavens were of word of god the heavens heavens and the earth
old and the earth standing and the earth standing in the standing in the water and
out of the water and in the water and out of the water out of the water were cre-

atedwater were of old by the word of god

6 whereby the world that and by which word the and by the word of god
then was being overflowed world that then was being the world that then was
with water perished overflowed by water per-

ished
being overflowed with water
perished

order of the greek text more closely than does the king james version the
second translation includes were created in place of were

verse 6 both accounts replace the word whereby with a clause that
tells the power by which the world perished namely the word of god
alluded to in verse 5 this is an important change most greek texts have
the plural dihonbihondi hon whereby pipl or through which pipl although the
singular dihandih6ndv hon is a possible reading also 30

duplicate revelations

the duplicate translation of JST material provides a unique opportu-
nity to examine how joseph smith prepared his translation of the bible to
a certain extent we have in this situation the necessary components of a
controlled test on how this kind of revelation worked two independently
produced prophetic revisions of the same texts As we examine the changes
that joseph smith made in those texts we see three broad categories of
revisions rewording for clarity modernizing of archaic king james trans-
lation language and introducing new content

in several cases the prophet reworded or rearranged the existing con-
tent in verses to make the text more easily understood examples include
matthew 265 and 51 in nti matthew 2612 and 55 in nt22 and both
translations of 2 peter 35 in some cases he inserted new words to
strengthen or clarify a passage as in matthew 2625 and 29 in nti and in
the second translation of2 peter 34 it is difficult to know in these instances
whether the corrections represent the restoration of original biblical ideas
or words or some other means of making the text more meaningful for
modern readers

many of the changes in joseph smith s translation of the bible are
modernizations of the grammar vocabulary and syntax of the king james
version throughout the manuscripts the prophet made frequent changes
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of this kind replacing old forms of language with words and constructions
that reflect more current usage most latter day saints are unaware of this
aspect of the joseph smith translation because the footnotes in the latter
day saint bible are generally restricted to those changes that make doctrinal
or historical contributions in many places in the manuscripts the prophet
changed ye thee and thou to you with plural forms being changed
more frequently than singular forms in many other places however those
changes were not made in the matthew 26 translations for example he
changed most archaic pronouns in the nti text but apparently did not
have the same interest in the matter when he prepared the nt22 translatranslay

tion the prophet made frequent changes in archaic vocabulary and word
usage also in matthew 26 the old word even is changed to evening

nt22 matt 2620 and archaic word order is modernized in a few places
for example nti matt 2635 50505555 joseph smith followed his H and E

phinney bible to use a instead of an before words that begin with a pro
nouncedbounced letter h an hymn matt 263026302633 that he frequently changed
which and that to who for the relative pronoun referring to humans

is reflected in matthew 26 for example nti matt 2651 52

but the most important changes in the joseph smith translation are
those that introduce new content or change a verse s meaning in several

passages in the duplicate translations we see the introduction of new con
tent into the text new thoughts that alter the meaning or expand the
scope of the passage A few of these content additions are found in only one
of the translations31translations31

that they might put an end to his work 264 nti
why trouble you the woman and from whence is this evil in your

hearts 2610 nti
jesusesus took bread and brake it and blessed it 2626 nt22
which I1 gave a ransom for you 2626 nt22

11 and gave thanks and blessed the cup 2627 nti
and he put forth his hand and touched the servants ear and it was

healed 2654 nti
perhaps the most significant discovery in the duplicate translations is

the fact that in the majority of cases in which substantive content was

added to the text similar information was added in both of the new trans
lations in the following passages we see that in both translations the
prophet added the same thought yet he rarely expressed that thought in
the same words and sometimes it was not even inserted at the same loca
tion in the text
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and when they had thus reasoned among when they had said thus jesus understood
themselves and understood not jesus them and he said unto them why trouble ye

knowing their hearts he said unto them why the woman 26102610 nt22
trouble you the woman 026026102510261o2610 nti

wheresoever a memorial of her for in and in this thing that she hath done she shall
that she hath done for me she hath obtained be blessed for verily I1 say unto you whereso-

evera blessing ofmy father 2613 nti a memorial of her 2613 nt22

and a commandment I1 give unto you and and he took the cup and gave thanks and
this is the commandment which I1 give unto I1 give unto you a commandment that ye shall
you that as you see me do you shall do like-
wise

observe to do the things which ye have seen
and he took the cup and gave me do and bear record of me even unto the

thanks 2626 nti end 2628 nt22

take eat in remembrance of my body take eat this is in remembrance of my
2626 nti body 2626 nt22

for this you shall do in remembrance of my for this is in remembrance ofmy blood of the
blood which is shed 2628 nti new testament which is shed 2628 nt22

which is shed for as many as shall believe on which is shed for as many as shall believe on
my name 2628 nti my name 2628 nt22

sleep on now and take rest and they did so sleep on now behold the hour is at
and when they awoke jesus saith unto them hand into the hands of sinners and after
behold the hour is at hand into the hands they had slept he said unto them arise and
of sinners 2645 ntinylnyi let us be going 2646 nt22

and jesus said unto him judas betrayestbetrayest and jesus said unto him judas wherefore
thou the son of man with a kiss 026026502650 nti art thou come to betray me with a kiss

026026502650 nt22

and jesus also said unto the captain friend and jesus said unto him judas wherefore art
wherefore art thou come 026026502650 nti thou come 605026502650 nt22

though many false witnesses came yet they though many false witnesses came they found
found none to put him to death 026026602660 nti none that could accuse him 0660266002602660 nt22

and by which word 2 peter 36 first transla-
tion

and by the word of god 2 peter 36 second
translation

the lord stated with regard to the joseph smith translation and the
scriptures shall be given even as they are in mine own bosom to the salva-

tion of mine own elect dacd&c 3520 in several revelations in the doctrine
and covenants god endorsed the translation work and encouraged the
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saints to assist with it and embrace it for example dac 4312 13 733 4

9013 9353 9410 yet joseph smith never told the church the means by
which he prepared the translation other than that it was translated by the
power of god 33121112333232 it appears that the duplicate translations are telling us
more about that process

these manuscripts confirm that part of the prophets calling was to
modernize and clarify the text of the scriptures something that is evident
throughout the joseph smith translation the model of plainness that is

presented in the book ofmormon see 2 ne 2547254 y 312 3 sometimes con
trastserasts sharply with the language and style of the bible particularly the king
james translation many individual joseph smith translation changes are
specific to the king james version and are not suited to or needed for
other bible translations whether in english or in other languages

the changes made in matthew 26 and 2 peter 3 also suggest that joseph
smiths calling to modernize and clarify was a general mandate it is our
impression that god delegated the details of how to meet that objective to
the prophet s own judgment and discretion so he did not necessarily
require unique revelation in individual cases thus the manuscripts show

that his rewording ofpassages for clarification was not done with great con-
sistencysistency he took greater interest in this work of modernizing and clarifying
on some occasions than on others and this can be seen not only in the two
translations ofmatthew 26 but elsewhere in the manuscripts as well

but there are many changes in the joseph smith translation that we

firmly believe the prophet was inspired to make in a much more specific

way A careful examination of the two texts of matthew 26 and the histori-
cal circumstances in which they were produced leads us to rule out the pos-
sibilitysibility that either text influenced the writing of the other given that we

find most remarkable the clear evidence that joseph smith inserted paral-
lel changes in both translations in most instances where substantive
changes were made responding to spiritual promptings both times he
translated matthew 26 the prophets thoughts frequently rested upon the
same matters or concerns and impressions came to him that passages
needed to be revised or reinforced

so why then were the changes usually not made in the same words
and sometimes not inserted in the same locations joseph smith taught
that the holy ghost gives us pure intelligence which serves inin expand-
ing the mind and enlightening the understanding 33 under the spirit of
revelation you feel pure intelligence flowing unto you that can give

you sudden strokes of ideas 34 perhaps it would be reasonable to propose
that as joseph smith worked his way through matthew 26 dictating the
text to his scribe sidney rigdon in spring 1831 and again to his scribe john
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whitmer the next fall impressions came to his mind in the form of pure
intelligence enlightened understanding and sudden strokes of ideas but
not necessarily in exact words responding to those impressions the
prophet himself supplied the words that corrected the problem or empha-
sized the point or otherwise caused the verse to express the ideas that the
lord wanted it to communicate this suggestion may explain why the dupli-
cate translations are verbally different

we do not see this process as the model by which to understand the
revelations in the doctrine and covenants or the text of the book of mor-
mon in those cases the prophet was not beginning with another transla-
tion that needed consideration and possible revision so the process was
different nor do we suggest that this is the model for all the material in the
joseph smith translation we see evidence in other parts of the translation
where whole texts were revealed in english in verbal completeness with
little or no influence from the mind of joseph smith for example moses
chapter i1 35 but the duplicate translations of matthew 26 and 2 peter 3

provide an opportunity to see the hand of the lord at work in a different
way in a way that may shed light on the genesis of other parts of the
joseph smith translation as well

kent P jackson kent jacksonbyuedukenqacksonbyuedu is professor of ancient scripture at
brigham young university he received his phd from the university ofmichigan

peter M jasinski peterjasinskibyuedu is an editor at covenant commu-
nications and has an MA in english from brigham young university

1 see scott H faulring kent P jackson and robert J matthews eds joseph
smith s new translation of the bible original manuscripts provo utah religious
studies center brigham young university forthcoming see also robert J

matthews A plainer translation joseph smiths translation of the bible A his-
tory and commentary provo utah brigham young university press 1975

2 see doctrine and covenants 12489 books times and seasons i1 july
1840 140 see also joseph smith jr history ortheof the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter
day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book
197113413651971 1341365 4164

3 see the introductions to the various manuscripts in faulring jackson and
matthews joseph smiths new translation

4 for the dates see dean C jessee ed the papers of ofjosephjoseph smith i2 volsVOIS salt
lake city deseret book 1989 92 13561356362362

5 jessee papers of ofjosephjoseph smith 1363
6 jessee papers of ofjosephjoseph smith 1363

7 the date is written at the top oftheodtheof the page immediately before the translation
of matthew 26
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8 the holy scriptures translated and corrected by the spirit of revelation by

joseph smith jr the seer pianopianoplano ill111111.ililiiiii the reorganized church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 1867 commonly called the inspired version the most recent
edition was published in independence missouri in 1991

9 the 1944 edition ofthe inspired version incorporated two nti readings into
the text when I1 shall come and drink matt 2629 inspired version 2626 and
11

go yonder andprayandurayandpraypray matt 2636 inspired version 2633 they remain in the most
recent edition 1991

lo1010 the verse numbers in modern bibles were created by printer robert esti-
enne in the sixteenth century versification in the printed community of christ
inspired version follows the biblical model rather than the verse divisions that are
written on the manuscript pages

ii11 see robert J matthews joseph smith s efforts to publish his bible transl-
ation ensign 13 january 1983 57 64

12 richard P howard restoration scriptures A study of their textual devel-
opment 2dad ed rev and eni independence mo herald 1995 71

13 howard restoration scriptures 71

14 for example whitmer corrected these words was spoken to these
words were spoken oti page 3 line 12 ot2ota page 3 line 36

15 matthews A plainer translation 204
16 matthews A plainer translation 205

17 joseph smith s KJV bible was published in 1828 by the H and E phinney
company ofcooperstownCooperstown new york see kent P jackson joseph smiths coop
erstown bible the historical context of the bible used in the joseph smith trans
lation BYU studies 40 no i1 2001 41 70 oliver cowdery purchased this bible
on october 81829 at E B grandinsandinsgrandineGr palmyra bookstore the bible is now housed
in the library archives of the community of christ in independence missouri
the phinney bible differs in only a few words from that used in the current english
latter day saint edition see note 24 below

18 italics in the king james bible generally are used to identify words that are
not found in the original hebrew and greek texts of the bible but are helpful or
even necessary to create complete sentences in english the identifying ofoffilledfilled in
words in this manner was first done systematically in english bibles by the transla-
tors of the geneva bible and the process was followed by the king james translators
some in joseph smiths day including some early church leaders and probably the
prophet himself viewed these insertions generally as unnecessary or as interpola
tionseions on the part of translators thus the joseph smith translation manuscripts
show that the prophet sometimes made revisions at the locations of italicized
words see expressions of disdain for italics in the king james bible in the evening
and the morning star i1 january 1833 2 not the prophet S T P to the editor of
the times and seasons times and seasons 4 september i1 1843 318

19 the nti text is from nti pages 59 63 the nt2nta text is from nt22 pages
1 4 faulring jackson and matthews joseph smith s new translation 224 28

305 9 used with permission
20 see for example genesis 1832 KJV and he said and he said

JST and abraham said and the lord said and 2 peter 34 KJV his com-
ing JST christ s coming
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21 the gospel of john does not have an account of the sacrament at the
last supper

22 the idea of remembrance is found also in luke 2219 i1 corinthians
1124 25 3 nephi 187 11 and JST mark 1422

23 on the manuscript verse 28 ofofntinti reads as follows for this you shall do in
remembrance ofmy blood this is the new testimony which you shall unto all meny
of my blood which is shed for mhaasftaas many as shall beleivebeleave on my name for the
remission of their sins our best judgment is that the words this is the my
blood were replaced by what follows but that the scribe failed to cross them out

24 the H and E phinney bible has a before words that start with a pro-
nounced letter h in virtually every instance in this it differs from the edition of
the king james bible used by english speaking latter day saints today see jack
son joseph smith s cooperstownCooperstown bible 55 56 65 this and farther in verse 39
are the only differences in matthew 26 between joseph smiths phinney bible and
the latter day saint edition of the bible

25 inspired version matt 2667
26 nti page 63 lines 11 12

27 by february 161618321832 the prophet and sidney rigdon had arrived at john
529 dacd&c 7615 18 chapter heading by march 24 they had completed the trans
lation through revelation 114 when the work ceased due to the attack at the john
johnson home in hiram ohio and the subsequent travel of joseph smith and sid-
ney rigdon to missouri see jessee papers of ofjosephjoseph smith 13741374378378 7979382382 84 at
that point sidney rigdon was replaced as the prophet s scribe for the translation
and his handwriting ends

28 in these verses the italics in joseph smiths 1828 phinney bible are identi-
cal to those in the churchschurche current printing of the bible

29 the originals are on nt24 pages 145 46 faulring jackson and
matthews joseph smith s new translation 557559 used with permission

30 see richard J bauckham word biblical commentary volume 50 jude 2
peter waco texas word 1983 296 302

31 see the discussion of these and the following passages in the commentary
under the relevant verses above

32 nti page i1
33 andrew F ehat and lyndon W cook eds the words offof josephoffosephosephhoseph smith the

contemporary accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the prophet joseph provo
utah religious studies center brigham young university 19801980 4

34 ehat and cook words orfoffof osephjosephoffoseph smith 5

35 old testament manuscript i pages 1 3



salt lake tabernacle interior photograph
sabbath school union jubilee july 1875

ronald W walker richard neitzel holzapfel and james S lambert

ost early photographs of the salt lake tabernacle depict a hugeMmostarchitecturally curious building with relatively few adornments on
its exterior or interior its oddity sparked the delight of many and the
chagrin of many more causing some travelers and observers to remark
that it resembled a large turtle that had lost its way in the desert 1 however
any disagreement about the exterior of the tabernacle would be mediated
by the view of the interior mormonscormons and non mormonscormons residents
and tourists alike agreed that in its first years the inside seemed gloomy and
bare one visitor described entering the tabernacle as entering a vault
and several members of the church remarked on the stark colorless
paint and the maze of lumber for the pews 2

however in july 1875 the tabernacle interior was transformed for a

celebration of the twenty eighth anniversary of the pioneers arrival in the
salt lake valley although a jubilee is often a fiftieth anniversary the saints
called this celebration the sabbath school union jubilee the tabernacle s

decorations for this event are shown in this rare and previously unpubunput
lisheddished photograph fig i1 the photograph shows a distinctive and inven-
tive decor that contrasts with the usual plainness of the tabernacle interior
specifically made for this jubilee many of these adornments were in place
for several years following 3 this photograph was probably taken only a

few days before thejulythe july 24 jubilee

the discovery of the photograph

A few years ago the family of late BYU professor stewart L grow
approached richard neitzel holzapfel about resurrecting dr grow s

byustudies42BYU studies 42 nonoano22 2003 65





FIG i1 tabernacle interior
july 18751875771s7 78 x 913169 1316 photo-
graphed by charles R savage

this photograph originally
printed in sepiatonesepiatone depicts
the decorations for the
deseret sabbath school
jubilee commemorating the
twenty eighth anniversary of
the arrival of the pioneers in
salt lake valley although the
tabernacle was usually stark
this view of its interior shows
a rare festive atmosphere
note the evergreen trees
hanging from the ceiling
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historical research on the tabernacle in an effort to update grow s

important contribution on the history of this building this update
includes collecting a comprehensive nineteenth century photographic
record of the tabernacle while identifying important nineteenth
century images for this collection holzapfel found this beautifully pre-
served charles R savage image of the interior fig i1 the image was
purchased from an undisclosed owner with funds provided by the grow
family which now owns the image

prominent features ofthe tabernacle interior in the photograph

besides the decorations the tabernacle s two most prominent fea-
tures in this photograph are the organ and the three tiered stand or pul-
pit although the organ was huge for its time it did not yet have the two
expansion wings on each side that can be seen today the position of the
organist is also different in the modern tabernacle in this photograph
the organist sits directly under the pipes with his or her back to the con-
gregationgregation in what appears to be an organists alcove this alcove was prob-
ably moved later so that the organist could see the conductor from where
he or she was playing this photograph was taken while someone was
actually sitting at the organ keyboard the organist is the only person visible
in the image

the other prominent feature of the tabernacles interior shown here is

the three pulpits on three different levels of the stand fig 2 some claimed
that only brigham young and his counselors spoke at the top pulpit that
the apostles and common church members spoke at the second pulpit
and that the lowest pulpit was used for prayers and announcements 4 how-
ever we are not certain whether this rule was followed strictly and there
was no official church statement regarding it the seating on each of the
three tiers may have been organized in a similar manner with the presi-
dent his two counselors and speakers on the white couch on the top tier
the apostles on the second tier and the seventies bishops and others
on the two bottom levels this configuration of pulpits and seating likely
reflected a sense of authoritative hierarchy

the 1875 deseret sabbath school union jubilee

to commemorate the twenty eighth anniversary of the pioneers
entrance into the salt lake valley the deseret sabbath school union
jubilee on pioneer day was held at 1100 AM on saturday july 2432418751875 the
jubilee was heavily advertised in the newspapers of salt lake city and
people came from all over the area the youth and children of the church
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FIG 2 tabernacle organist and general authority pews july 1875 detail from a
photograph by charles R savage an organist sits at the keyboard directly under
the organ pipes the three tiers of pews on the stand were probably for the first
presidency for the apostles and for the seventies and bishops respectively

made up most of the congregation during the celebration but the taber-
nacle was reportedly filled with people of all ages after the doors were
opened at io30io3103ioa 0 5 the first presidency of the church were present includ-
ing brigham young and the event was to consist of singing reciting and
speeches to be participated in by several thousand children and some
grown people 0061166 records show that over 12000 children were in the audi-
ence after the opening chorus entitled come join our celebration
elder john taylor gave the opening prayer A martial band then played sev-
eral hymns including america during which a six foot two inch tall

woman dressed as the goddess of liberty arose armed with the sword of
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justice 11making a majestic and imposing appearance 0171173177 the rest of the
meeting consisted of two poetry readings written for the july 24 celebration
and other minor speeches

however the buzz after the celebration centered around not the per-
formancesformances and speeches but around the decor elder wilford woodruff
recorded in his journal that he was impressed by the 750000750000 artificial roses
strung upon three miles of cord in the tabernacle 8 the deseret evening
news remarked before the event that the interior of the building has been
decorated in a manner far surpassing in elaboration and beauty those
arranged for a similar occasion last year and that a large body of children
would render a more attractive interest to extensive assemblages than any

other element 9

the jubilee decorations in the tabernacle

the elaborate jubilee decorations were widely and publicly praised fol-
lowing the event the subsequent articles about the event in the deseret
evening news and the salt lake herald devote the majority of their cover-
age to descriptions of the decorations the herald gloated the arrange-
ment and execution of the decorations are simply perfect and the
magic like grandeur of the mammoth interior peculiarly striking 0 10O while
the deseret news gave a detailed description of the peculiar arrangements
exclaiming that they were far ahead of anything ever seen in this part of
the country 11 apparently the decorations were admired so much that
most of them remained for several years following and certain decorations
later served functions other than aesthetics A closer look at the many dec-
orations from top to bottom yields interesting anecdotes

the ceiling adornments the high domed blank ceiling was adorned
with wreaths garlands cut paper flowers and real evergreensevergreens to appear
like an inverted garden 111212 streamers and ribbons were festoonedfestooned across
the walls from one end to the other and the 11 mammoth centerpiece artis-
tically formed of deep evergreen and bright flowersflowers1313 hung like a kind of
chandelier from the apex of the ceiling fig 3 ribbons were draped from
the ceiling to form bows at the tops of the organ pipes and a banner
announced 1847 welcome to our jubilee 1875 7 the last part of the ban-
ner is obstructed by the large garland centerpiece inin this photograph the
many ceiling decorations were popular with the locals perhaps this popu-
larity explains why the decorations were apparently left in place for more
than a decade the pine trees and garlands on the ceiling were described
almost ten years after the jubilee as old and whitheredwhithered but they may have
been left to muffle the echoing acoustics of the building 14
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the statue almost noth-
ing is known about the angel
statue that stood between the
two major organ pipe towers
during the jubilee fig 4 so
far no other tabernacle interior
photograph taken before or
after the jubilee has been found
that contains the statue the
deseret evening news described
it as a gilded and shaded figure

of an angel sounding the gospel

trumpet to every kindred
HI

tongue and people 515 the
paper also reports that during
the jubilee several children
from each of the countries

W
where the gospel had been V

KH

preached sat on the stand
directly underneath the angel
statue signifying the spreading
of the gospel the angel statue
has a trumpet inin his right hand W

and a book of mormon inin his
left much like the moroni
statue that later adorned the ttopp
of the salt lake temple no cer-
tain

FIG 3 A mammoth centerpiece formed

connection has been made of evergreensevergreens and flowers hung like a
chandelier from the ceiling of the taber-
naclebut perhaps this jubilee angel for the sabbath school jubilee

served as a model for the later detail from a photograph by charles R

moroni statue 16 savagesavagejulyjuly 1875

the fountain one of the
most spectacular decorations for the jubilee was the fountain placed in the
center of the main floor fig 5 this white fountain rose high above each

bench its base was probably fifteen to twenty feet long on each side it was

said to have represented the living water of the gospel the fountain
11 attracted great attention for its unusual look and placement 17 water
sprayed upwards and landed in the large basin which contained live water
lilies surrounding the fountain on each corner lay four sculpted lions

evoking president brigham youngs reputation as the lion of the lord
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the herald claimed the lions were chiseled from utah stone 18 but the
lions were actually plaster of paris and probably prone to damage by
the spraying water 19

during the jubilee four children dressed to represent the four quarters
of the globe europe asia africa and america straddled the lions the
deseret evening news called two of the children genuine specimens of

FIG 4 angel moroni detail from a photo-
graph by charles R savage july 1875

apparently this statue ofmoroni was cre-
ated and placed atop the central organ
pipes in the tabernacle specifically for the
sabbath school jubilee so far no other
tabernacle interior photograph taken
before or after the jubilee has been found
that contains the statue like the golden
figure of moroni so familiar now this
statue holds a trumpet in his right hand
and a book of mormon in his left hand

FIG 5 fountain tabernacle interior july 1875 detail from a photograph by
charles R savage part of the decorations for the 1875 sabbath school jubilee this
large fountain amid the pews in the tabernacle featured live water lilies and four
lion statues made of plaster of parisparts during the jubilee four children dressed to
represent europe asia africa and america straddled the lions this fountain
remained on the floor of the tabernacle for several years
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their ethnicity black and native american 20 the unusual fountain
remained on the floor of the tabernacle for several years after the jubilee
although the reason is not evident perhaps the mists cool air or the charm
of the fountain influenced its longevity there

importance of the photograph

because of this unusual photograph we can now determine several

features of the 1875 pioneer day sabbath school union jubilee even more
importantly we can identify evidence of the saints creativity and interest
in the salt lake tabernacle the tabernacle has always been remarkable
the fountain of living water the angel with the gospel trumpet and the
inverted garden only add to its colorful history through the preservation
of old and modern photos significant historical and sociological phases
can be recorded and illustrated for the future this photograph of the
tabernacle interior in july 1875 gives us a unique glimpse of the culture of
the early church

ronald W walker ronald walkerbyuedu is professor of history at
brigham young university and a senior research fellow at the joseph fielding
smith institute for latter day saint history brigham young university

richard neitzel holzapfel holzapfelbyuedu is the photographic editor of
BYU studies and an associate professor of church history and doctrine at
brigham young university

james S lambert js127emailbyuedujsl27emailbyuedu is a senior in english at brigham
young university and an editor at the religious studies center

1 harvey rice lettersfromletterstromletters promfrom the pacific slope or first impressions new york D
appleton 1870 27 28 henry W lucy east by west A journey in the recess 2 volsVOIS

london richard bentley and son 18851971885 197
2 lady duffus hardy through cities and prairie lands sketches of an ameri-

can tour new york R worthington 1881 120 ronald W walker explains these
details more fully in a forthcoming article the salt lake tabernacle A nineteenth
century metaphor journal ofmormonof mormon history

3 walker nineteenth century metaphor
4 W W ross ten thousand miles by land and sea toronto james camp-

bell and son 1876 68 walker nineteenth century metaphor io10

5 journal history of the church july 242418751875 church archives the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city microfilm copy in harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah

6 pioneer day deseret evening news july 23231875320187531875 3

7 the jubilee deseret evening news july 2626187531875 3 journal history of the
church july 242418751875
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9 pioneer day 3

lo1010 the jubilee salt lake daily herald july 2424187531875 3

ii the jubilee deseret evening news 3

12 the jubilee deseret evening news 3 although probably not intentional
the placement of garlands and inverted pine trees could allude to the saints
expression of holiness in the tabernacle david chilton mentions that plants and
trees were hung in the ancient temple of solomon to evoke the sense of a holy
place or mountain of the lord david chilton paradise restored tyler tex
dominion press 1987 439 40

13 the jubilee salt lake daily herald 3
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15 the jubilee deseret evening news 3

16 see florence S sears and jack sears how we got the angel moroni
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17 the jubilee deseret evening news 3
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why bad things happen at all
A search for clarity among the problems of evil

john sutton welch

n college I1 lost my faith not completely and not for long but thatiinmoment impacted my beliefs deeply I1 was standing in the back of a the-
ater watching a scene unfold waiting for my cue to enter on the stage my
character s parents farmers during a war depicted in bertold brecht s

mother courage realize that the army impressing my character into service
is about to descend on their farm and then on the nearby village 1 alone
and defenseless they beg god to save them As I1 watched this pathetic pair
plead for rescue a thought occurred to me that drove itself like a wedge
into my faith this is a prayer that has been offered up prior to the slaugh-
ter of gods children for thousands ofyears and often has gone unanswered
by god for just as long god must be unwilling or unable to help them in
either case who needs such a god

since that moment I1 have struggled to make sense ofwhat I1 think is an
inescapable problem for the believer why does evil suffering or injustice
exist in a world created and watched over by a benevolent omniscient
omnipotent god he says 1 I the lord cannot look upon sin with the least
degree of allowance dacd&c 131 and yet he has created a world where his
children suffer under relentless exposure to these very forces of evil

the persistence of this stubborn quandary is highlighted by the fact
that the attempt to resolve the logical incongruity between an omnipotent
benevolent god and a world full of evil has a name theodicy this conuncanun
drum is sufficiently unsettling that in a survey of beliefs among scientists
the problem of evil was one of the most important reasons given for not
believing in god 2211 too find it difficult to come to terms with god s inter
est in our welfare as 1I a latter day saint doctor reflect on the myriad

BYU studies 42 no 2 20032003 75
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forms ofbirth defects on the tragic and unpredictable physical and mental
illnesses we live with and die from and then on the repeated acts of cruelty
from the crusades to the genocides of the twentieth century I1 remain
haunted by my memory of the solemn corridors ofbuchenwald one of the
early camps for housing jews communists and other enemies of the nazi
party where I1 stood and grasped for divine purpose amidst the piles of
children s shoes and old men s glasses

but this problem is nothing new before the time of christ the prob-
lem of evil was distilled into three well known incompatible propositions
by the greek philosopher epicurus and more recently this conundrum has
been rephrased and reexamined by scottish philosopher david hume
elder B H roberts and many others i1 Is god willing to prevent evil but
not able then he is impotent 2 Is god able but not willing then he is

malevolent 3 Is he both able and willing then why is evil3evila given that
evil exists god must be either not omnipotent or not benevolent but
this conclusion does not describe the god who kept his promises to the
children of israel and delivered them from egypt who delivered the people
of alma from bondage and who sent his son to save humanity from sin
and death

being neither a philosopher nor a theologian I1 do not intend to sum-
marize or critique the myriad attempts that have been made over the cen-
turies to cut the knot of theodicy readers may turn elsewhere for those
machinations 4 rather I1 begin with two recent observations by latter day
saint philosopher david paulsen first the problem of evil is really three
problems a logical problem how might I1 reconcile evil in a world watched
over by a benevolent omnipotent being a theological problem does my
understanding of the gospel provide a sufficient reconciliation of justice
and mercy in the context of the universality of sin and suffering and an
existential problem how can I1 respond to evil experiences second an alter
native solution exists to the logical problem of evil described by epicurus
god logically can be omnipotent omniscient and benevolent provided he
prevents all the evil he can without in the process obstructing some
greater good or causing some greater evil and thus his nature is consistent
with the natures of eternal existences 5

while paulsen s helpful analysis provides a logical reconciliation his
insights invite further reflection about the meaning of god s omnipotence
and the essential purpose provided by evil that would justify god s benevo-
lence despite his unwillingness to eliminate evil thus two questions
become crucial what does omnipotence mean and what greater good
might be lost if evil suffering and injustice were removed from our world
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turning these problems over again this essay explores a few ideas I1

have encountered while engaged in scientific research and medical prac-
tice rejecting the notion of a static god who is alien to time and space
I1 first turn to the idea that our creation by god described in genesis and
in the book ofmoses is in an important sense still ongoing by seeing that
the earthseartis creative cycle has not ended and that we are still in its sixth crea-
tive day we can situate gods omnipotence in this temporal world god
may be able to do all things but he need not do them all at the same time
this world s creative cycle has its appropriate times and seasons when cer-
tain tasks will be performed A time will come when chaos and evil are
made subject to god s will but that time has not yet arrived during the
present creative time these elements may and in some cases must operate
in certain ways independent of god s personal will

an answer to the second question ofwhat greater good might be lost if
evil were removed from our world why god would place us in a world
that permits so many forms of evil and why we ourselves would have will-

ingly entered such a world can be found by considering the kinds of
virtues that are developed only in the presence of evil and through the vol-

untary choices that come in evil s aftermath slowly but surely I1 have seen
in case after case how evil suffering and injustice serve as essential crea-
tive conditions that allow us to develop nearly every christian virtue
creating opportunities for goodness and the grace of the atonement to
cure us the development of such interpersonal virtues as forgiveness

mercy generosity compassion and charity logically requires the prior
existence of some form of evil suffering or injustice but divine meaning
and purpose emerge from the ashes of sin suffering or misfortune only
when human confederates engage the healing power of the atonement in
becoming more sympathetic forgiving and compassionate 6

evil is experienced personally bad moments jolt each of us to refor-
mulate our beliefs in god and our relations to those around us because
this confrontation is deeply personal different explanations for the prob-
lem of evil will work for different people some resolutions even if they are
logically or theologically unstable when pressed to their natural ends still

provide genuine comfort to people facing evils grim stare reverend
frederick W schmitt has rightly described the encounter with theodicy as

a lifelong process of trying out different explanations and justifications
keeping some and later rejecting others 7 the solvents I1 pour out on the
following pages have not dissolved my existential anguish over human
suffering but they help me to see a bit beyond certain commonly stated
logical and theological absolutes embracing temporal and relational
factors has ironically projected me more toward eternal factors with
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greater compassion and purpose to mourn with those that mourn yea
and comfort those that stand in need of comfort mosiah 189 in other
words to become in modest ways more like god

free will chaos and ongoing creation

A key source of tension in the paradox of theodicy is a belief that god
is somehow responsible for everything that happens on earth he either
causes each event to happen directly or watches these events and does
nothing to stop them but can such global responsibility be laid at god s

feet Is it possible that free will and random elements of chaos extend
beyond the present exercise of god s power even acting at times in oppo-
sition to god s will

experience as well as church doctrine confirms for me that god
allows free will even if its consequences will result in evil or suffering he
does not stop me from sinning against my brother he does not stop chil-

dren from saying cruel words to each other on the playground nor does he
stop adults from killing each other or my patients from harming them-
selves experience also tells me that chaos in the form of natural disaster
unintentional and unforeseeable consequences of my actions and illness

and ultimately death strike the elderly and young alike with seeming
indifference to circumstance

the results of free choices and the random elements of chaos surround
me my city san diego has chosen to conduct nearly all transportation by
individual automobiles on high speed freeways each morning on the way
to work I1 listen to the radio announce where the traffic accidents are I1 do

not listen to see if any have occurred but rather I1 listen to see where the
three to five accidents have taken place residents of san diego have

accepted that about five people per day will be involved in these auto-
mobile accidents making a concession so that the city can get to work by
personal automobile by living in this city and driving to work on these
freeways I1 am party to this risk and must accept that people will be
involved in accidents and that I1 may be one of them can I1 expect god to
carefully select the five people most deserving of or ready for an auto
mobile accident in the city of san diego every day and to make sure they
are the ones who crash or should I1 expect these events to be controlled by
such forces of free will as poor driving and such random conditions as

unforeseeable obstacles and road hazards
these lessons about free will and randomness were starkly presented

to me during my first clinical rotations as a medical student during
surgery I1 worked in the burn unit there I1 saw adults and children suffering
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from tragic misfortune or foolish error even with the liberal use of nar-
cotics during dressing changes many of these patients released the most
horrible shrieks of pain I1 hope ever to hear one of the first children I1

helped care for was a boy who had been badly burned at a family bar
beque the briquettes had been soaked with gasoline and he was given
the honor of lighting the fire the briquettes exploded badly burning
much of his face and arms while I1 might understand the tragic chain of
events leading up to his injury as simple cause and effect it was in fact a
combination of poor judgment and unfortunate conditions that resulted
in the injury of a child who was largely a bystander this injury could have
occurred to his cousin his uncle or any other member of the family but
he was given the match and the conditions were right for calamity was
this horrible accident meant for him or did it occur as the result of free
will and random circumstance

one of the most tragic memories I1 have of my pediatrics rotation is of
a six month old girl who was brought to the hospital because of brief
spasms marked by shrill shrieking and arching of her back after a number
of tests my team had the burden of telling her parents that their otherwise
healthy child had a genetic defect called tuberous sclerosis that our best
medication had numerous side effects and that despite treatment she
might never learn to walk or talk this was the first time I1 had to deliver
such terrible news to a loving family and it was difficult for me to find pur-
pose in this tragic random defect of molecular biology although I1 recog-
nize as a scientist that randomness is necessary to generate and sustain
genetic diversity in any population this time it had gone terribly wrong for
this dear infant

scripture describes a future subduing of gods enemies psalm noliollo
begins the lord said unto my lord sit thou at my right hand until I1

make thine enemies thy footstool doctrine and covenants 7661 affirms
that man should glory in god who shall subdue all enemies under his

feet that work will not be completed until the fulnessfalness of times when
christ shall have subdued all enemies under his feet dacd&c 7610676106 Is it
possible that among those enemies are voluntary evil as well as involun-
tary random events and chaos which currently operate independent of
gods will

in why bad things happen to good people rabbi harold kushner
provides an insightful reading of the creation story in genesis he argues
that the creation has not yet ended that we are still somewhere in day six

and that pockets of chaos remain 7181183388 for me as a latter day saint this
argument is very interesting because this reading is even more a propos of
the creation account in the book of moses than it is of the account in
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genesis the book of moses account begins with the earth being without
form and void moses 22 chapter 2 recounts how god created all things
during days one through six and then rested however all stages of the
creation described in chapter 2 were spiritual as chapter 3 continues

for 1I the lord god created all things ofwhich I1 have spoken spiri-
tually before they were naturally upon the face of the earth for 1I the
lord god had not caused it to rain upon the face of the earth and I1

the lord god had created all the children of men and not yet a man to
till the ground for in heaven created I1 them spiritually were they
created and made according to my word moses 35 8

the description next cycles through the physical creation of the earth
with the actual watering of the earth moses 36 and the physical creation
of adam and eve moses 37 25 the book of moses then continues on
into the history of humanity stopping with the story of noah in moses 8

it is significant however that the book of moses never describes or
mentions day seven a second time the book ends not with the comple-
tion of humanity and god resting from his labors but with the command-
ment to have faith repent be baptized and receive the holy ghost an
invitation to become perfected and completed in the future this need for
further completion characterizes the moment I1 find myself living in judg-
ment has not yet come evil and disorder still exist to some degree in this
world day six of the creation is ongoing and there are still many wonder-
ful possibilities of this creation left to be completed 9

day seven the day when god will rest from his labors moses 32 is

known in the book of moses primarily because of its description as part of
the spiritual creation of this earth the implication is that the seventh day
has not yet come to pass in the physical creation only the spiritual portion
of the seventh day of creation was finished when god had ended his
work moses 32 and rested for a season thus the scriptures describe the
beginning of an ongoing creative period in which god s children remain
surrounded by the continuing possibilities of growth and corruption on
the pathway to redemption and completion day seven in the physical crea-
tion is yet to come in the millennial or celestial age

the current exposure of mortals to the randomness of natural ele-

ments during an ongoing creative process may also be seen in some of the
sayings of jesus one man builds his house on a rock the other builds on
the sand but the same catastrophic calamities struck each the rain
descended and the floods came and the winds blew matt 725 the tri-
als we face may not be tempered to the level of our preparation creative
forces of both disorder and divine purpose can strike anywhere to our
growth or detriment
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A similar suggestion of perfection pending is found in the parable of
the wheat and the tares the mans enemy sowsbows tares into his field the night
after it had been planted the next day the man s servants ask if they
should go and gather the tares up matt 1328 but the man lets the
wheat and the tares grow together until the harvest when the tares will be

gathered together first and burned matt 1330 As a missionary I1 spent
nearly a year cycling between outlying german villages surrounded by
fields of wheat in the spring the fields were thick and green As the sum-
mer waxed the wheat heads grew fat and began to bend under the weight
of the ripe grain the tares however did not grow heavy with seed but
remained tall by late summer before harvest the wheat kernels had all

drooped down leaving the tares standing several inches taller than the wheat
even from the far side of the field we could easily distinguish the wheat from
the tares as we rode by As the children of the kingdom and the children
of the wicked one symbolized by the wheat and tares we all live together
in the same field we are all blessed together with the same sunshine and
the same rain matt 545 we suffer together the same wind and the same
hail justice cannot be meted out yet we live in too close a proximity and
are not yet ripe we cannot yet be truly differentiated I1 cannot expect that
hail will fall only on the tares or that sun will shine only on the wheat so

long as time is yet allotted for the growth of all the grain in the field and
even when evil choices appear unmistakably heinous god still allows

people to complete their wicked acts so that the judgments which he shall
exercise upon them in his wrath may be just alma 1411

understanding omnipotence in time

because god truly respects the free agency of his children he willingly
limits himself in the ways he will control their lives at this time if chaos

and evil exist as unfinished parts of my creation then god does not take
complete control over these parts of my life I1 am accustomed to think
about gods power in terms of omnipotence but how should one under-
stand gods omnipotence in light of the paradoxical existence of random
elements and free agency as well as evil in this world

scriptural descriptors of gods power proclaim him almighty
gen 283 4925 dac 8496118 omnipotent rev 196 mosiah 35

and as having all power mosiah 49 alma 2635 ether 34 they speak

of god as not facing anything that is impossible matt 1926 mark 1027
luke 137 1827 i1 ne 712 yet latter day saint scriptures contain a unique
understanding that god voluntarily operates within certain limitations
there are things god must choose not do lest he cease to be god such as
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destroy the work of justice alma 4213 god will do nothing but he
revealethrevealeth his secret unto his servants the prophets amos 37 and the
prophets describe god s creation as a process of separating beings into
things that act and those that are acted upon 2 ne 213 so that we are
free agents capable of acting independently of god s will although god
can command enormous entities the earth the sun mountains valleys

rivers and seas he cannot compel obedience or love from his children
and thus he cannot save the unwilling or unrepentant man alma 1134 37

for this reason scripture proclaims that god s power must be maintained
through appropriate actions as no power or influence can or ought to be
maintained by virtue of the priesthood only by persuasion by long
suffering by gentleness and meekness and by love unfeigned by kindness
and pure knowledge dacd&c 12141 42

this contradiction resides at a deeper level in gods incapacity to do
all things as illustrated by the child s question can god make a stone so

big that he cannot pick it up god cannot do everything for doing some
things requires not doing others god cannot both grant us our free agency
and control our lives god cannot in our current world both feed the
lion and protect the lamb most importantly without the intercession of
the atonement of jesus christ god cannot satisfy both justice and mercy
on a number of instances god is presented with two mutually exclusive

tasks and chooses to complete only one of them to nephi god says it is

better that one man should perish than that a nation should dwindle and
perish in unbelief i ne 413 in powerful submission to this very men-
tality god himself later gives his only begotten son to enable the
redemptive atonement for the remainder of his children that is why
although god s power has been described with terms such as almighty
11omnipotent and capable of all things I1 do not believe that god is

unlimited in the things he will do or in the ways he will accomplish them
god s priesthood like ours requires that it be exercised in the appropriate
time and manner

in his book the problem ofrainofpainof pain C S lewis explains the paradox of an
ostensibly omnipotent person being unable to do the impossible or to
complete mutually exclusive tasks he reasons that god s

omnipotence means power to do all that is intrinsically possible not to
do the intrinsically impossible you may attribute miracles to him but
not nonsense there is no limit to his power ifyou choose to say god
can give a creature free will and at the same time withhold free will from
it you have not succeeded in saying anything about god meaningless
combinations ofwords do not suddenly acquire meaning simply because
we prefix to them the two other words god can it remains true that all
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things are possible with god the intrinsic impossibilities are not things
but nonentitiesnonentities it is no more possible for god than for the weakest of his
creatures to carry out both of two mutually exclusive alternatives not
because his power meets an obstacle but because nonsense remains
nonsense even when we talk it about god 10

neither C S lewis nor I1 will say that tasks that appear impossible to
us are impossible to god miracles occur the dead have been raised the
sick healed the helpless protected and the captive astonishingly released
but we risk frustrating our faith by expecting god to perform impossible
tasks although I1 consider god to be omnipotent I1 cannot confuse his

omnipotence with a power to do all things both those possible and those
impossible both those compatible and those mutually exclusive

here again time plays a role while it is impossible for god to do two
mutually exclusive things at the same time he can do them at two different
times here latter day saint theology stands at a distinct advantage over

traditional christian views that remove god from space and time Is it pos-
sible that gods power or willingness to circumscribe or punish evil in our
world should be seen as operating over time if this world is still evolving
toward completion and the full measure of its creation it seems only rea-
sonable that some if not most of its elements will still have rough edges
and imperfections particularly when my own disobedience creates some of
those rough edges the moment when god will file off the imperfections
of mortality and polish out the final burrs of independence lies in a creative
future like the completion of a large and complex stained glass window
that draws an image out of light and dark justice and mercy cannot coexist
in this world before each piece of creation is cut polished and fitted into
the entire work until that moment the window lacks integrity unity and
strength and does not yet answer the end of its creation dacd&c 4916

As I1 stare into a microscope revealing a medical catastrophe or into the
blistered face of a burn victim the tension I1 feel between god s omnipo-
tence and human suffering at the hand of evil lessens when I1 see these
tragedies as part of a temporal work in progress god can accomplish mar-
velous things but creative tasks exist in time only as they come into being
they must be performed with appropriate seasonality free will and chaos
are part of this creative season order and justice will coexist with free will

only when each of us chooses to accept god s principles that allow for jus-
tice and order until that time evil and suffering will remain as essential
parts of our existence however we are promised someday this creative
cycle will be completed and the elements of evil chaos and injustice will

be defeated for our ultimate good
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good from evil

after surviving internment at both auschwitz and dachaucachau psychia
trist viktor frankl concluded man s main concern is not to gain pleasure
or to avoid pain but rather to see a meaning in his life iliiii111I1 have been unable
to explain away evil suffering and injustice or their tragic consequences
they exist but by giving meaning to their existence I1 begin to understand
gods purposes in allowing these elements to enter our lives during this
creation and I1 can understand my own willingness to have entered this mor-
tality at this time by knowing the good from the evil one can also draw good
from evil

one purpose of such knowledge is protective for example physical
pain serves an important function we all need pain to maintain a healthy
body and to protect ourselves from more severe harm the necessity of
pain is underscored by the fact that we consider the inability to feel pain to
be pathological when I1 was a first year medical student I1 met a man with
stocking glove syndrome As a result of long standing diabetes he had lost
feeling in his feet and was beginning to lose feeling in his fingers since he
could not feel his shoes fitting poorly it was easy for him to wear shoes that
rubbed on such days his feet would often suffer bleeding blisters he had
found by unfortunate experience that his feet required vigilant daily atten
tion just to keep the toenails cut right and to prevent his shoes from caus-
ing blisters after seeing the results of life without pain in only one part of
the body I1 realized that pain plays an essential and purposeful role in my
entire life

do other forms of suffering evil and injustice serve similar essential
purposes in my life at one level they help me recognize their opposites
lehi states there is an opposition in all things if not all things must
needs be a compound in one 2 ne 211 life truly depends on duality
I1 know that something is alive only if I1 know about death I1 understand
corruption because I1 have seen incorruption

but can I1 know happiness only if there is misery Is the quality of my
happiness proportional to the misery that I1 experience if I1 were raised well
and never exposed to misery would I1 be unable to be happy or will I1 be
truly happy only after my brother suffers a violent death perhaps the value
of these experiences lies in comparison until I1 have been sick I1 have little
appreciation for being well but how much pain is needed to accomplish
this result Is it sufficient to peek over the cliff of illness to value standing
on secure ground or do I1 need to be dangled precariously over the edge to
grasp its potent meaning the extremes of sorrow intractable pain tragic
loss of a child and the odious consequences of heinous deeds seem a high
price to pay for an appreciation of wellbeingwell being
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in the truth the way the life B H roberts a man who suffered
greatly during his life having been persecuted as a missionary and later los-
ing his leg and eyesight to diabetes writes a chapter on the problem of
evil he claims that evil is a necessary part of the universe and without it
god would cease to exist for roberts god embodies the good selected
out of possible evils if there is no evil as a background then what would it
mean for god to be good in this treatise roberts makes a claim similar to
lehisgehis a happy world can exist only if it coexists with sorrow and pain
roberts quotes john fiske who writes it is an undeniable fact that we

cannot know anything whatever except as contrasted with something else

the contrast may be bold and sharp or it may dwindle into a slight dis-
crimination but it must be there 7312111212 evil and suffering must exist as a back-
ground on which god can paint goodness and happiness the sharp
contrast between the two dimensions gives definition to both allowing us
to discriminate the dualistic pairs

roberts ultimately takes the necessity of evil so far as to suggest
something very interesting by the side of the virtue of courage lurks the
evil of danger without which courage would be unknown in the same
way good must have its background of evil else it would never be
known 111313 there are many virtues that require the presence of a vice to
act as a sharp and distinctive background to make clear by contrast the
characteristics of virtue

but danger does not serve simply as a background in contrast to
courage danger is a creative force that impels the existence of courage
until the tiger of danger leaps into my face and I1 am forced to react either
to engage or to withdraw I1 am neither a courageous nor a cowardly person
it may seem a good idea to protect my child from all danger but if she
never faces a dangerous situation that truly threatens her she will never
experience courage or cowardice and can never develop into either a

courageous or a cowardly woman
many virtues intimately linked to the plan of salvation are such

virtues they depend on the prior existence or even coexistence of a vice
1I can forgive someone only if I1 have first been sinned against even though
forgiveness is a beautiful virtue its existence requires the coexistence and
not merely the contrasting background of vice likewise unless I1 am
allowed to sin against my brother I1 will never have the opportunity to
experience forgiveness from him

most of the attributes praised by jesus in the beatitudes and required
for membership in the church by alma at the waters of mormon are
virtues whose very existence depend on the preexistencepreexistence of vice we can
bear each other s burdens only if such burdens exist we can be comforted
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only when we sorrow we can be generous only if there is someone in need
mercy can be granted only to someone who is undeserving peacemakersPeacemakers
can exist only in a world of conflict reconciliation can occur only where
there is contention even though these virtues are the pillars of christian-
ity they depend on the coexistence of a vice remove the evil the suffering
or the injustice from this world and these virtues have no place

just as god s word distinguishes light and dark out of the formless
void so these evils reveal new axes of moral development and force my
maturation down one of two pathways want allows me to be either gener-
ous or miserly conflict forces me to become forgiving or unforgiving
suffering offers fleeting opportunities for compassion or indifference
without these axes I1 would be as lehi writes a thing ofnaught 2 ne 212
11a compound in one 2 ne 211 and god himself let alone my progress
toward godliness would not be even the atonement requires both the fall
and personal transgression for healing grace to be brought into effect it is

only when I1 find myself outside the circle of gods love that I1 can seek him
out and find his compassionate forgiveness

it is evident that certain things can be learned only in this temporal
realm patience is a divine virtue but patience has meaning only when time
is scarce and precious courage is another godly trait but because threats to
the existence of an immortal being must be extremely rare courage would
be hard to learn in an immortal sphere in this mortal existence however
losses both perceived and real constantly threaten to invade my life

moreover these virtues are not to be learned for our personal benefit
alone the purpose of this creation from god s perspective is not so much
to create individuals as to redeem his entire family of children one of the
fundamental principles at the core of the restored gospel is that the chil-
dren ofgod have never lived alone the purpose of this creation is to bring
about the immortality and eternal life of all humanity in genesis the word
adamadornalarm can refer to a single man but it also denotes all mankind 14 in our
postenlightenmentenlightenmentpost culture where the individual is the fundamental unit of
society it is easy to focus on the creation as the creation of a single person
adam who later generates society as his family grows 15

it changes my understanding if I1 recognize that god s creation is not
focused on my creation but rather on the creation and redemption of an
entire community this view transforms the problem of why is this hap
pening to me to why is this happening to us it is conceivable that god
could have created a world in which I1 would suffer in total isolation but he
created one where I1 suffer together with an extended family not surpris
inglyangly the christian virtues required for admission to the kingdom of god
are those that allow free will possessing individuals like me to enter into a
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godlike collective compassion forgiveness mercy generosity and love
I1 can obtain none of these virtues if I1 remain isolated they must be experi-
enced in the context of other people this principle is especially true in
confronting suffering evil and injustice mourning with those who
mourn and suffering with those who suffer make it possible for me to
become a more sympathetic forgiving and connected person

Conduconclusionssions

the incongruity of the existence of suffering evil and injustice and a
world created by a benevolent omnipotent omniscient god is one of the
most difficult and persistent problems for the believer to reconcile in an
effort to resolve these paradoxes I1 have rethought two fundamental theo-
logical axioms to arrive at somewhat novel resolutions

first I1 have suggested that the divine creative process is ongoing it is

open in time the record of creation in the book of moses describes the
creative cycle twice however day seven the day that follows the comple-
tion ofcreation and gods rest is described only once this text suggests that
in real time day seven has not yet arrived that I1 live in day six and that the
creation of humanity is unfinished this understanding of my creation
leads to an alleviation of tension surrounding the existence of chaos and
injustice I1 cannot expect god to enforce order and justice prematurely
when he has not yet finished my creation through the final redemption
and because it is ongoing in time this process has a diachronic nature in
any creative cycle or process there will be times and seasons when certain
tasks must be performed and others may not this helps resolve the para-
dox of god s omnipotence which does not include the power to do all

things at all times
second god s creation was not intended to fashion and redeem me

alone but rather as a part of an eternal community his work is eternal and
involves the creation of open ended and eternal relationships under-
standing this goal shifts my focus away from trying to give meaning to indi
vidual trials experienced by individual people and moves my attention
toward the necessity of such experiences in the creation and development
of collective virtues and the love of the others

these ideas help me respond to trials by bearing them courageously
by courageously I1 do not refer to the stoic tradition of suffering silently
and with a stiff upper lip rather these trials may become potent moments
for me to feel the healing power of god and to bond with my fellow human
beings in moments of great fear or suffering the lord and my fellow

sojourners have fleeting opportunities to comfort and heal me if I1 will look
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to them for that comfort As the world watched the terrible news on sep-
tember 11 20012001 redeeming elements were visible even in the midst of that
extreme pain the solidarity kindness and openheartedness of those who
turned to help instead of being downtrodden by this tragic attack many
people reached out to each other comforted each other helped each other
bore each other s burdens and clung to each other compassionately

one of the great moments in the life ofalma and his people came after
they had suffered at the hands ofofamulonamulonabulon and other lamanite oppressors
when the lords voice came to them in their afflictions

lift up your heads and be of good comfort for I1 know of the
covenant which ye have made unto me and I1 will covenant with my
people and deliver them out ofbondage and I1 will also ease the burdens
which are put upon your shoulders that even you cannot feel them
upon your backs even while you are in bondage that ye may know of
a surety that I1 the lord god do visit my people in their afflictions
mosiah 2413 14

1I am changed by these words and events I1 yearn to ease such burdens
like alma and his people I1 am drawn to god for help comfort and sup-
port in such moments of pain and agony not only do our hardships allow
us to empathize with each other and draw closer to one another but they
also allow us to do the same toward him seeing him not as a cruel school-
master but a loving parent proud of each of us willing to support us shar-
ing our successes and disappointments and even like jesus with lazarusslazaruesLazaruss
sisters weeping with us

As I1 am putting the final touches on these pages I1 have just received a
telephone call from a friend an hour before a sixteen year old boy in his
ward was killed in a single car accident in the desert he was driving and
missed a sharp turn two were thrown from the vehicle as it rolled off the
highway one was killed the other survived the news is stunning I1 do not
know which arms of comfort or words of explanation will help us stare this
real life theodicy in the face perhaps we will be strengthened by the iron
sinews of paulsen s logic or by the postponed comfort of someday under
standing or by the stringent rigors of seeing ourselves in the throes of a

divinely customized test or a blend of all three but my faith survives this
misfortune best by seeing it in the context of creative conditions of willing
creators and progressing creatures by seeing misfortune as an outcome of
choices risks and random events that necessarily arise in an imperfect
fallen and as yet still unperfected world my testimony rallies around this
poignant opportunity to grow closer to those family members who are des-

peratelyperately in need of friends and loved ones to walk by their side through the
coming hours cherishing with them the memory of their son I1 regain my
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faithful bearings knowing that I1 have willingly subjected myself and those
I1 love to this world ofsorrows in order to have the opportunity to see cow-
ardly unforgiving selfish merciless base people become divinely trans-
formed in due time into souls with all the admirable qualities that god
himself possesses

john sutton welch who can be reached by email via byustudiesbyuedu is
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hedonism suffering and redemption
the challenge of christian psychotherapy

edwin E gantt

then saith he unto them my soul is exceeding sorrowful even unto death
tarry ye here and watch with me

matthew2638matthew 2638

ew questions have so animated the discourse of the philosopher and theFfewpriest the physician and the poet as why it is we suffer and what our
suffering might possibly mean of course the question has never been
solely the province of the scholar or the professional as can be attested by
any parent who has had to look on helplessly as a young child wastes away
in a hospital bed the implications of how this most pressing question of
life is answered are profound As truman madsen has noted for some the
most staggering objection to belief in a personal god is the ugly tragic
overwhelming fact of human inequality and suffering 1 paradoxically
others have found in suffering not only the most divine assurances of god s

enduring love but also the overpowering call to brotherhood and full

humanity mother teresa for example taught that in the slums in the
broken body in the children we see christ and we touch him 0121122 clearly in
addressing the question of suffering we are not just playing with some
academic toy0131133 but are dealing with an issue of immense and potentially

soul rending human significance

despite a lengthy rich and sometimes contentious history of literary
philosophical and theological inquiry into the problem of human suffer-

ing our modern world has increasingly come to rely on psychological and
psychotherapeutic explanations of suffering s origins and meaning
indeed many scholars have argued that psychology has come to compete

byustudie542BYU studies 42 non022 2003 91
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for and in large measure usurp the cultural and intellectual space once
occupied by religion literature and moral philosophy 4 it has become
commonplace in our society to believe that psychologists not only hold the
keys that will unlock the mystery of suffering but also possess the tech-
niques necessary for eliminating it because of this assumption psycholo-
gists are often afforded the sort of status and respect that was in earlier
times reserved for priests and prophets sages and shamansseamansshamans

I1 intend to argue however that contemporary psychology s concep-
tion of suffering is very much at odds with the understanding provided by
both modern and ancient revelation and is thus for latter day saints
deeply problematic both intellectually and spiritually though seldom
explicitly acknowledged many of the theories and practices of modern
psychotherapy are undergirdedundergirderundergirded with a philosophy of hedonism that is to
say much of the modern psychotherapeutic enterprise is informed by the
doctrine that pleasure is the good and that the maximizing of individual

pleasure is what we ought to pursue 3151155

one result of this commitment to hedonism in psychology is I1 will
contend that human emotional psychological and moral suffering often
are regarded only as obstacles to our attainment of happiness and the good
life indeed many in contemporary psychology hold that suffering is trag-
ically pointless and unnecessary the unpleasant byproductby product of some
impersonal pathological process defect of rationality or biochemical defi-
ciency As such it is 11without intrinsic meaning and is seen as some sort
of absurdityyog1163366 it is with this view that psychotherapists so often set their
agenda solely in terms of how to most effectively mitigate if not termi-
nate the various forms of psychologically relevant human suffering that
such suffering may have profoundly spiritual and moral meaning receives
little attention 7

in what follows then I1 hope to show that although this sort of
psychotherapeutic project seems morally sound it fundamentally misses
the point of suffering particularly when understood from within the
context of the gospel of jesus christ insofar as psychology s hedonistic con-
ception of suffering is mistaken and insofar as we therapists endorse that
conception in either our theories or our practices we may hinder our
clients from developing a morally deep and spiritually significant life by
minimizing or neglecting the inherent meaningfulness ofhuman suffering
we may prevent our clients from coming to understand in the words of
viktor frankl that human life can be jungledfulfilledjunlled not only in creating and
enjoying but also in sufferingssuffering8suffering8 italics in the original and that life can
reach nobility even as it founders on the rocks 799 ultimately I1 will propose
that while the call to alleviate suffering is undoubtedly central to both the
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theory and practice of psychotherapy there is a spiritually deeper and more
pressing call to which we as therapists must first give heed the demand for us

to suffer with our clients in their suffering to watch and pray matt 2641
as they experience the agonies of their own gethsemanesGethsem anes

the intellectual roots of hedonism

the roots of our western intellectual tradition begin with the
greeks and thus the roots of hedonism do also the individual most
often affiliated with the hedonist position is epicurus who contended
11that all men at all times pursue only their own pleasure 10 because plea-
sure is the first good and natural yiltii511 interestingly however epicurus was

not the first to advance the notion that we are by nature selfish and seek

only after our own personal pleasure an earlier advocate of hedonism was

thrasymachusThrasymachus a contemporary of socrates and plato a man dubbed by
one noted historian of philosophy as the brutal champion of the rights of
the stronger 1112331212 unlike epicurus who would suggest that the greatest
pleasure was to be found in moderate living aimed at minimizing pain
thrasymachusThrasymachus argued a might is right approach to justice and ethics

maintaining that because personal pleasure is the ultimate good those with
the means to get what they want should in fact do just that 13

ironically even socrates who consistantlyconsistentlyconsistantly sought to counter this
sophistic equation of physical pleasure with the ultimate good still main-
tained at the core of his teachings the notion that conduct is governed by a

concern for matters of personal pleasure socratic doctrine held that acts

that produce pleasure are always to be judged in light of their ultimate
rather than immediate benefit because the unreflective pursuit ofpleasure
may lead one only to future misery the relative worth of a given course of
action should be determined by whether or not it provides longtermlong term or
ultimate benefit that is pleasure to the person thus as guthrie has
noted in the socratic or platonic system acts which in themselves give

pleasure can be referred to the question of ultimate benefit as to a higher
standard while still maintaining the attitude of pure self interest 14

in the end then for the ancient greeks though they disagreed contin-
ually and vehemently about the proper means of its achievement the ulti-
mate goal of life was always the pursuit and maximization of pleasure for
oneself even aristotle who questioned the thinking of his predecessors
and contemporaries in many profoundly insightful ways nonetheless held
that our most committed and concerned friendships were in reality just the
outgrowth of a more fundamental love of self
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although eclipsed somewhat by intensive theological speculation vari
ous versions of the hedonist doctrine continued to inform philosophical
thought in significant ways throughout the medieval period A great deal
of intellectual effort during this time was devoted to demonstrating how
service to god and obedience to his commandments were when consid-
ered most broadly really just matters of self interest for example st
augustine argued for that man might be intelligent in his self love there
was appointed for him an end to which he might refer all his actions that
he might be blessed for he who loves himself wishes nothing else than this
and the end set before him is to draw near to god 1111515 st augustine urged
his fellow christians to ask themselves what earthly and transitory pleasure
could possibly compare to the eternal rewards of heaven that are to be
made available to the obedient and dutiful christians should then ask
whether it is in their own best interests to do all they can to secure such
eternal bliss for themselves

indeed as st thomas aquinas later reasoned if contemplation of ulti-
mate reality is the greatest good and god is the ultimate reality then our
greatest opportunity for the single minded contemplation of god is in the
afterlife and the more single minded our contemplation the greater our
joy 16 the individual who settles for the evanescent pleasures of mortal
flesh is a fool who will fail in the end to secure that which is the most truly
gratifying of all pleasures eternal communion with god

interestingly despite this tradition of assuming self interest to be cen-
tral to human endeavor it was not until the enlightenment that hedonism
achieved a nearly undisputed predominance in explanations of human
motivation and behavior thomas hobbessHobbess leviathan for example
offered an account of human motivation wherein self preservation and
self aggrandizement were not only right but natural and absolute he con-
tended that we are naturally constituted to seek to ensure our own survival
and pleasure regardless of the costs to others in fact hobbes maintained
that our natural inclination as human beings is to wage unrestrained war on
one another so as to maximize material acquisitions and power 17 further-
more if not for the controlling influence of a powerful and organized state
capable of imposing its will on the individual via the threat ofoffereeforce or the
promise of security the life of man would be solitary poore nasty
brutish and short 30181118001818 the impact of this hobbesian doctrine for later politi-
cal social and intellectual developments can hardly be underestimated 19

one profound consequence of the modern advancement of the doc-
trine of hedonism is that hedonism has in many ways come to be identi-
fied with rational thinking henry sidgwick for example felt that it was
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hardly going too far to say that common sense assumes that interested
actions tending to promote the agents happiness are primajacieprima faciejaciepaciepacle at first
sight reasonable and that the onus probandtprobandiprobandi burden of proof lies with
those who maintain that disinterested conduct as such is reasonable 20

ayn rand argued that the rational person sees his interests in terms of
a lifetime and selects his goals accordingly this means that he does

not regard any moment as cut off from the context of the rest of his life

and that he allows no conflicts or contradictions between his short range and
long range interests 112121 thus to be rational is to seek after ones own inter-
ests in a manner as careful consistent and efficient as possible 22

to fall short in the realization of this ideal or even worse to reject it
outright is by definition to be irrational indeed as nathaniel branden
one of rand s collaborators explained to sacrifice one s happiness is to
sacrifice one s desires to sacrifice one s desires is to sacrifice one s values

to sacrifice one s values is to sacrifice ones judgment to sacrifice ones
judgment is to sacrifice ones mind 03231123312323 given this sort of intellectual pre-
sumption it should not come as too great a surprise that one of the
most explicitly hedonistic of all our modern theories of human action
and one of the most widely endorsed in both the humanities and the
social sciences is known as rational choice theory 2421

hedonism psychotherapy and suffering

As a product of modern philosophical thought psychotherapy often
reflects a strong intellectual commitment both in terms of its theories
and its practices to the epistemology and ethics of hedonism because
psychotherapy has in many ways become the major modern attempt to
address the question of the good life it has been intimately concerned with
the question of human emotional spiritual and moral suffering As men-
tioned above our modern world has increasingly come to look to psychol-
ogists for answers to questions about the meaning of life and suffering the
therapist as a highly trained expert in human affairs is often thought to be
uniquely situated to offer not only rationally based explanations for the
presence of suffering but also empirically defensible counsel on how best to
achieve happiness in life 25

in close connection with this assumption is psychotherapy s long
maintained belief that the personal views and values of clinicians and thera-
pists have little direct effect on clients at least insofar as those values are
conscientiously set aside in the therapy hour by the careful employment of
established methods and techniques of treatment it was thought that the
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therapist could be a kind of horticulturist engaged in bringing out the
true nature of each client by encouraging a process of unfolding along pre
determined lines 3326112626 this assumption however has been convincingly
proven to be fallacious as many authors have shown the inextricable con
nectionlection between moral values and therapeutic practice 2721

indeed as I1 have argued elsewhere 28 clients come away from therapy
with a good deal more than a simple value free cure for their psycho-
logical ills during the course of most psychotherapeutic treatments
clients are initiated into the language customs assumptions values and
practices of an entire moral order within which they are encouraged to
make sense of themselves their symptoms and the world this initiation
is not simply an academic or intellectual exercise however it is rather
11an active moving into and shaping of the client s life in the light of the

dialectic 132929therapist patient
clearly one of the most profound ways in which therapists give shape

to the moral and psychological landscape of their clients lives is the way in
which they help clients to articulate and pursue a particular vision of the
good life unfortunately there is an astonishing lack of sustained or critical
discussion concerning the various metaphysical epistemological and ethl
cal presuppositions inherent in psychotherapy s often hedonistic concep-
tions of the good life therapists seem content simply to iterate in various
ways the fundamental virtues of self fulfillment self expression self
esteem self discovery self love and selfselfeifseif acceptance suffering in the
broad spectrum of its psychologically relevant manifestations for example
depression anxiety fear shame grief guilt and regret is usually con
ceived of as an obstacle to the realization of individual potential As such
suffering is seen to constitute a sort of barrier that must be overcome if
individuals are to attain a maximal degree of happiness and contentment
in their lives 030O

because the various psychological forms of suffering are so often
viewed as pathological or irrational in nature psychotherapy s commit-
ment to eradicating their effects in as efficient and timely a manner as pos-
sible is seldom held up for critical scrutiny 31 rather the issue that seems to
have most fully captured the discipline s attention is the more methodo-
logical one of how best to reduce or eliminate the unpleasantness of those
pathological conditions from which clients happen to be suffering

given the vast and varied nature of the landscape it would be all but
impossible in the limited space available here to even begin adequately iden-
tifying the many ways in which hedonistic assumptions suffuse contempo-
rary psychotherapy therefore rather than reel off some comprehensive
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but only marginally informative list of schools and practices I1 will attempt
a more in depth look at a few of the more widely practiced modern thera-
pies in particular I1 will examine albert elliss school of rational emotive
behavior therapy redtREBTUBT the client centered therapy of carl rogers and
finally certain trends in contemporary drug therapy although I1 realize the
limited scope involved in such an analysis I1 nonetheless feel strongly that
each of these traditions can be seen to be exemplars of the larger discipline
of psychotherapy

albert ellis hedonism and suffering perhaps one of the clearest
modern exponents of the notion that suffering is irrational and by
implication pointless is albert ellis who maintains that one of the
basic philosophic aspects of rational emotive therapy is an emphasis on
hedonism pleasure and happiness 0132113232 ellis has stated that at least in this
regard his rational emotive behavior therapy is no different from most
other forms of therapy in that

just about all existing schools of psychotherapy are at bottom hedonis-
tic in that they hold that pleasure or freedom from pain is a principle
good and should be the aim of thought and action the rational
emotive therapist therefore is far from unique when he accepts some
kind of a hedonistic world view and tries to help his patients adopt a
workable hedonistic way of life 33

although he has repeatedly asserted that his main therapeutic goal is

to minimize the irrational anxiety depression and anger his clients feel

ellis is not content with merely a negative definition of psychological
health and well being rather in a more positive vein he argues that the
rational emotive therapist should encourage clients to adopt the notion
that it is good for me to live and enjoy myself and decide to strive for

more pleasure than pain 3134113434

because hedonism is assumed to be identical with rationality in this

system of therapy suffering in whatever psychological form it might take
is ipso facto irrational the product of an inappropriately directed style of
living and reasoning because suffering is irrational it is also pointless and
unnecessary the solution to the dilemma of suffering is to simply adopt a

more healthy and rational style of living and thinking one that will

prove to be more personally satisfying and self enriching
ellis does not however advocate a short range self defeating hedo-

nism of a childish variety 35 rather that immature form of hedonism is

spurned in favor of a more long range form ofhedonism one that is clearly

reminiscent of that found in ancient stoic philosophy borrowing termi-
nology from freud ellis suggests that the reality principle of putting off
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present pleasures for future gains is often a much saner course to follow

than the pleasure principle of striving only for present gains 113636 in short
ellis argues for

the philosophy that one should primarily strive for one s own satisfac-
tions while at the same time keeping in mind that one will achieve one s

own best good in most instances by giving up immediate gratifications
for future gains and by being courteous to and considerate of others so
that they will not sabotage one s own ends 37

this philosophy of long range hedonism is consistently stressed in

rt38RT1138 so that clients will come to understand that the unhappiness they are
experiencing is ultimately the result of failing to engage in the rational cal-

culationculation and pursuit of their own longtermlong term self interest As ellis has
stated the main aim of RT is to help the patient to clearly see what his
own basic philosophic assumptions or values are and to significantly change
these life premises 113939 if these irrational values are not significantly
changed that is abandoned in favor of a philosophy of longtermlong term hedo-
nism however the clients underlying anxiety and lack of self confidence
will not be greatly ameliorated 114040

carl rogers hedonism and suffering in contemporary psycho-
therapy ellis is of course not the only major voice advocating the notion
that suffering is irrational pathological and pointless carl rogers too
offers an essentially hedonistic answer to the questions of suffering and the
good life for rogers achievement of the psychological good life is under-
stood in terms of becoming a fully functioning person 34141141 this is a per-
son whose self concept is congruent with his or her inherent tendency to
value positively those experiences that increase personal fulfillmentfulfilment and sat-
isfactionis a person who is open to the wide range of his own needs and
who is a full participant in the rationality of his organism 42 such a per-
son is creative sensitive and thoughtful a being whose feelings and reac-
tions maymaybebe trusted to be positive forward moving and constructive 31431143014343

in short because the fully functioning person does not have to satisfy the
introjected standards ofother people he or she is guided entirely by the organ
ismicisaic valuing process and enjoys total self acceptance 01441144714444

clearly in this particular scheme the basic nature of humankind is

held to be constructive trustworthy and rational in response to the
freudian notion that human beings are basically irrational and governed
by aggressive and destructive impulses that must be controlled rogers
argued that man s behavior is exquisitely rational moving with subtle and
ordered complexity toward the goals his organism is endeavoring to
achieve 31451145334545 in the rational therefully functioning genuinely person is a
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natural and internal balancing of one need against another and the dis-

covery of behaviors which follow the vector most closely approximating
the satisfaction of all needs 3746114646 unfortunately according to rogers the
tragedy for most of us is that our defenses keep us from being aware of this
rationality so that consciously we are moving in one direction while
organismicallyorganismically we are moving in another 31471147304747 only when the individual
manages to overcome irrational defensiveness and embrace a genuine
openness to experience will behavior come as close as possible to satisfy-
ing all his needs 31481148334848

therapy then is about assisting the suffering client in overcoming the
burdensome weight of irrational defensiveness that is conditions of
worth so that he would continue to move toward becoming himself and
to behave in such a way as to provide the maximum satisfaction of his
deepest needs 114949 suffering as understood in the rogerianrogermanRogerian framework is

capable of only two meanings symptom and obstacle suffering in its vari-
ous forms represents a symptomatic expression of an underlying incon-
gruence or disharmony in the individuals life and organismic experience
likewise as symptom suffering points to the presence of a barrier
obstructing the achievement of the individuals natural and rational pur-
suit ofhis or her own self interest the role of the therapist is not to assist the
client in exploring the existential significance and possible moral meaning-
fulness of suffering but rather it is to help the client to consider each stimu-
lus need and demand its relative intensity and importance and out of
this complex weighing and balancing discover that course of action which
would come closest to satisfying all his needs in the situation 115050

psychopharmacologyPsychopharmacology hedonism and suffering at the opposite end
of the therapeutic spectrum from both the REBT and client centered
approaches is an increasingly popular way of understanding and treating
human suffering and distress psychopharmacologypsycho pharmacology rosenzweig and
leiman have pointed out that

although in the past many psychiatric dysfunctionsdysfunctions have been
approached from an exclusively psychological framework current efforts
have developed a distinctly biological orientation this orientation is
leading to progressive refinements of the categories of mental disorders
such as schizophrenia and anxiety this accomplishment is aiding not
only understanding but also therapeutic interventions 51

one of the most obvious ways in which such biological refinements
have impacted clinical theory and practice in recent years is seen in the aston
ishingashing rise of both the use and the acceptance of medication for the treat-
ment of emotional social and interpersonal problems indeed it was
only a decade ago that peter kramer a psychiatrist at brown university
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coined the troubling phrase cosmetic psychopharmacologypsycho pharmacology 52 and
thereby ushered in a new era ofofpsychopharmacologicalpsychopharmacologicalpsycho pharmacological hedonism 53

for kramer and like minded others 54 human emotional and interperinterrerinterper
sonai suffering is at root an expression of an underlying medical condition
that is suffering is in reality just the symptomatic manifestation of a dis-

turbanceturbance in the neurochemical activity of the individual s central nervous
system the brain seward tells us has one extremely important charac-
teristicte it is capable of emotions 01551155315555 those emotions that the brain creates
for us however are often unpleasant and distressing and thus less than
desirable the most appropriate remedy for such a situation then would
seem to be a chemical one 56 after all as nancy andreasen suggests emo
tionaldional and psychological suffering are diseases and should be considered
medical illnesses just as diabetes heart disease and cancer are 115757 it is in
this sense that goodwin asserted that not only is talking therapy of little
real value when compared to drug therapy but it can even make people
feel worse talking about the problems reminds them of them 3158115858

in its most basic sense psychopharmacologicalpharmacologicalpsycho intervention involves

altering an individuals neurotransmitter activity to reduce or eliminate the
patientspatients presenting symptoms 59 symptom reduction has long been at
least in psychiatry the primary if not the only standard for judging the
worth or success of a particular therapeutic treatment 60 indeed shorter
noted in his widely cited history of psychiatry that lifting symptoms
rather than cultivating a sympathetic rapport in the office has remained
the ultimate therapeutic objective 316161 in this model the patient s present-
ing symptoms the experiential features and enactments of his or her
suffering constitute a sort of diagnostic signpost that points toward some
more basic underlying biochemical dysfunction that is the real source of
the patient s problems the medical model reduction of the complex expe-
rientialriential meaning of suffering to the status of symptom is almost never
questioned and neither is the notion that the first order of therapeutic
business is the elimination of such symptoms suffering is not to be taken
at face value nor is it thought to possess any intrinsic meaning or signifi-
cance rather it is seen merely to be an unfortunate outcome of funda
mentally impersonal and mechanical biological processes operating out of
the individual s awareness and beyond his or her control

despite a number of glaring differences in terms of both theory and
practice the psychopharmacologicalpharmacologicalpsycho perspective clearly shares with its

humanistic and cognitive cousinscousins a commitment to the philosophy of
hedonism As shorter and others have noted psychiatry has nurtured a

popular culture of pharmacological hedonism3362116262 in which millions of
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people both clients and professionals have come to see drug therapy as

the ultimate technological solution to the problems of everyday living
evidence for this claim can be found in kramer s international bestseller
listening to prozackprozac the principal message of which seems to be that per-
sonal contentment and self confidence can indeed be found in a pill

for example kramer offers the following story to illustrate the
promise of pharmacological solutions to the problems of human suffering

after about eight months off medication tess told me she was slip-
ping 1I m not myself she said new union negotiations were under
way and she felt she could use the sense of stability the invulnerability to
attack that prozacprozack gave her here was a dilemma for me ought I1 to pro
vide medication to someone who was not depressed I1 could give myself
reason enough construe it that tess was sliding into relapse which per-
haps she was in truth I1 assumed I1 would be medicating tess s chronic
condition call it what you will heightened awareness of the needs of
others sensitivity to conflict residual damage to self esteem all odd
indications for medication I1 discussed the dilemma with her but then I1

did not hesitate to write the prescription who was I1 to withhold from
her the bounties of science tess responded again as she had hoped she
would with renewed confidence self assurance and social comfort 63

this account clearly implies that the only genuinely rational and moral
response to tess s unhappiness and dissatisfaction with her life was to pro-
vide a biochemical means of replacing her pointless suffering with a chemi-
cally induced sense of satisfaction 64 kramer further argues that drug
therapy simply gives anhedonichedonicanhedoniaan people access to pleasures identical to
those enjoyed by other normal people in their ordinary social pursuits 16536565

notice the rhetoric of normality and rationality at play in this pronounce-
ment anxiety depression and isolation it is assumed are really just non-
rational biomechanicalbiornechanical conditions that can be fairly easily swept aside if
we just deliver the proper dosage at the proper time As in ellis s and rogerssrogergsRogerss
models suffering in itself is pointless and unnecessary indeed it is abnor-
mal and dysfunctionaldysfunctional the maximization of individual pleasure is the
point of our existence or so we are told and in this case psychoactive
medication the most rational and efficient means for its achievement 66

the christian alternative

it is instructive to contrast these psychotherapeutic conceptions of
suffering with those articulated in the canons of revealed christianity holy
scripture clearly teaches that suffering is not some sort of absurdity 67167367

bereft of any genuine meaningfulness a sort of accident to be overcome or
managed or even anesthetized rather scripture teaches us that suffering is
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a challenge to be lived an obligation to be shouldered a meaning to be
found for example in the biblical account of job we are confronted with
a righteous man s struggle with a bewildering array ofafflictions while the
story of job does not provide a single simple answer to the question of
human suffering it does suggest that affliction if not for punishment
may be for experience discipline and instruction 16836868 likewise while
unjustly imprisoned in liberty jail the prophet joseph smith learned that
his suffering had both meaning and purpose when the lord stated that
though the veryjawsvery jaws ofhell shall gape open the mouth wide after thee all

these things shall give thee experience and shall be for thy good dacd&c 1227
As christians we acknowledge that suffering is an obvious feature

and perhaps in some ways an unavoidable feature of our mortality we
also maintain that suffering can play a vital role in our salvation though
not merely as a test of moral character or of the capacity for endurance
rather for the christian suffering is a powerful way in which one can
come to understand and experience the depth of heavenly fathers love for
his children suffering though not something to seek for its own sake 69

nonetheless can provide in some small and incomplete way insight
into the infinite suffering experienced by our lord and savior jesus christ
on our behalf as well as a clearer understanding of the infinite love that
motivated such suffering this understanding is never solely intellectual
but rather is also deeply and profoundly experiential and thus deeply and
profoundly spiritual

because we recognize the intrinsic meaning and importance of suffer-

ing we christian therapists are in a position to see that there is a deeper
issue involved in the question of suffering than simply how it can be most
efficiently alleviated for the christian psychotherapist then the funda-
mental moral question incumbent in the suffering of our clients is not how
it is to be alleviated but first how it is to be addressed in the community of
faith how are we as practicing psychotherapists and more fundamen-
tally as disciples of christ to understand and respond to the suffering
of others

I1 am not suggesting of course that as christians we are not concerned
with alleviating suffering quite the contrary the proper way to address
the suffering of others may be in many instances to do all we can to ease

it after all isaiah demands that we relieve the oppressed and plead for
the widow isa 117 while alma commands us to mourn with those that
mourn yea and comfort those that stand in need of comfort mosiah 189
however we should be careful not to read into these and other prophetic
injunctions a simplistic and ultimately hollow hedonism instead we

must realize that mourning with those who mourn and comforting those
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who stand in need of comfort may well involve a great deal more of us than
alleviating their suffering it may also involve a commitment to suffer with
them in their trials as they struggle to find meaning in them 70 it may
demand that we truly do take upon ourselves one anothersothersan burdens and
thereby open ourselves to the glorious possibilities of a genuinely loving
and christlike relationship

one of the clearest and most poignant modern examples of one who
was willing to mourn with those that mourn mosiah 189 one who had
in the words ofofjudejude compassion making a difference jude 122was122 was

mother teresa here was a woman well acquainted with the faces and
demands of suffering in all its painful and disheartening forms a woman
whose life was spent tirelessly ministering to the needs and wants of her
brothers and sisters amidst the most horrifying and piteous conditions
imaginable here was a woman whose life has much to tell us about how
the christian should address the suffering of others speaking of her work
among the poor and helpless in the ghettos of calcutta mother teresa said

without our suffering here our work would just be social work very
good and helpful but it would not be the work of jesus christ not part
of the redemption jesus wanted to help by sharing our life our loneli-
ness our agony our death we are allowed to do the same all the deso-
lation of the poor people not only their material poverty but their
spiritual destitution must be redeemed and we must share it for only by
being one with them can we redeem them that is by bringing god into
their lives and bringing them to god 71

one of the most striking aspects of mother teresasterasasTeresas comment is the
way she completely identified the work of christ with suffering with others
in their suffering indeed she suggested that sharing in the suffering of
others is not so much a duty or an obligation or even a commandment as

it is an opportunity and a blessing we are allowed she said to live the way
our savior did to be with and for others as he was the redeeming work of
christ she taught takes place in the concrete moment of suffering and
in the compassionate sharing of that suffering for us to truly participate in
the work of christ it is never enough to just follow the commandments
and be morally concerned for the welfare of others especially if our moral
concern is enacted only in a detached or abstracted fashion or only when
we find it convenient or personally profitable for mother teresa the work
of christ is to share in the loneliness the pain and the fear of those suffer-
ers who confront us

As christ bore the afflictions and sufferings of all mankind we too
are called upon to bear the burdens of our brothers and sisters who in their
suffering call upon us for aid all the while we should remember that no
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matter how much we give of ourselves or how deeply we share in anothers
pain the real miracle of redemption is ultimately the product of christs lov-
ing sacrifice and while we maybe called to participate in the work of redemp-
tion in the end it is the master whose work it is and it is to him and him alone

that we must direct those for whom and with whom we would suffer
one further feature of mother teresa s comments deserves attention

in her mind the compassionate service she and her fellow nuns were ren-
dering to the poor the sick and the needy in the streets of calcutta was in
some way very different from what she called social work it is not that
social work what will be taken here to include psychotherapy is neces-
sarily detrimental or unhelpful but rather that at least as traditionally con-
ceived it is not the work of god

I1 am quite convinced that she is right on this point I1 am not fully con-
vinced however that such a distinction is a fundamental one that the
social work of psychotherapy cannot also be the social work of god
indeed I1 sincerely believe that not only can it be the work of god but it
must be the work of god expending our efforts in any other work is ulti-
mately a waste of time our own our clients and god s I1 am convinced
that the gospel of jesus christ calls upon us to radically reconceptualize
and reenvision the project of psychotherapy from the ground up so

that it can become yet another means by which we can accomplish the
work of god here among his children

although admittedly sketchy and in need of further development the
point I1 wish to make most strongly here is that we need to reenvision
psychotherapy as first and foremost a way of responding to the call to suffer
with our clients in their sufferings rather than think of therapy as only an
educational vehicle for the identification and satisfaction of individual
desires 72 prior to entertaining the question of how to most efficiently
meliorate our clients suffering or whether we should even do so we need
to seriously entertain the question of our clients suffering itself its pos-
sible meanings purposes and our own and our clients moral responsibili-
ties in the face of it the fruit of such consideration would likely be the
recognition that suffering is not something to be dismissed out of hand as

a pointless obstacle to personal fulfillment but is something that can be
embraced on its own terms and whose meaning can be explored and articu-
lated we might also learn that our disciplines desire to relieve suffering as

efficiently as possible actually short circuits an important existential and
spiritual process intended to bring souls to christ

by focusing so intently on symptom reduction and assuming that the
rational calculation and pursuit of self interest is synonymous with the good
life modern psychotherapy may have robbed many people of the
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opportunity of developing a morally deep and spiritually significant rela-
tionshiptionship with both their fellow beings and their savior As president kim-
ball taught

being human we would expel from our lives sorrow distress physiphaysi

cal pain and mental anguish and assure ourselves of continual ease and
comfort but if we closed the doors upon such we might be evicting our
greatest friends and benefactors suffering can make saints of people as
they learn patience long suffering and self mastery the sufferings of
our savior were part of his education 73

if suffering is one way we can come to christ to experience the mir-
acle of the atonement by coming to learn the meanings his atoning sac-
rifice has for us then any therapy that denies the importance or meaning
of suffering or seeks to minimize it prematurely is in need of our most
serious reevaluation

some clarifications

at this point to avoid some possible misunderstandings I1 will clarifcharif

what is notno being suggested in this analysis first the point that alleviatilalleviathalleviatealleviatilath
suffering is still an important goal of psychotherapy bears repeating one
more time and in a bit more detail although it is possible to vigorously
debate the appropriateness or the viability of some of the therapeutic
means that have been suggested for alleviating suffering it would be farci-
cal to debate the importance that the alleviation of suffering has for the
psychotherapeutic enterprise I1 am not proposing that psychotherapists
need not be concerned about relieving the suffering of those who seek out
their services rather my proposal is that we subordinate the noble desire
to alleviate suffering to the more fundamental moral demands to share the
suffering of others and to care for the redemption of their souls we should
pay careful heed to the hedonistic origins of many of our traditional psy-
chologicalchological conceptions ofsuffering ofits origins nature and meaning we
should respond to such conceptions by more explicitly addressing the ques-
tion of suffering from within the framework of the gospel of jesus christ
a framework that is fundamentally antithetical to that of hedonism

second I1 am not suggesting that the job of the therapist is to advo-
cate suffering or to encourage others to indulge in it that would simply
be to assume the hedonist argument in reverse casting the psychothera-
pist as sadist is not the solution I1 seek As broderick notes in the encyclo-
pedia ofmormonismof Mormonism

latter day saints do not believe that pain is intrinsically good in their
teaching there is little of asceticism mortification or negative
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spirituality if benefit comes from pain it is not because there is any-
thing inherently cleansing in pain itself suffering can wound and embit-
ter and darken a soul as surely as it can purify and refine and illumine 74

the key for us as latter day saint therapists then is not to encourage
our clients to glory in their suffering as though the mere experience of
anguish were sufficient to sanctify and cleanse the soul but rather to help
them appreciate that their suffering can have meaning and that in their
suffering they are never alone or bereft of hope despair is never the
answer thus we cannot teach that suffering is something to be sought or
celebrated for its own sake rather it is something that must be accepted
at least for a time and something that we must strive to endure with a
11steadfastness in christ having a perfect brightness of hope and a love of
god and of all men 2 ne 3120

of course not all forms of suffering are of the same sort and not all

forms of suffering should be addressed in the same manner As broderick
again notes

as a social being man is vulnerable to emotional suffering that often
rivals physical pain anxiety rejection loneliness despair among the
sensitive there are also other levels of profound suffering they may
relate for example to the awareness of the effects of sin or the anguish of
the abuse or indifference of one s loved ones and there is vicarious
suffering in response to the pain around one and the sense of the with-
drawal of the spirit 75

it is important to add that there are those who choose to suffer because
they derive some perverse joy from it either from the attention they may
receive or the guilt and sympathy they may induce addressing such suffer

ing clearly requires more of the therapist than simply playing along con
verselyaverselyversely there are those who suffer in innocence the helpless and tragic
victims of others violence greed and hatred to such we must offer with-
out reservation the hand of fellowship and the healing balm of gilead see

jer 821 22

it is also important that there be no confusion regarding what is meant
by the concept of suffering with others in their suffering this concept at
least in this article should not be taken to be synonymous with either con
descending pity or despairing commiseration to genuinely suffer with
another does not mean that I1 allow you to cry in my beer while I1 cry in
yours as we both self servingly bemoan the miserable cosmic unfairness of
our lot in life that sort of sorrowing of the damned has no part whatso
ever in the authentic therapeutic encounter neither is suffering with
another a means of justifying or excusing the often immoral and sinful
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behaviors that lie at the root of many forms of suffering 76 to truly suffer
with another requires far more than convenient co misery simplistic
sympathy or a readiness to excuse rather in suffering with another we
willingly and selflessly take upon ourselves their pains and torments so

that the burdens they bear may be lightened to suffer with others is to
offer oneself wholly and unreservedly to another a gift of the fullest and
sincerest compassion 77

obviously in a philosophical or conceptual exploration such as this it

is difficult to spell out exactly what suffering with another might look like

in any given therapeutic encounter what is being proposed here is not so

much a technical approach to the practice of therapy as it is a fundamental
mind set of openness and christlike compassion and thereby a frame

work for re envisioning the entire therapeutic process thus there are

probably many different ways in which a particular therapist might suffer

with a specific client in a specific therapeutic moment at the very least

however genuinely suffering with a client would seem to require a willing

suspension of the therapist s professional detachment and value neutral
stance towards that clientsclients suffering further it would most certainly
require the therapist to be deeply attuned and responsive to the whisper
ings of the spirit so that he or she might know in any given moment how
to respond to the client as christ himself would respond relying solely on
technique and abstract treatment strategy will almost certainly short
circuit the real healing that comes through a genuine encounter with

christ that is facilitated by a therapist willing to serve him perhaps in the
final analysis what matters is not the how of therapy but the why that
lies behind whatever action the therapist feels called upon to take

still it might well be asked what are the practical benefits and
advantages of suffering with over other possible approaches to therapy
such a concern is however rooted in the hedonistic understanding of
psychotherapy being called into question here the point of suffering with
clients is not that it results in improved therapeutic outcomes or more
efficiently speeds clients back to health and productive contentment it is

that we fulfill the sacred duty we have been enjoined by christ to take

upon ourselves
As christian therapists we offer ourselves to our clients because they

are in fact our brothers and sisters and because doing so is right and good
and true the willingness to make such an offering arises out of the spiri
tual desire to do all we can to serve our brothers and sisters and thereby
glorify god indeed as joseph smith taught the nearer we get to our
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heavenly father the more we are disposed to look with compassion on per
ishingashing souls we feel that we want to take them upon our shoulders and
cast their sins behind our backs 31781178717878

this should not be taken to mean however that the therapist is the
transformative agent in the life of the client or that the discovery of mean-
ing in suffering is the result of the therapist s having shared in the clients
pain to assume such would be to engage in a particularly pernicious form
of priestcraft wherein the therapist is set up as a savior and mediator of the
sufferings of others our call as christians and as therapists is not to set
ourselves as a light unto the world that we may get gain and praise of
the world 2 ne 2629 but rather to attend to the needs of others as they
work out the meanings of their relationship with god only insofar as our
willingness to emulate the savior by sharing in the suffering of another
serves to point them toward deeper possibilities of knowing god his love
for them and their own complete reliance upon the power of his saving
grace will our therapeutic efforts be genuinely therapeutic I1 do not believe
this point can be emphasized too much or too strongly we must never lose
sight of the fact that it is only in light of the infinite and atoning sacrifice of
our lord and savior jesus christ that our clients will be able to come to
find meaning in their suffering and even then only insofar as they allow
him to instruct them in its meaning

As alma the younger taught christ took upon himself our pains and
afflictions that his bowels may be filled with mercy according to the flesh
that he may know according to thethefleshtieshflesh how to succor his people according to
their infirmities alma 712 italics added thus as therapists we must
never forget that christ understands the suffering of our clients in ways
that we even at the best of times can only barely begin to imagine
nonetheless we have an absolute obligation to take up their sorrows to
share in their suffering and to do all we can to help make a space in our
clients lives wherein they can experience the atoning love and healing
power of the master ultimately it is only insofar as we heed this call and
shoulder this sacred obligation that our work as psychotherapists can cease
to be mere social work and truly become the redeeming work of god

it is also important to recognize I1 am not proposing a therapeutic tech
nique here as though suffering with others in their suffering were just
some new treatment strategy that could be employed over the course of a

given therapy to increase the likelihood of a successful outcome suffering
with others is not a channel by which the therapist communicates a sensi-
tive empathy and an unconditional positive regard 07917979 this is not to say
that technique is never warranted in therapy or that it has no place or pur-
pose in our therapeutic endeavors neither does it mean that medication
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has no role to play in therapy rather it is only to say that the call to suffer

with others in the moment of their anguish is morally prior to the imple-
mentation of any treatment method or technique method and technique
must always be guided by and subordinated to our fundamentally moral
responsibility to the client in his or her suffering only as psychotherapy
comes to admit this moral priority will it become truly therapeutic in the
fullest and richest sense of that word 80
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which causes the deepest pain is sin the violation of the commandments given to
us by god kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 155
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77 obviously the question of therapist burnout could be raised here emo-
tional fatigue among therapists has not only been a longstandinglong standing problem in the
profession but also in recent decades has become a growing one see for example
wanda C mccarthy and irene hanson frieze negative aspects of therapy
client perceptions of therapists social influence burnout and quality of care
journal of social issues 55 no i1 1999 33 50 it might be argued that should thera
pistsfists follow my suggestions in this paper and truly suffer with their clients the
likely outcome would be an increase in the incidence of therapist burnout unfor-
tunatelytunately space limitations will not allow for an adequate response to such ques-
tions nonetheless I1 will voice my suspicion that most therapist burnout might be
explained by the fact that relying on secular and self oriented models of therapy
many therapists have only their own finite emotional resources to draw upon in
dealing with the often overwhelming suffering they encounter in the consulting
room the christian therapist however recognizes that his or her own resources
are far too meager for the momentous task at hand and that ultimately it is christ s

infinite love and compassion upon which he or she must draw in order to truly
suffer with a client by fully and unreservedly relying upon the lord in conducting
his or her therapeutic work the christian therapist will most certainly be sus-
tained sanctified and renewed in that work one is reminded for example of the
lords support of alma and his people in their bondage to the lamanitesLamanites and
now it came to pass that the burdens which were laid upon alma and his brethren
were made light yea the lord did strengthen them that they could bear up their
burdens with ease and they did submit cheerfully and with patience to all the will
of the lord mosiah 2415

78 joseph smith scriptural teachings of the prophet joseph smith salt lake
city deseret book 1993 270 see also isaiah 3817

79 howard kirschenbaum and V L henderson eds the carl rogers reader
boston houghton miminmifflin 1989 233

8080 the greek word from which we derive the term therapy is therapeiatherapeia a
term that denotes service or attendance as well as healing additionally it connotes
an act of service or tending to which is freely and devotedly given rather than
forced or purchased for a more detailed treatment of this point see richard N
williams and james E faulconer religion and mental health A hermeneutic
reconsideration review ofreligiousReligiousof research 35 no 4 1994 346



light mindedness versus lightheartedness
conflicting conceptions of laughter
among latter day saints

diana L mahony and mariamarla D corson

therefore cease from all your light speeches from all laughter and light
mindedness and from all your wicked doings

dacd&c 88121

A merry heart doethboeth good like a medicine but a broken spirit drieth the bones
provbrov 1722

hese two scriptures illustrate the conflicting messages about laughterTthesethathat exist not only in scripture but in the culture of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints our interest in this subject was piqued by
the comments of two church members the first a temple sealer
remarked that anytime he laughs loudly he feels guilty because he believes

such behavior is unrighteous and inappropriate he reports being per-
plexed by this feeling because he is a cheerful individual who smiles and
laughs readily the second man a bishop for many years commented that
he always feels a twinge whenever the injunction about laughter in doc
trine and covenants 88121 is mentioned because it has never seemed quite
right to him the purpose of our study is to discover whether the guilt and
confusion expressed by these two men is anomalous or representative of
other active church members 1 we will begin by discussing a language
based problem with the term laughter and then give some references to and
instruction concerning laughter in scripture and other church writings
we then present our survey of attitudes about laughter among latter day
saints of different ages and levels of experience with church doctrine

BYU studies 42 non022 2003 115
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the ambiguity of laughter

the problem with talking about laughter isis that the word is used to mean
many different things some of which are diametrically opposed to each

other these differences include a broad range of acoustical properties
causes internal states spiritual attitudes and social and psychological
functions for example laughter can refer to sounds which are loud or soft
high or low pitched shrill or bubbling a short burst or a gradual
crescendo laughter can be caused by humorous stimuli but also by tick-
ling breathing nitrous oxide or psychosis it can reflect internal states of
amusement nervousness embarrassment tension relief after tension or a

sudden sense of exhilaration and wellbeingwell being
human ethologistetiologistethologist robert provine reports on the basis of twelve hun-

dred observations that more than 8080 percent of laughter that occurs dur-
ing conversation is not a response to a formal attempt at humor he
reports further that in conversation the speaker laughs more frequently
than the audience and that laughter may serve to modify the behavior of
others by shaping the emotional tone of a conversation 3321123022

from a spiritual perspective laughter can accompany an attitude of
joyful and reverent lightheartedness or irreverent light mindemindednessdnesadnes s

socially laughter can function to deride and humiliate or to cheer and
encourage to define group membership to strengthen or weaken a groups
identity or its hierarchy to include or exclude individuals from the group
to enforce conformity to group mores to facilitate criticism apologies or
the introduction of a serious or delicate topic and to satisfy the need for
play psychologically laughter can serve to reduce stress and anxiety or
to provide a socially acceptable outlet for aggressive or sexual impulses
1 I was just kidding laughter may be an expression of derision tri-
umph or amusement

without adequate context one cannot know which function the
laughter serves and more importantly whether the laughter is a reflection
of the merry heart recommended in proverbs 1722 or a species of the
I1 wicked doings proscribed in doctrine and covenants 88121 in high
context situations such as conversation there is rarely confusion because
only one interpretation is reasonable however in low context situations
or in general statements about laughter quoted apart from their context
this linguistic underdifferentiationdifferentiationunder can be the source of much confusion
and heated disagreement the problem results not only from the ambigu-
ity itself but also from persistent lapses in awareness of that ambiguity for
example the lapses of aggressive ticklersricklersticklers who believe and insist that their
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protesting victims are actually enjoying themselves as evidenced by their
hysterical laughter

this tendency to ignore the different meanings of laughter influences
both the conception and the perception of laughter the disparate causes
intentions and functions of laughter do not come readily to mind instead
laughter is often conceptualized as the expression of a single state of being
and most if not all instances of laughter are then perceived and remem-
bered as evidence of this state there is considerable disagreement how-
ever about what this state is and about its desirability the views cluster
around opposite poles of the positive negative dimension while laughter
is seen as one concrete concept views about what that concept is and
means are polarized

influences on church membersattitudesmembers attitudes

church members are often confused because popular psychology
expounds on the benefits of laughter while scriptures are mostly negative
about laughing modern church teachings give both positive and nega-
tive aspects of laughter

popular psychology the popular psychology of humor and laughter
began unofficially in 1979 with the publication of anatomy of an illness

norman cousinssCousincousinsss description of the role of humor intervention in cur-
ing himself from a serious and painful collagen disease 3 during the two
decades since then there has been a proliferation of workshops and semi-
nars occupation specific magazines and newsletters trade books videos
and tapes that promote the benefits of humor and laughter in every pos-
sible activity or event from spilling a drink on one s host to coping with the
discovery of a malignant tumor A brief inspection of the periodicals on
sale at any supermarket will yield at least one article on how to use humor
and laughter to strengthen a marriage communicate with teenagers or
improve the functioning of one s immune system

ancient and modern scriptures on laughter the term laughter or
laugh appears in twenty old testament verses and in five new testament
verses in these twenty five occurrences the term has a positive meaning in
three verses a neutral or ambiguous meaning in three verses and a negative
meaning in the remaining nineteen verses in the topical guide to the scrip-
tures the entry laughter laugh is cross referenced with the terms happi-
ness levity and scorn 4 scorn and derision are the most frequent intents of
laughter recorded in the bible the following examples are representative

he that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh the lord shall have them in
derision Ps 24
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he said unto them give place for the maid is not dead but sleepethsleepeth
and they laughed him to scorn matt 924

with the exception of ecclesiastes 34
11a time to weep and a time to

laugh there is no information or instruction in the bible about the place

or appropriateness of laughter in religious life

the term laugh indicates scorn in the only two book of mormon
verses alma 2623 3 ne 92 and in the single pearl of great price verse
moses 726 where it appears the term refers to levity in doctrine and

covenants 4549 similar to the majority of references to laughter in the
bible however in contrast to the bible there are three verses in the doc-
trine and covenants containing direct instructions concerning laughter

and inasmuch as ye do these things with thanksgiving with cheerful
hearts and countenancescountenancer not with much laughter for this is sin but with
a glad heart and a cheerful countenance the fulnessfalness of the earth is
yours dacd&c 5915 16

remember the great and last promise which I1 have made unto you
cast away your idle thoughts and your excess of laughter far from you
dacd&c 8869

therefore cease from all your light speeches from all laughter from
all your lustful desires from all your pride and light mindedness and
from all your wicked doings dacd&c 88121

these proscriptionsprescriptionsproscriptions against laughter are contained in instructions on sab-
bath observance section 59 and on reorganizing the school of the
prophets contexts not always known or remembered by church members
when they encounter these verses in isolation

modern latter day saint teachings on laughter in mormon doc-
trine bruce R mcconkie writes joyful laughter meets with divine
approval and when properly engaged in it is wholesome and edifying 3351150155

the encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism article on light mindedness by william N
fillmore quoted below in its entirety is a concise explication of the differ-
ence between light mindedness and lightheartedness and summarizes the
body of statements by church leaders on the topic

modern scripture deals with light mindedness as trivializing the
sacred or making light of sacred things latter day saints were admon-
ished early in the history of the church to trifle not with sacred things
dacd&c 612 810 at its worst light mindedness may become ridicule
and then sacrilege and blasphemy a deliberate irreverence for the
things of god

divine personages and their names temple ceremonies the priest-
hood and its ordinances and the saintly life for example are intrinsically
holy other things are holy by association the lord has said that
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which cometh from above is sacred and must be spoken with care and
by constraint of the spirit dacd&c 63 64 the saints were warned against
ic excess of laughter light speeches and light mindedness yet were
taught to worship with a glad heart and a cheerful countenance dacd&c
5915 88121

in practice latter day saints distinguish light mindedness from
lightheartedness the latter is a triumph of the zestful joyful spirit of the
gospel over life s trials such cheerfulness and good humor do not pre
clude but rather can complement spirituality while imprisoned in lib
erty jail joseph smith wrote that the things ofgod are only made known
to those who exercise careful and ponderous and solemn thoughts
history of the church 3295 yet he later spoke of himself as playful and

cheerful teachings of the prophet joseph smith p 307 the church
counsels against a light minded attitude toward sacred matters but
encourages joyfulness in worship and wholesome pleasure in recreation 6

during the last two decades the church magazines have published an
increasing number of articles praising the positive values of laughter and
humor particularly in the development of character in friendship and in
family life the following excerpts from the new era and the ensign
respectively are typical

the ability to laugh at yourself and display a good sense of humor helps
to ease painful or difficult situations and is usually welcome anytime 7

humor is a sensible intelligent way to diminish tension and stop
overratingovereatingoverrating the trivia of daily living the family without it need not be
and the family with it is better fortified for tomorrow 8

it should not be surprising that church teachings about laughter
should reflect to some extent the popular attitudes and use of language
current at the time of their writing these articles would be no different
from the bulk of those found in current popular literature were it not for
the fact that most church articles contain a caveat and often a list of types
of humor and laughter that are inappropriate while some contemporary
comedians and comedy writers take the position that nothing is sacred and
thus exempt from becoming the subject of a joke the message in church
publications has been that while the gospel is sacred and serious some-
times we take ourselves a little too seriously 9

the church news in selecting excepts from speeches and interviews
has also focused on the theme that we as a people need to lighten up
the following example cites hoyt brewster at a 1985 brigham young uni-
versity symposium

I1 am concerned that in our desire to be serious about the saving prin-
ciples of the gospel we mistakenly take ourselves too seriously I1 am not
suggesting that we become jolly jesters in the courts of the world nor sup
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porters of spectators of slaphappy or sordid sideshows however I1

believe appropriate humor is an integral part of god s great plan of
happiness alma 4288428042810

and a 1995 church news interview with president gordon B hinckley
quotes him saying we need to have a little humor in our lives we better
take seriously that which should be taken seriously but at the same time we
can bring in a touch of humor now and again if the time ever comes when
we cancantt smile at ourselves it will be a sad time 11

in church news summaries of conference talks descriptions such as
the following are commonplace both speaker and audience joined in
laughter before he continued the discussion more seriously 12 sensitive
and solemn moments with occasional laughter prompted by informal
quipquipss highlighted a gathering of priesthood bearers 3313111313 such statements
send the unmistakable message that the ability to intersperse serious topics
with humor and laughter is a praiseworthy trait in church leaders

the study

church members are exposed in varying degrees to these seemingly
contradictory laughter messages we wished to discover whether the
resulting confusion we have noticed is measurable and whether that confu-
sion is consistent in various demographic groups

purposes our primary purpose was to investigate the extent of feelings
of confusion and guilt concerning laughter in a sample of active church
members additionally we wished to identify variables in individuals lives
that might be related to the presence or absence of these feelings we
expected that age would be an important variable for several reasons first
as we have noted popular psychology promotes laughter as an aid to good
relationships and to general well being young adults have been immersed
in the pervasive messages and values of popular psychology s current pro
motion of laughter for their entire lives while their parents and grand-
parents were first exposed to it during adulthood second we had observed
that throughout the twentieth century there were a large number of more
gradual changes in social norms including those governing the acceptability
of humor and laughter in various situations we expected that the older a
person is the more likely it is that a puritanical attitude about laughter pre-
vailed in the home school and religious training of his or her childhood

A second potentially relevant variable is the amount of exposure to
church teachings about laughter and also the depth of study and under
standing about these teachings we expected that mere familiarity or a
first exposure to the three doctrine and covenants verses containing
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instruction about laughter without a thorough understanding of their con-
text and intent and without the mediation ofother church statements about
laughter such as those in the church magazines and other latter day saint
resources might also contribute to feelings of confusion and guilt

participants the three populations we selected to sample differ on
average in the two variables we investigated participants age and partici-
pant s training in the context of doctrine and covenants 5915 8869 and
88121 the first group consisted of undergraduate students from a variety
of majors at brigham young university provo and brigham young uni-
versity hawaii students on the provo campus were volunteers from sev
eral religion classes they were not primed in any way students on the
hawaii campus were enrolled in introductory psychology and volunteered
to participate as an option for completing the methodology requirement
for the course the second group were senior missionaries retired couples
serving full time missions in the laie hawaii temple and visitors cen-
ter the polynesian cultural center and hawaii reserves incorporated
and full time education missionaries at BYU hawaii the third group
were full- and part time religion faculty at BYU provo and
BYU hawaii A total of 220 completed surveys were returned 145 from stu-
dents mean age 21.9219219 years 43 from missionaries mean age 65.2652652 years
and 32 from religion teachers mean age 53.5535 years

we anticipated that the religion faculty would better understand the
context of the proscriptionsprescriptionsproscript ions against laughter in the doctrine and
covenants as noted earlier section 59 gives instructions for appropriate
sabbath observance and section 88 contains the instructions for organizing
the school of the prophets there is no suggestion that these prescriptionsproscriptionsproscriptions
apply to all laughter in all situations we expected that this understanding
would lead the religion teachers to indicate the least confusion and guilt
we expected that the senior missionaries would be less likely to remember
the context of these scriptures thus we anticipated that the senior mis-
sionariessionaries would indicate feeling the most guilt and confusion of the three
groups not only because they are the oldest but also because they would be
less likely to think of the doctrine and covenants statements in their con
texts we anticipated that a large number of the young students responses
would reflect the current popular attitudes about laughter

the survey participants provided demographic data and rated their
level of agreement or disagreement with a series of nineteen statements on
four point scales i1 strongly disagree 2 mildly disagree 3 mildly
agree 4 strongly agree the three statements in table i concern their
beliefs about the compatibility of laughter with heavenly places and beings
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TABLE 1

percentage of BYU hawaii and BYU provo students senior
missionaries and BYU hawaii and BYU provo religion faculty
agreeing with statements 1 3

1 there will be some laughter and playful-
ness

97 93 100
in the celestial kingdom

2 heavenly father laughs heartily on
96 84 94

occasion

3 the savior laughs heartily on occasion 96 81 94

participants were asked to consider sixteen quotations that embody
the philosophy of the current popular view toward laughter here is a rep-
resentative sample of the statements

laughter is the shortest distance between two people victor borge

the person who can bring the spirit of laughter into a room is indeed
blessed bennett cerf

A person who belly laughs doesndoean t bellyache susan thurman
if you can laugh together you can work together robert orben
if you can t make it better you can laugh at it erma bombeck

participants were asked to rate their level of agreement with the five state-
ments 4 8 in table 2 about the quotations

the three doctrine and covenants verses containing instruction about
laughter 5915 and 8869 121 were next presented in the survey partici-

pants were asked to consider the verses and then rate their level of agree

ment or disagreement with the seven statements 9 15 in table 3

the entire encyclopedia of mormonism article on light mindedness
see pages 118 19 was then presented in the survey participants were asked

to carefully read and consider it and then rate their level of agreement or
disagreement with the four statements 16 19 in table 4

statistical analyses for group differences T tests were used to com-
pare mean responses of missionaries to those of the religion faculty and
then to compare the responses of participants over age fifty to responses of
those under age fifty results indicated five statistically significant differ-

ences between the missionaries and the religion teachers see table 5

compared to the religion faculty the senior missionaries were more likely

to indicate that the church teaches that laughter is unrighteous that the
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doctrine and covenants verses about laughter contradict their own views

that they have felt confused about how to interpret these doctrine and
covenants verses that they were less familiar with the distinction
between lighthearted and light minded as presented in the encyclopedia

ofofmormonismmormonism article and that they were less in agreement that this dis-

tinction is correct these results suggest that as we expected the religion
teachers have a greater familiarity with and understanding of the context
of the cited doctrine and covenants teachings about laughter than do

their near contemporaries
results indicated seven statistically significant differences between age

groups see table 6 compared with participants age fifty or younger par-
ticipants over age fifty were less in agreement that either heavenly father
or the savior laughs heartily on occasion these participants judged that
the individuals who raised them would not agree with the popular quota-
tions about laughter participants over age fifty were more familiar with the
doctrine and covenants verses about laughter were more in agreement
that these verses contradicted their own views and more frequently
reported feelings of guilt and confusion because of these verses one pos-
sible explanation for these differences is that many of the older individuals

TABLE 2

percentage of BYU hawaii and BYU provo students senior
missionaries and BYU hawaii and BYU provo religion faculty
agreeing with statements 4 8

ibfligilgbimilmi
stu arassras relnelnei

swryadentsmisssfac
4 the ideas expressed inin the quotations

98 100loo 97
taken as a group are true

5 the ideas expressed inin the quotations
taken as a group are in harmony with 96 95 97
the spirit of the gospel

6 gordon B hinckley would agree with the
98 98 97

ideas expressed inin the quotations

7 most of the church leaders and religion
teachers I11 have been personally

97 88 94
acquainted with would agree with the
ideas expressed inin the quotations

8 my parents or the people who raised
me would agree with the ideas 95 81 88
expressed inin the quotations
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TABLE 3

percentage of BYU hawaii and BYU provo students senior
missionaries and BYU hawaii and BYU provo religion faculty
agreeing with statements 991515

9 the doctrine and covenants is the revealed
97 98 100

word of god

loi1010110.11 was already familiar with the general con-
tent of these scriptures concerning laughter 75 95 97

prior to reading them right now

11 it is the position of the church that laughter
9 16 0

is unrighteous

12 the statements about laughter in these scrip-
tures contradict my personal views about 39 49 9

laughter based on my life experience

13 there have been times when I1 have laughed
loudly then thought of these scriptures or

24 44 38
of teachings in the temple and felt a bit
guilty about my laughter

1411414114.11 feel or have felt confused about how to
interpret these scriptures and apply them to 44 44 16
my life

15 these scriptures refer only to certain types
of laughter in limited situations but not to 97 93 97

all laughter in all situations

reflect the more negative attitudes about laughter we assume were preva-
lent during their youth

participants comments at the end of the survey space was provided
for feedback participants were invited to share comments insights or
experiences they had on the topic or about the survey the bulk of the stu-
dents comments clearly reflected the influence of the current popular
trend in favor of laughter and showed a level of sophistication that we did

not anticipate many shared anecdotes illustrating the important role of
laughter in their relationships with family and friends and in coping with
everyday stresses the phrases 1I love to laugh and laughter is the best
medicine appeared again and again others reiterated the distinction
between light heartedness and light mindedness and emphasized that they

understood the distinction before participating in the survey several
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implied that they view laughter and spirituality not only as compatible but
as belonging together A twenty two year old male in provo wrote 1 I cant
imagine the savior being with children and not laughing with them many
referred to president hinckley as a model for righteous humor and laugh-
ter several comments were amusing A twenty four year old samoan
woman wrote As a latter day saint I1 am aware of the importance to
avoid loud laughter but if some people have larger vocal cords is it
their fault

all the religion teachers except one wrote comments several wrote
mormon jokes one teacher wrote a detailed account of the historical

contexts of the doctrine and covenants verses A fifty five year old male
wrote how can I1 lighten up and learn to laugh more are there exercises
a person can do A fifty one year old male wrote 1 I would be unhappy if
the celestial kingdom was a realm without a good sense of humor we
conclude that these comments reflect the two competing influences of the
impact of their generation and the depth of their church education over-
all the religion teachers endorsed lightheartedness as enthusiastically as

the students did
the responses of the missionaries showed the greatest diversity 14 one

missionary made a verbal comment when returning the survey asking how
we could even pose questions suggesting that heavenly father might ever
laugh A sixty seven year oldoid sister missionary wrote 1I cannot imagine

TABLE 4

percentage of BYU hawaii and BYU provo students senior
missionaries and BYU hawaii and BYU provo religion faculty
agreeing with statements 161916 19

16 1I understand the distinction made in this article
in the encyclopedia of mormonism between 94 93 100

light mindedness and lightheartedness

17 the views expressed in this article are correct 97 88 100

18 knowing the distinction between light minded-
ness and lightheartedness can relieve much of

96 91 97
the guilt and confusion many people feel
about laughter

igi1919119.11 was already clear about the distinction
between light mindedness and lighthearted 78 81 97

ness prior to reading this article
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the lord heartily laughing but others endorsed a lighthearted approach
to life several expressed regret that they had not laughed more during
their life

A religion teacher and a student shared what can only be described as
testimonies of heavenly laughter the religion teacher a forty year old
woman wrote I11 I have shared a laugh with heavenly father often over my
own foibles or incidents that have given me pleasure and I1 believe the
laughter was shared the BYU hawaii student a forty six year oldoid
woman from the US mainland wrote I11 I also had an experience where I1

know that heavenly father was chuckling at something I1 did I1 will always
remember the feeling of surprise I1 felt

summary and Condconclusionusion

A majority of the church members we surveyed expressed a love of
joyful laughter and an understanding in many cases probably only intui-
tive of the crucial differences between types of laughter 15 nevertheless
we found that feelings of confusion and guilt about laughter are not
uncommon particularly among older members their situation was sum-
marized by a sixty two year oldoid sister missionary

I1 feel this study is of real importance to members of the church many
of us are confused with what seem to be contradictions with how we were
raised the scriptures and the ways of the world I1 need to learn to use
humor more in my life I1 feel it is a real stress reliever and wish I1 had
learned to use it appropriately as a young woman

at first glance it would appear that the younger generations have a
healthier and better informed conceptualization of laughter however
there are two problems with this conclusion first popular attitudes preva-
lent during youth are a major factor in shaping the lifelong attitudes of
each generation and popular attitudes swing widely and are rarely gospel
attitudes so while many older individuals in the church may have a bias
that discourages laughter many younger individuals may have a bias that
permits too much laughter second the relationship between laughter and
spirituality is complex recitation of the distinctions detailed in this article
does not imply a meaningful or useful understanding of them we concur
with the religion teacher who wrote it takes some spiritual growing up
and some life experience and coming to know the lord better to come to
understand what such words as excess of laughter light mindedness and
I1soberness mean
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we wish to thank the following persons who were serving in these positions
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university brent top associate dean of religious education BYU garth allred
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i1 we use the term active church member to refer to individuals who regu-
larly involve themselves with church activities and functions and have therefore
been exposed to mormon culture we are not inferring anything about their level
of spirituality also we are not suggesting that the sample of active members who
participated in this study represent the entire active membership of the church

2 robert provine laughter american scientist 84 no i1 1996 41414242
3 norman cousins anatomy of an illness as perceived by the patient reflec-

tions on healing and regeneration new york norton 1979

4 laughter laugh in topical guide appendix to the holy bible salt
lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1979

5 bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine 2dad ed salt lake city bookcraft
19794321979 432

6 william N fillmore light mindedness in encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism
ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 2836 37

7 chris crowe A good sense of humor new era 16 may 1986 36
8 eileen gibbons kump A years supply of humor ensign 13 august

1983 67
9 glenn L pace follow the prophet ensign ig19 may 1989 26

lo1010 its OK to be spiritual and still have fun church news published by
deseretdeseretnewsnews march io1019851985 11 quoting hoyt W brewster jr speech given at the
sidney B sperry symposium on january 262619851985 at brigham young university
provo utah

11 messages of inspiration from president hinckley church news february 3

19962
12 accepting divine parentage leads to greater purity church news

october 14198415
13 john L hart familiar voice familiar words church news april 14

198514
14 it is axiomatic in lifespan psychology that older groups show greater diver-

sity than do younger groups
15 we base our conclusions only on the responses of the sample we surveyed

and do not suggest that they necessarily apply to other samples or to the church
membership as a whole we invite other researchers to use our survey with other
samples of church members in other locations



TABLE 5

summary of T tests for difference in mean scores of senior
missionaries n43im43 and religion faculty n31

mean SD mean SD t value

1 there will be some laughter and playfulness inin
3.81381 0400.40040 361 0760760.76 1.41141

the celestial kingdom

2 heavenly father laughs heartily on occasion 344 062 3.41341 ogi0.91091 0180.18

3 the savior laughs heartily on occasion 3.34334334 0970.97097 3.41341 0620.62062 033

4 the ideas expressed in the quotations taken as
3.77377 0430430.43 381 0400.40040 040

a group are true

5 the ideas expressed in the quotations taken as
a group are in harmony with the spirit of the 3.62362 0540540.54 3.65365 0490.49049 0.21021
gospel

6 gordon B hinckley would agree with the ideas
3.79379379 0420.42042 3.71371 046 0740.74074expressed in the quotations

7 most of the church leaders and religion teach-
ers I1 have been personally acquainted with 345 0670.67067 3.45345 0570.57057 ooiool0.01001
would agree with the ideas expressed in the
quotations

8 my parents or the people who raised me
would agree with the ideas expressed in the 3.29329329 0920.92092 348 0680.68068 1.01101lolloi
quotations

9 the doctrine and covenants is the revealed
3.88388 0500.50050 4.00400 000ooo0.00000word of god

iol10lol10110.11 was already familiar with the general content
of these scriptures concerning laughter prior to 356 0730.73073 375 062 1.19119ilg
reading them right now

11 it is the position of the church that laughter is
143 0770.77077 1.09109log 0300.30030 2332332.33

unrighteous

12 the statements about laughter in these scrip-
tures contradict my personal views about 2.29229229 log1.09109 1.34134134 0830.83083 4084.08408
laughter based on my life experience

13 there have been times when I1 have laughed
loudly then thought of these scriptures or of

2.26226226 ilg1.16116 2.06206206 091 0780.78078teachings in the temple and felt a bit guilty
about my laughter

1411414114.11 feel or have felt confused about how to inter-
pret

2.21221 1151.15115 1.56156156 0840.84084 27042702702.70
these scriptures and apply them to my life

15 these scriptures refer only to certain types
of laughter in limited situations but not to all 3.74374374 0540.54054 3.84384 0589580.58058 0810.81obi
laughter in all situations

1611616116.11 understand the distinction made in this article
3.67367 0570.57057 388 033.033033 1.84184184

between light mindedness and lightheartedness

17 the views expressed in this article are correct 3.61361 0630.63063 388 0340.34034 2162.16216

18 knowing the distinction between light minded
ness and lightheartedness can relieve much of

3.71371 0560560.56 375 051 0340.34034
the guilt and confusion many people feel about
laughter

igi1919119119.11 was already clear about the distinction
between light mindedness and lighthearted-
ness

3.33333 0870.87087 3.75375 051 24042.404
prior to reading this article

data insufficient for analysis t pp0505 t ppoi01 ppoolpooiooiool001



TABLE 6

summary of T tests for difference in mean scores of partici-
pants ages 50 or younger n145 and ages ovoverer 50 n75

sassassssasss sas

survey item say s1y tage 50 A age 50

mean SD mean SD t value

1 there will be some laughter and playfulness inin
3.81381 0460.46046 369 0620.62062 159

the celestial kingdom

2 heavenly father laughs heartily on occasion 365 0570.57057 342 0790.79079 0.50050050

3 the savior laughs heartily on occasion 365 0570.57057 3.37337 0830.83083 295t

4 the ideas expressed in the quotations taken as 3.74374374 0470.47047 3.78378378 041 0730.73073
a group are true

5 the ideas expressed in the quotations taken as
a group are in harmony with the spirit of the 3.54354354 0570.57057 3.63363 051 1211.21121
gospel

6 gordon B hinckley would agree with the ideas
3663.66 0520520.52 3753.753753 0430430.43 1261261.26g

expressed in the quotations

7 most of the church leaders and religion teachers
I1 have been personally acquainted with would 354 060ogo0.60060 345 0630.63063 1.02102102

agree with the ideas expressed in the quotations

8 my parents or the people who raised me would 3373.37 0580580.58 3373.37 0830830.83 308tagree with the ideas expressed inin the quotations

9 the doctrine and covenants is the revealed 3.88388388 049 3.93393393 0380.38038 0.78078078
word of god

lol10iol10110.11 was already familiar with the general content
of these scriptures concerning laughter prior to 3.06306306 1071.07107 3.64364364 069 428t
reading them right now

11 it is the position of the church that laughter is
1.39139139 0780.78078 1.28128128 0630.63063 104

unrighteous

12 the statements about laughter in these scrip-
tures contradict my personal views about laugh 2.20220 1051.05105 1.88188 109log1.09109 2.13213
ter based on my life experience

13 there have been times when I1 have laughed
loudly then thought of these scriptures or of

1.76176176 096ogg0.96096 2.17217217 106log1.06106 289128912.891
teachings in the temple and felt a bit guilty
about my laughter

14114.114114 1 feel or have felt confused about how to inter-
pret 2322.32 1051051.05 1931.93193 1071071.07 2552.55255

these scriptures and apply them to my lifeilfeii e

15 these scriptures refer only to certain types
of laughter in limited situations but not to all 3.70370370 0580.58058 3.78378 0560.56056 1071.07107
laughter in all situations

16116igi16116.11 understand the distinction made in this article
368360300 0630630.63 3763.76 0490490.49 088000088ooo0.88

between light mindedness and lightheartedness

17 the views expressed in this article are correct 3.78378378 048 3.76376 0530.53053 0.75075075

18 knowing the distinction between light minded
ness and lightheartedness can relieve much of

3723.72oz 0520520.52 3733.730.30303ob 0530530.53 0140140.14
the guilt and confusion many people feel about
laughter

19119.1igi19 1 was already clear about the distinction
between light mindedness and lightheartedness 3.13313313 096ogg0.96096 3.51351 0760.76076 2982982.98
prior to reading this article
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conjugation

once we get things sorted out and time
is no more the sun comes up white as stone
we bow before the last dance can begin
I1 take your hand in mine to lead you home

who said the past must be conditional
or who decreed perfection should be now
step by step the dancer shows us how
we twist and turn we rise each time we fall

the shadows by the river fade away
and flowers bloom each one a separate hue
I1 pluck one and place it in your hair you

proffer fruit full ripened from the tree

with grace we pledge to never be alone
to cleave together flesh to flesh as one

donnell hunter
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brett walker

oldoid days were the hardest for her A skiff of snow on the ground wouldCcoldcoidmean that the air would pack around her instantly and invade every
part no matter how well insulated she d lose her breath for a few seconds
shed have to watch where she stepped and let each foot fall sort of floppily
just to test the ground for slipperiness before she put any weight on it at all

1I hate living where its cold I1 want to move somewhere warm but
she didnt really want to leave the mountains the good schools the com-
munity her friends

we first bought an electric blanket with dual controls my side was
never turned on then she bought a heating pad to clutch to her stomach
the way a football player would take a hand off later I1 added a heated
cover also with dual controls for our king sized mattress the thermostats
on our walls rarely registered below 74 degrees I1 slept under a sheet and the
thin layer of the electric blanket never turned on folding the down com-
forter and bedspread across her side where are you under there I1 joked
about her being so small and barely making a bump at all under the covers

im freezing were her two most common words
you have no body fat id say

she missed the last part of summer and fall altogether the time when
the aspensashens turned yellow the squaw bush and scrub oak orange the rocky
mountain maples red you could see the change along the top edge of
squaw peak first then watch it creep down the shallow draws along the
front of the mountain and finally into the foothills we had usually gone to
a place where the fall colors were amazing up and over pole canyon and
along a dirt road to a picnic area in a bowl at the base of windy pass all
that was too bumpy for her now
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one year wed taken pictures of the kids there four year old kassidy
sitting in the yellow elm leaves and tossing them in the air above the wispy
blonde hair that barely covered her head look here sweetie my wife
had said over my shoulder as I1 aimed the camera one two three

the boys had run from the wasps that had found nectar in our peanut
butter and jelly pests that annoyed her no end

why do they come around us
we re sweet they like us
can t they just leave us alone for a minute

I1 laughed just ignore them ifyou wave your hands they11ll just notice
you more ifyou run they11ll want to play with you just like a dog does just
ignore them

everyone sat still for as long as they could not daring to bite their sand-
wiches for fear they d consume a wasp that was before she got so cold

I1 took her place on a school field trip because her strength was lagging
mom would have loved this my youngest son had said we d hiked

up a steep path for a mile and a half to timpanogosTimpanogos cave coaxing other
fifth graders along the trail was slick with rain and I1 thought of her my
hood collected my thoughts as they tried to work their way out and sent
them back to be thought again

she was warm once pink and rosy wrists I1 could not wrap mymyfingersfingers
completely around beforebeforefourpourfour kids a gradual sacrifice of body and soul she
was healthy then I1 miss the healthy her

once we took a blanket to the top of squaw peak past where people
supposedly park to kiss and to a spot I1 knew about where we d parked the
car and walked over a small rise to the brink of the valley we d sat and tried
to find our house using our fingers like the cross hairs of a scope and felt
as if we looked like ralph lauren models only not nearly as maudlin
happy instead to know that we d be together even after the pose was over

that was then
her changes were very gradual the birth of each child brought

changes a penicillin allergy gall bladder surgery a thyroid condition and
then more pain test after test poking prodding A good doctor applying
everything he knew and people in the wings contributing A full skeletal
x ray showed something nonskeletalnonskeletal a pooling

the doctor explained it this way radioactive tracers flow through the
body outlining structures that can t otherwise be seen with x rays with her
it pooled too early we think there s an obstruction

the long arm of science reached into a hat and finally pulled some-
thing out we ve got it it was her liver now made miserable by primary
sclerosingsclerosing cholangitis a disease with no known cause and no cure
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basically her liver is failing the bile duct normally looks like a tree with
a trunk that drains toxins into the intestines hers is starting to scar closeddosed
first the fine branches way up in the liver and eventually the trunk itself

how long

its mostly just painful for now seven or eight years from now and
you might need a new liver

A new liver how do you get a new liver

from a donor someone who has been declared brain dead with a

family that decides to donate that person s organs
okay what ifyou don t want a new liver

then ten years and you re done
we wondered later that night how all this would happen even after a

couple of trips to the pharmacy we started to feel that seven or eight years
was much further away than it had seemed at the doctor s that day

with two words ten intervening years came crashing around us
1 Iimm bleeding

for twelve days before thanksgiving we sat in a room at the hospital
where she was hooked to a line dripping donated blood into her arm no
one could figure out why she was bleeding I1 prayed and everyone prayed
and we watched her slipping away

one night after midnight she almost left me said she saw a light A fre-

netic technician came to take her down to repeat a test that had turned up
nothing a day or two earlier we helped her into a wheelchair and took her
out the door stop no go I1 thought her face was white and she slumped
to one side even though beads of perspiration dotted her forehead she
shivered without a blanket

we needed to know how this was happening so that the doctors could
stop it all internal parts except fifteen feet of her small intestine had been
viewed through one means or another x rays after swallowing barium
fluoroscopy EGD ERCP colonoscopy CT scan they gave her medicines

an attempt to slow the leak that reduced blood pressure in the gut and that
made her look and feel pregnant still no one knew just where the leak was

we should go we have a small window of time to try to get a picture
of this

11 okay let s go we walked fast and poked at the elevator button until
it arrived and walked fast again her headbead to the side as we turned corners
in the dark and eerily quiet hospital

help me her words were barely audible
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the technician provided guidance lift her feet we ve got to get her
on the table

I1 kissed her forehead and tried to assure her hold on hold on don t
go anywhere squeeze my hand squeeze my hand do it now

that thanksgiving my family gathered to share their most cherished
blessings my wife was at the dinner our hospital stay miraculously over
so many people had prayed and touched her life my head was still con-
fused by what seemed like a quick exit from the hospital after begging the
doctor to try just one more thing take her off all her medicines and not
transfer her to salt lake for exploratory surgery miraculously the leak
stopped no explanation as to why no discoveries only a doctor who
admitted to practicing medicine the best he could a doctor who in a
sacred moment over the telephone had trusted my recommendation

because of her bad liver she was turning yellow she had taken to
wearing purple tinted sunglasses wherever she went to avoid the stares and
hard to answer questions in the right light her skin looked tan more
acceptable than the yellow haze that coated her eyes the word jaundiced
stood out in any conversation sounding blasphemous and insensitive

just before christmas we drove up the canyon parked and walked
down the trail the wind whipping around us and flinging snow inside our
hoods she walked tentatively snuggled in her warmest ski coat and gloves

her semi elegant ski cap down around her ears covering her tiny head
down to her eyes she shivered uncomfortably but tried to be a good sport

your head is no larger than a cantaloupe she was getting smaller all

the time her liver was not doing its job of synthesizing proteins and clean-
ing her blood and producing chemicals critical to digestion

winter solstice we d always gone to feed the birds on this day she
loved this celebration of winter the boys dragged wood and we scraped
the snow back within moments a fire roared and pushed the night farther
into the falling snow we sprinkled seeds far and wide especially around
the trunks of trees where the grass still showed through the kids pinned
slices of bread to the branches they could reach and began tossing bread
like awkward frisbeesFrisbees into the higher branches peanut butter was gener-
ously coated on sticks and trunks a sloppy feeding for future friends

whose woods these are I1 think I1 know his house is in the village

though he will not see me stopping here to watch his woods fill up with
snow my recitation of frost s wintry poem seemed apropos especially
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the ending the woods are lovely dark and deep but I1 have promises to

keep and miles to go before I1 sleep and miles to go before I1 sleep I1 looked

at her you have miles to go sweetie for better or worse but you11ll make

it I1 know you11ll make it
1 I m glad we re here she said sipping a mug of hot chocolate in futile

defiance of the cold I1 put my arm around her compressing the down of
her jacket until I1 found her tiny shivering frame under it all oh there
you are

why can t I1 just get better

I1 found her sobbing when I1 came home for lunch 1I ve prayed I1 ve

gone to church does heavenly father really care about me
I1 tried to calm her down first with the party line of course god cares

but miracles work on his schedule not ours

that didndian t address her feelings she was much sicker now her skin

itchedditched unbearably from toxins normally processed by a healthy liver for
weeks fingernails and then a hair brush were inadequate for scratching
until they put her on a medicine used to treat tuberculosis it works and
we re not sure why the doctor explained

that helped her sleep a little better at nights but our morning greet
ings shifted from howhowdd you sleep and good morning to hey it s

mom and 1 I m sorry to squeeze you so tight and were you warm
enough and other things that neither of us had wished to build into our
daily greetings

despite all of this she had never complained never looked to the
heavens with confusion and pain until now she had borne her illness like

job and her concerns were not selfish she didndian t want to get well for well

ness sake alone
1 I want to get better now I1 m missing out on raising my children

I1 can t help at school I1 can barely cook dinner the house is a mess every

thing is falling apart
you will get better you just need a new liver

1 I don t want someone else s liver I1 just want the one I1 have to work

again
1 I want it to work too id tried to do my part but was feeling over

whelmedwhelmwhelkeded
I1 buried my head in her arms and we cried together what do we do

how will we
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tears and honesty have an amazing effect on the heart despite the
calm reassurance id had from her initial diagnosis until now a reassurance
that everything would work out that she would walk through this fire and
come out refined in some divinely understood way I1 was still scared

maybe the miracle you re looking for will happen differently than you
would have it happen maybe you just need a new liver

for the first time in years she looked at me with the acknowledgment
that she was sick

she s moved up the list to number two
we repeated this to friends and family members many times after a

two year wait to get sick enough sheshedd been officially listed for a liver
transplant in early january now she was closer to winning a lottery for
which she hadnhaan t even wanted to buy tickets

we had to wait for a donor and since this was a liver finding a donor
meant that someone else had to die a tragedy whose only positive out-
come was a gift of life for us it was too hard to talk about that but a few

times as we d go to bed she d say 1 I want them to call with a liver
may sixth ten fifty eight PM the phone erupted in its stand I1 answered

it the best way I1 could through the haze of deep sleep the bed shuddered as

I1 said yes yes we can be there by three 0 clock
she was shaking 1I never I1 dont what I1

calls were made we re going to the hospital to get a liver were
harder words to say than I1 had imagined I1 sobbed on the first few utter
ances but telling more people made them easier

there nurses preppedpropped her and brought warm blankets for the endless
cold that only she felt at seven that morning we were informed that the
donor s liver was a match and that it was time to go

1 I love you you re so brave ill be praying you11ll live forever miles to

go I1 thought
they re ready for her cut off any other words we might have had

with a squeeze ofhands and a kiss she was wheeled away I1 could have wept
except for the exhaustion that poured over me I1 wanted to cry but I1 didndian t

the sixth floor waiting room would be my home that day calls every
two hours were promised to keep us posted on her progress the first three
calls all said the same thing they re removing the old liver and getting her
ready finally around noon we were told the new liver had arrived I1 m
not sure what I1 expected but the idea of removing the old liver without the
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new one standing by was simply overwhelming by early afternoon they
were finally putting the new liver in

around four the doctor came
shesashes done she did well you11ll be able to see her soon

I1 went in to see her at six that evening intensive care can be a scary
place meters hoses darkened rooms that seem quiet despite the noises
coming from them she was stirring and recognized my voice her eyes and
face were swollen from the fluids she d received during surgery making her
nearly unrecognizable her arms were tied to the rails of her bed so that in
her sedated state she wouldnwouldnt t pull out the breathing tube the lines going
in at her shoulders and directly to her heart and the other monitors

hi you did well

she nodded she pried her mouth open beyond the tape gagging a bit
on the breathing tube and trying to say something when they finally
removed it at nine that night her first words to the technicians were 1I love
you guys

she was back
by nine the next morning she was sitting up in a chair cheeks pinker

now the nurses kicked me out of intensive care so they could make
changes and help her with a sponge bath

when I1 came back a large fan was blowing across the cold linoleum
floor in her room for the first time in a long time I1 was cold they rerefreezrefreezefreez-
ing her out I1 thought

how are you doing I1 gripped my shoulders with my hands wishing
id brought a jacket and an extra blanket maybe a heating pad for her

and then words that I1 hadnhaan t heard for years my wife s words made
possible by the altruism of the family of a forty six year old idahoan a

family mourning their loss while we were beginning to see the life restoring
value of their donation in a few simple words she rolled the past ten years
together and clearly declared that there were still miles to goro

it s too hot in here

brett walker bcwbcwalkercom received an MA inin organizational
behavior from brigham young university he and his wife kristin are the parents
of four children and live in provo utah this essay won first place in the 20200202 BYU
studies essay contest



ben bergin with one of his grandsons spokane washington summer 1974 this photo-
graph from alienallenailen bergin s family album illustrates not only familial love but also the con-
cept ofgenerativityofgeneratmty or influence for good across generations generativity can extend to the
larger community as well as to our descendants courtesy alienallenailen E bergin



love and intimacy in family kinship
friendship and community

alienallenailen E bergin and mark H butler

n addition to gospel principles concepts from secular research can help
1inus move closer to ideal relationships drawing on current research from
the social sciences that is in harmony with gospel principles this article
which is taken from a chapter of a new publication entitled eternal values
and personal growth A guide on your journey to social emotional and
spiritual wellness explores ways people can become more christlike in
marriage in friendships and across generations

THE ECOLOGY OF INTIMACY

our identities are part of a social ecology a complex system of
adaptation and accommodation that occurs in all living systems includ-
ing human relationships newly married couples for example experi-
ence a period of adjustment analogous to the way biological organisms in
an ecosystem adjust to the introduction of a new species As each partner
becomes aware of elements in the relationship that do not coordinate the
bliss of courtship and early marriage is challenged for example a hus
band might discover that his idea of closeness requires that the couple
spend much more time together than his wife s idea of closeness does
she might find that he does not want to talk as much as she does both
might realize they have different criteria for deciding how to spend
money their new living system must be coordinated if it is to survive
and thrive

in nature the more powerful members of a living system defend their
existence by brute force and compel others to adapt to them in plant
ecology for example some more powerful species overshadow and even
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strangle their weaker host the most fit survive while the less fit die but
in marriage a power based approach can be lethal to the entire system
at best it creates debilitating conflict at worst it kills the marriage in
some power based marriages a coordinated interaction of dominance
and submission does develop but it is a sham intimacy even pathologi-
cal relationship systems such as violent marriages or families can
achieve a crude adaptive ecology over time just as some plant and ani
mal ecosystems can survive by being parasitic and exploitive

in healthy godly intimacy each partner makes a deliberate choice to
consecrate himself or herself to the welfare of the marriage by caring for
celebrating and enlarging each other when both partners are able to
make this commitment they experience gradual development of a bal-
anced marital ecology this process entails coordination of thoughts
feelings beliefs and behaviors that in turn become a springboard for
deeper intimacy

rebirth through healthy relationships
the wellspring of christlike love and intimacy

the experience of a healthy marital or family ecology can give birth to
a stronger self that is increasingly able to sustain christlike thoughts feel-

ings and behaviors to understand this process we must first review the
basis of identity

when you were born your identity began to form in a developmental
process that extends throughout your life As a newborn infant you were
the world and the world was you at first there was no distinction between
your hand and your mother s breast or your father s caress within a few
months you began to discern your separateness and began to understand
your bodily self as an autonomous identity physical boundary then is the
initial marker of identity

with further development you perceived that you were not only physiphaysi

cally separate from others but also mentally and spiritually separate you

became differentiated from others by how you processed information by the
choices you made by how you used and shared your resources such as tal
entsants energy possessions and by what groups you chose to join you expeelpe
rienced yourself as a unique identity through awareness ofyour and others
different thoughts feelings beliefs values worldviewsworldviews and interpretation
of events during adolescence you might have audaciously maybe even
rebelliously asserted your uniqueness to ensure that everyone around you
knew that you were an independent being

you also experienced yourself as a unique identity in terms ofautonomy
and self regulation things you had immediate control over comprised
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your self while things that acted independently ofyour will comprised other
As you grew these boundary markers defined and expressed your identity

As a developing identity you also exercised agency to direct your own
development but you were not self sufficient you experienced need for con-
nectionnection interaction and interdependence with others in time these feelings

and experiences aroused a desire for and attempts to secure closedose relation-
ships these attempts began in your family of origin they continue their
mortal expression in marriage family and close friendships their ultimate
consummation is christlike love and connection with all of creation

when a person chooses marriage experiences begin that have the poten-
tial to fulfill the ultimate formulation of identity the dialectic of the I71 and
we the term dialectic refers to two entities that cocoexistexist in tension with one
another yet together form an integrated whole if either entity is lost the
other and the whole are harmed for example joy coexistsco exists in dialectic
relationship with pain we cannot have the joy of intimacy without taking
the risk ofbeing vulnerable to rejection and pain in intimate relationships
without the I1 there is no we although too dominant an I1 threatens the we and
too dominant a we threatens the I1 selfmustselfselpseipmust be subsumed to one degree or
another to belong to something larger in this act of self sacrifice the I1I1 is

not destroyed rather paradoxically it is enlarged
it is within the crucible of this I1 we dialectic that full intimacy devel-

ops As a committed couple we have experiences that blur the boundaries
and markers of our autonomous self which in our youth we so boldly
affirmed marriage and family therapist terry hargrave in a comment on
his own marriage captures the idea of true intimacy when he says 11II dont
like ballet but us does

in us intimacy experience becomes collaborative not independent
we cope and manage our turmoil and torment we magnify our euphoria
and joy we live and experience life as much through and with our partner
as by ourselves at times a wife may understand her husbands experience
more clearly than he does himself A husband may at times empathetically
articulate his wife s concerns better than she does spouses increasingly
experience things similarly when they do not they seek for convergence
through dialogue the common experience of one spouse finishing anoth-
er s sentences is an example of this convergence beliefs and worldviewworldview

become more and more shared through innumerable conversations and
experiences 1 shared belief systems in turn redefine the boundary of self 2

I1iamjamam no longer self contained my thinking feeling and knowing are inter-
dependent with another 3

our experience of autonomy and self regulation also changes within
the intimate borders of marriage decision making is shared consensus is
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sought activities and schedules are negotiated rather than entirely self
determined self mastery too including repentance and recovery from
serious problems is relationship based we are not the maverick captains
of our souls our surviving and thriving are interdependent

the parameters of resource allocation shift as well we learn that our
own welfare and the welfare of our spouse are inseparable to nourish
our partner is to nourish ourselves we have become functionally ecologiecology

cally one As the savior has told us give and it shall be given unto
you for with the same measure that ye mete withal it shall be measured
to you again luke 638

identity intimacy and the rebirth of self

As interdependence matures in marriage and families we may experi-
ence a new sense of self we may view anew the hive not the bee the
colony not the ant we may perceive a more socially vital self that lives

breathes and has an existence that transcends our former individuality
this rebirth of self can profoundly alter our understanding of the distincdistine
tion between self and other as bahr and bahr have noted

the assumption of a separate and separable self is not shared by all
peoples of the world in alternative conceptions the self is seen as open
and continuous with others in this view as one shows respect for
another she necessarily respects herself if through her actions she
injures or harms another she also injures herself and if she gives of self
in appropriate interaction with others and with the intent of fostering the
growth of another her own growth is enhanced conversely a refusal to
sacrifice self interest may impoverish the self 4

when self is reborn in this communal sense selfseif sacrifice and altruism
become second nature consecration of ourselves to the growth and well-

being of another together with our own becomes the natural consummaconsumma
tion of our own life and happiness understood in this manner intimacy is

the celestial behavior that arises from a celestial comprehension and expresespres
sion of our true relational identity

As we approach this celestial intimacy we discover that we have
received a new heart constructed in the image of god we are capable
of promoting nurturing and sustaining eternal relationships that are
joyful fulfilling and enlarging this new heart is given as a gift of the
spirit moro 747 48 it leads us to the kind of life that god lives john
173 which includes eternal relationships eternal progression and eter-
nal increase
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MARRIAGE AND FAMILY PHASES AND STAGES

if marriages were static a snapshot of two people in the perfect
pose of affection like an engagement photograph there would be no
need for covenant commitment and christlike consecration people could
ensure marital success by searching carefully until they found the one
the perfect fit the missing piece to their puzzle relationships would
endure and thrive because of simple compatibility such a relationship
would be easy indeed as the work ofmarriage and intimacy would be com-
pleted during the searching stage

but basing a marriage decision on an overly idealistic compatibility
wish that we can find the one poses substantial risk when difficul-
ties in a marriage arise the logical conclusion is that the selection process
was faulty the next step is either resignation to living with a mistake or
divorce and a renewal of the search neither remedy is appealing the res-

ignation response leads to a lifeless marriage a mere husk without the
heart the search some more response leads to unstable and soul damaging
serial monogamy

a covenant relationships 1

by mark butlerbutier

once while in the templetempie I1 was struck by the beautiful pattern of needlework
on an altar and its symbolism of covenantcovenaritrelationshipsrelationships a similarasimilar pattern isis rep

presentedI resentediresented below
vieivekhview each circle as an identity asdourasyourAs your eyeeve moves from identity to identity you

can see thateachthattha eachteach is whole butatthebut attheat the same timetirrie eaeachchisformedchisis formed in part throuthroughgnaghaa
shared connection the portion ofidentity sharedwithanothershared with another does notencroachnot encroach
on or diminishthediminish the other each identity remains complete and whole both as a sin-
gularitygularity and as an element ofa larger pattern
further no identity is lost in the larger
pattern though by byfocusingfocusing on any given
point you may see one element for the
moment and notpotoot another

so also are covenant relationships
marriages and families are bound
together through time and etermeltermeternityty
across4crossacross ggenerationsvenerationsenerationsenerations but individual identididenti

ties are preserved independence con-
nectionnection and interdependence intermingle
in perfect balance and harmony none
overshadows any other the whole isis
greater than the sum of its parts
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the perfect compatibility ideal is therefore untenable marriages are
potnotnot static but ever changing they are a living ecology of two people whose
lives are intertwined in an intimate system maintained ultimately far more
by covenant and consecration than by an easy fit of compatibility it is not
a matter of finding two puzzle pieces that fit together perfectly but a mat-
ter of two people full of christlike love under covenant and committed to
puzzling through the various shapes and circumstances of their lives cre-
ating and creatingrecreatingre fitting and refitting a loving and eternal union

A covenant and consecration model of marriage is reflected in the
temple marriage ceremony itself where individuals signify in the presence
ofwitnesses their freewillfree will choice to receive their partner in marriage they
make a commitment that is unqualified in any way including what the
future may reveal about whether the chosen partner really was the right
person in marriages anchored this way partners make a choice based on
their best judgment more importantly they commit themselves to stand
by their choice and make it the right choice through effort and throughout
all the seasons of life then when differences and disappointments arise
there is a basic anchor of commitment that sustains the marriage by problem
solving efforts 5

marital life cycle

researchers have found that most intimate enduring relationships
experience typical cycles by carefully observing marriages over many
years researchers have identified four seasons of love eros romantic love
friendship and agape and four seasons of marriage visionary adversarial
dormant vital 6

seasons stages of love

it appears that all enduring intimate relationships pass through the
seasons of eros romantic love friendship and agape however the length
of seasons varies from relationship to relationship young sometimes
newly married university students often ask do all couples have to go
through all these stages or can they skip some usually meaning them-
selves the answer is that like the seasons of the year seasons of love are an
inevitable part of life

eros eros is sexual attraction and desire it is biological in origin
and operation its primary function is to ensure perpetuation of the
human family through both reproduction and strengthening the binding
tie between husband and wife As husbands and wives commit to and
maintain fidelity in their sexual relationship eros draws them to each
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other and encourages them to work diligently for a satisfying enduring
relationship where sexual desire remains strong and is regularly expressed

As a form of love eros alone is highly conditional and self oriented
while sexual expression between two people can and should include
love respect and nurture these are less self focused than eros conse-
quentlyquent ly by itself eros is potentially dangerous because it does not con-
sider the restraints on its expression that are essential for the full
multidimensional experience of love

romantic love romantic love is psychological in origin and opera-
tion it is characterized by infatuation and mutual ego affirmation one or
both persons experience an obsession like attraction based on an idealized
image of the other person when someone is attracted to us and in love

or in worship with us we feel euphoric A romantic link is forged a

sort of quid pro quo connection ifyou11ll be my perfect partner ill affirm
worship you and vice versa it is a tenuous link because idealized

imagery always erodes no two people can be brought into close quarters
for very long before the idealized person fades and is replaced by the real-

ity of flawed humanity
those addicted to the rush of romantic love often become serial

romantics hanging on to a relationship only until they have captured the
object of their infatuation or have achieved the token they need from
another s infatuation with them the token may be sex clinging emotional
dependency or the experience of a conquest As soon as that token is

obtained the adrenaline rush disappears the relationship is cast off and
the headlong rush into the next romantic experience begins again the
word experience is critical here because the serial romantic does not love
people but rather is addicted to an experience that involves people thus
romantic love valuable as it is if untempered by other types of love can
lead to instability and emotional devastation

serial romances can arise during the difficult middle years of mar-
riage when the buildup of stresses begins to wrinkle and gray one part-
ner s view of the other and some wonder if they could have chosen better
those who succumb often go through multiple brief relationships leaving
behind broken hearts and shattered lives all the while telling themselves
that the next one will be the right one but they will never find someone
who will remain eternally infatuated with them or with whom they will be
eternally infatuated true intimacy is about choosing covenanting and
then becoming

couples should be forewarned against building a marriage relation-
ship on either eros or romantic love alone these stages of love may get
things going and heat things up but they are not sustainable nevertheless
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eros and romantic feelings can both survive and thrive in marriages that
are anchored in friendship and agape

friendship friendship love is social in origin and operation it is

based on compatibility unlike eros love and romantic love friendship love

thrives in an atmosphere of security commitment and safety it is not
awakened or intensified by the uncertainty of the chase in the day to day
interaction of marriage friendship plays a vital role it ensures complete
safety and is a sound basis for healthy interaction friendship love can
include similar beliefs and values shared interests and activities and the
shared stewardship of a family

friendship love is strikingly different from eros and romantic love in
at least two respects first friendship love is less conditional on what we
are getting from the relationship second friendship love is more other
oriented in its highest expression friendship can be completely uncondi-
tional and other consecrated the pinnacle example of such friendship is

jesus christ at the last supper jesus invited his disciples to be his friends
and foreshadowedshadowedforeshadowerfore that he would lay down his life for his friends john
1512 14 he then invited them to love one another in the same way he
loved them this ultimate willingness to sacrifice oneself for the sake of
others merges into godly love

agape agape love is god s love in all its expressions the mark of
agape love is a fundamental regard for the welfare of all creation agape
expresses itself as 1 I love you simply because you are and because you are
I1 desire to help you become agape is pure in its intent uncompromising
in its motives and singular in its purpose it acts for the growth of all
things that all things might fill the measure of their creation and find joy
our father in heaven expresses this love to us his spirit sons and daugh-
ters in the covenantal assertion this is my work and my glory to bring
to pass the immortality and eternal life of man moses 139

agape is love and kindness without ulterior motive it is not fawning
adoration and naive worship but fully informed I love you anyway caring
helping and generosity agape is experienced less as an intense feeling than
as an abiding yearning for the other it consumes ones life and actions in
service agape is altruism in action it is charity the pure love of christ
moro 747

As with most things of great value agape love is difficult to achieve

this holy love can be nurtured by effort but cannot be earned for it is a gift
of god by the ministration of the holy spirit we must pray unto the
father with all the energy of heart that we may be filled with this love

which he hath bestowed upon all who are true followers of his son jesus
christchriscchrise moro 748 without agape our lives and loves are mere sounding
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brass and a tinkling cymbal moro 746 i1 cor 131 relationships can-

not thrive and abide mortally or eternally without agape because it
includes the necessary ingredients to enduring connection and commit-
ment repentance forgiveness healing redemption patience long suffering
service self sacrifice and devotion beyond recompense in marriage and
family such charity is the ultimate and unbreakable binding tie for it
places off limits all thoughts expressions and actions that could hurt or
harm and seeks in every way the growth and happiness of one s partner
ones family and all others in one s domain of care and concern

we see agape love commonly in the selfseif sacrificing nurturing rela-
tionshipstion ships between parents and their children human history is replete
with unassuming accounts of mothers and fathers who have laid down
their lives for their loved ones some have done so in one desperate heroic
moment but most lay down their lives one day at a time wearing out their
bodies and their hearts in yearning and acting for the welfare of their
beloved ones one day at a time this love takes its bearer on a journey to a

new place and a new way of being where paradoxically the body may be
spent but the soul is enlivened

reflections on the four stages of marital love

eros love and romantic love are kindling to the fire of relationships
that important spark they may get things going but they burn hot burn
fast and burn out for the relationship to endure eros love and romantic
love must very soon be merged into and integrated with friendship love

and agape love friendship love is the large heavy log that fuels the fire of
a marriage relationship this log once lit can abide occasional inclement
weather without being extinguished

agape love might be represented by the rocks that encircle the fire

these rocks enclose passion within safe boundaries preventing a stray
spark from igniting a fire outside the circle these rocks also soak up the
heat and energy of the fire retaining it and radiating it back as needed As

anyone who has doused a campfire knows rocks heat up to their core and
can still be warm to the touch even after a thorough drenching like chil-

dren at a campfire we may enjoy watching sparks fly up as kindling is

added from time to time but the adults standing around are well aware
that the heat needed for cooking warmth and protection from storms
comes from the less spectacular coals forming beneath and from the rocks
that radiate all night long agape love is like these rocks that keep couples
and families warm through storms and the changing seasons of life
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seasons stages of marriage

the four seasons or stages of marriage are the visionary adversarial
dormant and vital As with the seasons of love these stages follow pre-
dictabledictable patterns in every marriage although the dormant stage may not
occur if the couple resolves conflicts well the degree of distress during
the adversarial stage and the degree of isolation during the dormant
stage can be intensified or diminished by each partner s measure or lack
of christlike love compassion commitment patience and longsufferinglongsuffering
these stages of marriage were originally developed by S miller and
others 7 we have adapted their work for our purposes here

visionary stage during the visionary stage a married couple ideal-
izes their relationship they expect a blissful future together and the
focus is on us and what we will do and become together on the posi-
tive side the visionary stage gets the relationship off to a good start and
with high energy on the negative side the couple discounts or ignores
traits of each partner and of the relationship that are incongruent with
the idealized image conflict and differences are stowed away rather than
acknowledged and resolved this stage is illustrated in the following
report from a student

we have been married for almost six months for every day that goes
by I1 love him more and more I1 feel that nothing can break us apart as
long as we adhere to the covenants we promised in the temple and the
covenants we renew every sunday my love for my husband is real I1 feel
that his happiness is my happiness and vice versa not in a total loss of
ego boundaries but in that I1 want to give him everything that is in my
power to give our marriage is a union between us and god which no
man can destroy as long as we do our part in keeping the command-
ments we are a total union of our hearts our hopes our lives our love
our future and our everything

what seems to make the difference between my infatuation with john
and my true love with george is that with george I1 am real I1 am myself
we included christ and our heavenly father in our courting we love
our heavenly father and trust him to help us in need I1 believe that is a
big strength in our relationship

our marriage is based on commitment to the lord each other and
the family the reward of one hundred percent commitment is a
healthy family that will branch and give birth to other healthy families

As tranquil and beautiful as the above relationship sounds inevitable
pressures will build in the background eventually this pressure like water
behind a dam compels some degree of acknowledgment of problems
either to oneself or within the relationship
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adversarial stage As the spouses encounter real life challenges they
usually experience disillusionment disagreement and conflict con-
cealed unacknowledged conflict breeds resentment and prevents the rela-
tionshiption ship from growing partners often fear that their negative feelings
signal possible failure of the marriage so they let disagreements build like

water behind a dam when the dam bursts as it inevitably does the ensu-
ing discord becomes confirmation of their worst fears they may conclude
to try even harder to hold back conflict not recognizing that this solu-
tion is part of the problem the repetition of such a pattern can lead to
the serious marital distress they had feared overt conflict too ifnot han-
dled carefully can be damaging but if disagreements are handled with
maturity and commitment and without pretense greater intimacy can
develop over time

when the idealized image of marriage begins to erode partners often
begin attempting to change one another internal dialogue might go some-
thing like this well I1 see now that he s not perfect but thats okay I1 can
rebuild him this common approach damages the relationship because
the other person feels unaccepted resentment typically follows the rela-
tionshiptionship can be at great risk at this stage unless both partners dedicate
themselves to working through problems in some cases one or both part-
ners cannot endure the shattered ideal image and they may pursue the
ideal in a new relationship where reality is again obscured by the dynamics
of the idealized visionary stage

such dire consequences can be avoided if marital partners under-
stand that disagreements should be expected acknowledged and
approached gospel perspectives for example matt 523 24 dacd&c
4288 clinical wisdom and empirical research8research8 all clearly confirm that
conflict is inevitable and can be handled successfully by applying proven
skills numerous communication skills and conflict resolution strate-
gies guidelines and assessments are available 9 therapists can offer rec-
ommendations and local libraries have many resources becoming
skilled at intimate communication helps couples maintain and
strengthen their intimate connection

A BYU student wrote about how his parents weathered storms and
forged an even stronger commitment

my parents are not perfect and neither is their marriage but that is
what makes them the ultimate example of the ideal without rough
times they would not be as strong today victor brown said that time is

the ultimate test of commitment ten years ago things were extremely
stormy my dad was between jobs and my mom was dissatisfied with who
knows how many things at one point my dad asked my mom if she
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wanted a divorce As brown said family living is not for emotional
weaklingsweaklings but because of their commitment to god and their
covenants today despite arguments they boast that they ve never been
happier and more content with life and with one another they are not
content because they have done everything right but because they did
the most important things right working unselfishly toward improving
their whole relationship no fragmentation both were willing to sacri-
fice exercise self control and risk everything and now they are enjoying
the fruits of their efforts

dormant stage if healthy problem solving does not occur and the
couple remains together exasperation and exhaustion set in spouses can
become frustrated that their efforts do not produce change it seems he
cant be changed maybe he is just defective partners may surrender in an
uneasy truce and live more quietly together though there is no true peace
conflict diminishes and the dormant stage of the relationship begins

partners in this stage withdraw from one another emotionally physi-
cally and intellectually outsiders may observe a loss of vitality energy
and life in the relationship lacking are the living marrow and sinew that
make an intimate relationship joyful hobbies civic service children
church service and work may be used as substitutes for lost intimacy 010O

the focus shifts from the relationship to me my interests and allow-
ing freedom for my partner to do the same

in some cases during this stage partners renew their individual devel-

opment and growth reducing pressure on the marriage to meet all needs

but in most cases partners simply avoid issues with each other and go their
own way shutting out the other living under the gradually accumulating
layers of hurt and pain over the years families petrify and hearts turn to
stone 11 when partners give up on each other in this way the relationship
is at greatest risk 12

stonewallingStonewalling the refusal of one or both spouses to talk or relate in
any meaningful way is an important sign that the relationship has
reached this critical point in some instances one or both partners may
indulge in extramarital emotional or sexual substitutes for lost intimacy
relationships that reach the nadir of the dormant stage likely will disinte-

grate in time
dormant relationships are in need of healing that moves them toward

a reborn vital relationship if couples are faithful to their covenants faith-
ful to the lord and prayerful they will be able to renew their relation-

ship 13 marital therapy research has identified softening forgiveness and
acceptance as important components in this process it requires a couples
best efforts and divine assistance without the kind of forgiveness that
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stems from the atonement that pays the demands ofjustice and fullyfolly heals
all family members there is no eternal family the atonement of christ
redeems redeems and redeems 31411414us us individually our relationships

vital stage in the vital stage both partners consciously recommit
energies to the relationship eventually forming a stronger bond than in
any of the previous stages the begrudging resignation of the dormant
stage yields to acceptance and genuine care partners seek to actively nur-
ture each other s welfare within the framework of their partner s goals and
definition of growth not their own high value is placed on blending as a
pair and balancing similarities and differences the goal becomes to forge
a lasting and powerful relationship that creates a synergy a whole greater
than the parts from the unique contributions of two individuals

As these changes take root the relationship experiences wholeness and
radiates vitality the couple typically maintains strong boundaries and for
the sake of the relationship contains resources information and decision
making within the relationship the report of a married student reflects
these principles

As our relationship continued to grow we shared more and more
experiences with one another he saw me at what I1 still consider my
worst I1 saw him when he was not his best we never put up a front and
we were entirely open with one another he shared experiences and feel-
ings that had I1 been using him or the relationship for my own gratifica-
tion I1 would have ended it because of the discomfort they brought to
me he suffered with me through some of my greatest miseries yet nei-
ther of us ever felt fear of rejection or any desire to end the relationship
because we had developed a true love for each other and our relation-
ship was based on a real intimacy we chose to invest ourselves for the
relationship we backed this investment with the commitment of a mar-
riage we consider eternal

I1 shared my innermost self with him in a way that left me vulnerable
to rejection and heartbreak he did the same without this risk we never
could have gotten to know each other so completely and experienced the
joy of true intimacy my total acceptance ofhis self faults and all was
essential to my learning about him had I1 rejected him for his flaws he
would have stopped risking exposing them to me and I1 would have
known only the man he wanted me to know this is why so many mar-
riages fail the partners feel cheated at not receiving the whole other per-
son instead of just the rosy side they knew about before the marriage

because we have been exposed to one another s flaws and know that
we cannot change those flaws in the other person we realize that there
will be difficult times ahead we have seen times when we may not have
particularly liked a side of the other person and we know that will con-
tinue until both are perfect so we need to make the conscious decision to
actively work on ourselves and our relationship to keep it alive
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faithful christlike intimacy is fully realized by a husband and wife
who have stayed the course until they bring to fruition the vital stage of their
marriage stability commitment and satisfaction typically are at their high-
est point during this stage the partners fully accept each other with gen-
uinely unconditional christlike love they are grateful for one another
they regard the others wellbeingwell being and happiness as their highest aspira-
tion they regularly ask what the other wants and needs from them they
are not simply revisiting their first honeymoon but have created a second
honeymoon their reward now is a relationship that is fully knowing and
fully loving their relationship is deeper more complete and more inti-
mate than at any other time

reflections on the four seasons of marriage

this model is potentially a powerful tool for couples understanding
each stage can temper its challenges for example couples can see the eden
like visionary stage as satisfying to a degree but lacking in the experiexpert
ence depth and satisfaction that come only with knowledge and
experience they can perceive the work and struggle of the adversarial and
dormant stages as necessary to attaining the exalting pinnacle of the vital
stage the vital stage is a very real redemption of the relationship but it
is not a return to the pristine ignorant bliss of the visionary eden it is

mature stable committed nurturing and loving with full knowledge and
without illusions it is fully realized intimacy

RESEARCH perspectives ON THE MARITAL LIFE CYCLE

marital success requires learning how to manage the adversarial and
dormant stages which means learning how to communicate and how to
resolve conflict according to research spanning twenty years by notarius
and markman they tracked 135 engaged couples yearly for two decades and
found that couple communication and conflict management patterns are the
bestbestpredictorspredictors of marital success what predicts the future of a relationship
is how couples handle differences conflicts and disagreements 15 not
the existence of conflicts per se they found that poor communication and
conflict management reliably predict divorce

two of the danger signs notarius and markman looked for were esca-

lation and husband withdrawal with wife pursuing 16 escalation patterns
where negative feelings about differences intensify signal an acute and
destructive symptom of the adversarial stage withdrawal and stonewallingstonewalling
symptoms of the dormant stage often follow the husband s withdrawal or
stonewallingstonewalling coupled with the wife s pursuing is highly predictive of
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divorce 17 in other words the wife pursues interaction in an attempt to
reengageengagegreengagere the husband but the result is often further hostility this quiet
stage in a relationship might look more peaceful to outsiders than the
conflict of the adversarial stage but the relationship is actually at greatest
risk either for legal divorce or emotional divorce

notarius and markman note that awareness of threats most couples
experience can help couples reduce their risk because with awareness they
can take preemptive measures for example

1 disagreements in relationships are natural even inevitable and
how they are handled determines how much of a threat they are if they
are not handled well they gradually erode intimacy love affection and
attraction happy couples have a way of controlling negative behav-
iors and not letting them get out ofhand unhappy couples tend to go into
a pattern of escalation or withdrawal in the face of those negative behav-
iors over time that takes a tremendous toll on relationships 18

A preemptive measure is to learn principles of conflict management as

mentioned above couples who take the time to do this show a

50 percent lower rate of separation and divorce
2 reciprocating a negative comment or behavior threatens marriages

gottman found that domestically violent couples not surprisingly have
excessive negative exchanges 19 once one partner initiates negative inter-
action the other tends to respond in kind creating a feedback loop that
can escalate to emotional spiritual and sometimes physical violence

conversely gottman found among nonviolent couples that both part-
ners have the ability to resist reciprocating a negative behavior or com-
ment from the other in gospel terms we might say they put off the
natural man or woman and become a saint through the atonement
of christ mosiah 319 turning the other cheek matt 539 for the sake of
their relationship A preemptive measure therefore is to return good for
evil a hallmark principle of christian relationships matt 538 48 and of
christlike charity i cor 13 moro 745 48

A recent informal observation of couples in therapy found that one
partner often was able to meet a negative comment from the other with
a conciliatory nonescalatingescalatingnon response at least once and often twice but a

third negative comment typically began a tit for tat cycle thus it seems
reasonable to identify a three strikes principle as an important signal of
danger to the relationship 20

3 failure to understand that men and women handle conflict somewhat
differently can threaten a marriage men and women fight using different
weapons but suffer similar wounds 01211221 learning about these differences and
becoming sensitive to them is characteristic of successful couples
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men for example handle conflict better when there are rules to regu-
late the process they also find the physiological arousal that accompanies
conflict more painful than women which in turn can make them more likely
to avoid conflict in the future they require more time to recover after
conflict than do women 22 A preemptive measure is for couples to become
aware of these differences and to set up rules to regulate their conflict

4 many couples experiencing problems in their marriages erroneously
assume that monumental effort and changes are required to make a differ-
ence they may become discouraged about even trying further threaten-
ing the relationship research however indicates that small changes make
a big difference 3123112323 the scriptures teach the same principle by small and
simple things are great things brought to pass alma 376 7 i1 ne 1629
A preemptive action therefore is for each partner to focus on making
small changes in his or her own behavior

A reservoir of hope

no matter how bad things may look in a relationship the potential
for change healing growth and happiness is almost always present
every relationship contains a reservoir of hope saysaynotariusnotarius and mark-

man 24 during every stage of a marriage but perhaps especially during
the adversarial and dormant stages hope is a powerful motivator to work
on the relationship couples should do everything they can to search for
evidence past or present that can keep the flickering flames of hope alive
and then to express that hope through both words and concrete actions
As they approach their seasons of marriage with an abiding eternal per-
spectivespective this too shall pass they are more likely to be optimistic
about their future together

generalizing THE MODEL

SEASONS OF ALL INTIMATE relationships

the seasons of a marriage model provides a general guide for the
stages we can expect for all our intimate relationships with realistic
expectations we can better manage the pitfalls along the way and deepen
our connection to parents siblings close friends and even god with
more information about how we developed patterns in our families of ori-
gin selfseif understanding and adaptability can grow

parent child seasons of intimacy

visionary stage both parents and children often experience a
visionary stage in their relationship young children in particular who are
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developmentally and experientially naive tend to idealize their parents
some parents are also naive about their children thinking they are incapable
of the lapses considered normal for other people s children

adversarial stage over time the visionary stage breaks down chil-
dren observe and become victims of their parents mistakes and transgrestransgresstransgres
sions parents discover that their children are not the last remaining
innocents but have as many weaknesses and imperfections as their peers

beginning at about age ten and continuing through adolescence
most children feel some degree of disillusionment disappointment
resentment and anger at what they view as their parents betrayal you
were supposed to be perfect and you re not you ve hurt me and damaged
me disagreements tension and conflict ensue parents too may feel
disappointed in children who do not measure up to their idealized
expectations some parents especially in religious communities may
resent children who sabotage their attempts to project a perfect family
image to the outside world

christlike acceptance of one another is essential for getting through
this stage without serious rupture of relationships this burden rests more
heavily upon parents since children are developmentally less capable of
bearing it parents acceptance and understanding of children s develop-
mental stages can lead to interaction that is focused on gradual growth
rather than on pressure to conform to unrealistic demands and expecta-
tions for immediate change

often though both parents and adolescents set about to change the
other As in the adversarial stage of marriage resulting tension may sour
the relationship perhaps a few parents and children are able to prevent the
conflict typical of this stage but most families experience enough friction
to move them into the dormant stage

dormant stage As parents and children become exhausted by
conflict they may avoid one another or create emotional distance some
families may give up on each other or even reject one another out of
frustration or fatigue As with marriages parent child intimacy is at risk
during the dormant stage covenant families however remain commit-
ted to christlike love for one another a love that does not make the rela
tionshiplionshiptionship contingent on the other person s coming around to my point
of view parents and children in covenant families stand with open arms
ready to receive one another in love

even under the best circumstances when children eventually leave
home both they and their parents typically confess to some measure of
relief soon afterward children and their parents stop trying to change
one another and begin to show the acceptance that is easier to extend
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from a distance reunions may bring renewed complaints and insistence

on change but they usually dissipate more quickly and with less conflict
A return to the idealized imagery of the family may even occur from a dis-

tance additionally as adult children observe families more closely and talk
with siblings about their own families appreciation for their family of ori-
gin often increases in time these experiences may promote transition to
the vital stage

vital stage in the vital stage children see their parents as fallible

human beings but accept them as brothers and sisters who were given a

stewardship and are trying to do their best when adult children become
parents their own mistakes and lapses further increase sensitivity to
their parents experience aging parents similarly accept their childrens
developmental struggles parents and children relate less in terms of expec-

tation entitlement and demand and more in terms of support nurture
and encouragement like married couples beginning the vital stage par-
ents and children increasingly focus on changing themselves not others
and on helping one another in love

just as in marriage critical to this process are softening forgiveness
and the renewal of trust all aided by the atonement of christ and the
influence of the holy spirit with this sustenance parents and children
can heal reconcile and renew their relationships they begin to cherish
and celebrate one another rejoicing in the uniqueness and individuality
of the other

deity disciple seasons of intimacy

As developing disciples our progression from conversion to reconcilia-

tion with our father in heaven also has its seasons our initial conversion

may be visionaryvisionatyary idealized and naive As the demands of discipleship

press us to our limits and we experience the painful stretching of divine

chasteningchastening we may become disillusioned with god or angry with him
beginning the adversarial stage the power of covenant commitments can
compel us to forego retreat and resist temptations during this stage As the
stresses of this stage take their toll on our emotional and spiritual energy
we may retreat from discipleship s daunting demands and begin a dor-

mant stage and finally when we accept anew the demands of discipleship
as the unavoidable prerequisites to reconciliation with our father we enter
the exalting vital stage the atonement of christ the gifts of the spirit
and the savior s grace are essential to the softening forgiveness and deep-
ening of trust that are necessary to reach this stage
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LOVE AND INTIMACY IN FAMILY KINSHIP

friendship AND COMMUNITY

intimacy is not reserved for husband and wife nor is it only physical

love and intimacy also occur in the broader realm of kinship and friend
ship the social emotional and spiritual connectedness of extended family
members and close friends can have a crucial influence as we face life s

problems the principles of christlike love apply in these relationships just
as they do in marriage parent child relationships and our relationship
with deity we can do justice here to only a few concepts that focus on the
broad scope of love in human relationships we have chosen to discuss two
universal themes transitionalpersons and generativity

the transitional person

when we face particularly difficult problems created by imperfect par-
enting even several generations back it is helpful to examine our emo-
tional genealogy researching personal and family histories from an
emotional perspective can reveal past patterns that affect us currently this
research includes reviewing journals reviewing family histories and inter-
viewing key living relatives who may have information or insights about
maladjustments in our emotional family tree once we are aware of
unhealthy family patterns we are better equipped to reverse their effects in
our own lives when we do this we can become transitional persons

A transitional person is one who rejects the unhealthy or evil family
patterns of previous generations and sets a new course for future genera-
tions by adopting healthy and godly patterns transitional persons are
gifts to themselves and potentially to thousands of progeny with effects

rippling across time and social networks the transitional person exem-
plifies christlike love by becoming a participant with the lord in helping
to redeem others

in the late 19703 the BYU values institute theory group25 explored
the idea of the transitional person from social science philosophical and
religious perspectives the theory group concluded that a person can
enact a saving or redemptive role in the mental and spiritual health of
others particularly family members while we cannot atone for the sins
of the human family in the same way the savior did alma 3410 12 we

can become redeemers within our families by sacrificing personal need on
behalf of others john 154 510 13 dacd&c 4 dac 978 9 and by reversing
sinful traditions to create a righteous heritage for succeeding generations

the theory group discussed the influence of many converts on their fam-
ilies as a specific example and applied the term transitional figure to their
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experience speaking for the group at a BYU gathering I1 described the
therapist s role in helping clients become transitional figures

since many psychological problems are in effect the burden of sins
laid upon the person due to generations of unrighteous acts and condi
tioningstionings the therapist teaches the individual to become a transitional
redemptive figure in the history of his family the counselor shows

the person how to compensate for and overthrow the effects of genera-
tions of sins upon his or her psyche and behavior the client thus
begins to reverse the trends in his or her emotional genealogy clears his
or her consciousness of self deceptions and initiates a benevolent cycle
in his or her functioning in the family network and as spouse and
progenitor by accepting the role of making up both for one s own
sins and those of one s parents cf dacd&c 9847 48 the individual
adopts christlikechrist like behavior and is then aided by the saving heal-
ing power of christ 266

this psychological saving process parallels the effort to spiritually save

forebears through genealogy and temple work that is to do for them what
they could not do for themselves it requires giving up the personal need to
reject or retaliate against those living or dead who have contributed to our
emotional problems by perpetrating offenses against us forgiveness is a
first step which may call for wrenching changes in attitude and behavior

As innocent victims choose forgiveness and healing they sacrifice them-
selves for the welfare of the extended family this principle of sacrifice was
first taught to adam and eve moses 56 8 it has been taught throughout
scriptural history that our own sacrifices are symbolic of the sacrifice by
the son of god 27 sacrifice is an expression of love for god so loved the
world that he gave his only begotten son john 316 when we sacrifice
our capacity to love is expanded alma 711 12

family life is our first and most important laboratory for the develop-
ment and practice of such intimate christlike regard for others but over
time those touched by the spirit of our eternal family find that the defini-
tion of who is my neighbor luke 1029 expands beyond familial
regional national racial religious and all other boundaries to include the
entire family of god and all his creations see luke 1030 37 christ
expressed this expansive scope of intimacy when he taught his disciples
this is my commandment that ye love one another as I1 have loved you

greater love hath no man than this that a man lay down his life for his
friends john 1512 13

envisioning intimate relationships as including saving influence in one
another s lives and across generations elevates intimacy to a truly celestial

concept christlike intimacy makes sobering demands on us but to reach so

deeply lovingly and redemptively into one another s souls is the hallmark
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of divine intimacy and the core of meaningful relationships surely one of
the highest callings in life is to rise to the challenge of becoming transi-
tional figures in the lives of friends and family 228

over the years these ideas about transitional persons have been
shared with professional audiences as an example of how spiritual
approaches can aid in psychotherapy for instance in a gathering of men-
tal health professionals the theory group explained how the transitional
person concept might help a client who had been abused

the person is encouraged to see himself or herself as at a crossroads
in his or her family history although he or she has been the victim of
pathologizing events in life it is important to adopt a forgiving atti-
tude the release of aggression against the victimizing agents
although it may be important at certain therapeutic junctures is not
healing in a deep and lasting way

we introduce the concepts of sacrifice and redemption that are
common to great religions especially the judeofudeo christian tradition
sometimes it is important to absorb the pain that has been handed
down across generations to stop the process of transmitting pain
from generation to generation instead of seeking retribution one
learns to be forgiving to try to reconcile with forebears and then
become a generator of positive change in the next generation by
resisting the disordered patterns of the past exercising a healing
impact and then transmitting a healthier mode of functioning 29

A member of the theory group victor L brown jr provided an
example of a woman who had severe emotional problems because of abuse
from her father and who decided to employ the transitional figure concept

after learning about the transitional figure ideaideal she was encouraged
to go back to visit her father and instead of confronting him with the
pain he had caused to invite him to tell her about his history and to do a

family history interview she was not to ask him about his dynamics or
disturbances and the consequences but instead about his identity expe-
riencesriences and so forth

the result of doing this including tape recording and transcribing
the interviews with her father caused a dramatic reconciliation
between the woman and her father and a merging of perceptions of
painful abusive events that had occurred it stimulated her father to
face certain realities he had never faced this was however a gentle expe-
rience occurring inin a forgiving atmosphere As a result he was able to
lower his defenses apologize and seek to make up for his past conduct
the changes in both client and father as a result of this encounter seemed
to be dramatic and more profound than the changes that had been
occurring through regular treatment
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As in religious tradition sacrifice was required on the part of the
client that is she gave up the need for retribution and separation from
the past family network furthermore the sacrificial act consisting of
self denial and forgiveness yielded ultimate benefits to allanailali parties that
more than compensated for the sacrifice 30

case studies of transitional characters

roberta magarrell examined from a latter day saint perspective case
studies of transitional characters her work began with a BYU doctoral
dissertation in family science and continues in an ongoing research pro-
gram her observations are based on in depth interviews with six persons
who grew up in abusive environments and became transitional persons
often without therapy these individuals faced every kind of problem
including emotional abuse physical abuse sexual abuse character assass-
ination mental cruelty neglect abandonment emotional isolation sexual
promiscuity adultery incest manipulation and scapegoating all six had
in common the question how do I1 reject a family of origin lifestyle that
is harming me and build a growth producing lifestyle for myself and for my
future 3031113131familyfamily31

magarrell found that all six of her subjects developed a determina-
tion to discard the dysfunctionaldysfunctional aspects of their families and to create
a new way of life this sense of mission provided motivation for both
personal change and reform of their family situations through enlight-
ened understanding the sense of mission ultimately evolved into a tran-
sitionalsitional leap that yielded a new way of seeing things this altered
perspective occurred at differing ages ranging from youth through
young adulthood

the six subjects began their journey toward becoming transitional
characters in a general state of confusion they asked painful questions
such as why did my dad desert us why dont we have more food
why doesndoean t my mother love me why can t my parents get along

how can I1 get out of here what needs to change this questioning
eventually led them to see new options such as life is going to be differ-

ent for me for us and 1 I m going to do the things that I1 need to make that
happen 13321132333232 many realized after the questioning process that they wanted
almost the opposite of what they had previously wanted where before
they wanted almost any way to escape their pain they now desired a close

knit family caring understanding a strong and supportive father fun
safety respect encouragement and opportunities to work together and to
develop talents
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As they attempted to achieve these new desires they experienced
painful trial and error and alternation between progress and backslidingbacksliding
one participant described this process as follows

it isncisn t just a simple change its moving up a hill moving away from
whatever s here then you go over the hill and you can see things differ
entlyantly a fresh view you can suddenly see things differently and then
you can choose which direction youyourere going to go but initially you re just
climbing out of it 33

the process of coming out of confusion into enlightenment and even

tuallydually into the leap toward a transitional role was helped along by several

influences all six subjects reported that at least one and sometimes more
than one significant person outside of their immediate family gave them
steadiness security and a belief that they could move toward a new
future in five out of the six cases a grandparent was one of these sig

nificantnificant persons other influences included education exposure to new
environments a questioning attitude and a sense of responsibility to self
and family members in some cases formal counseling or a self help
group were critical factors

another vital aspect of the change process was the ability to commu-
nicate including conversation with significant others self talk self reflection

talking to god talking to a pet and journal writing this self expression
helped the six subjects reinterpret their experiences gave them new per-
spectivesspectives and imparted comfort

the growing sense of enlightenment was often accompanied by spiri-
tual feelings and insights gradually a sense of mission emerged that they
should and could make a difference they began to believe that freedom
from the past and new choices were truly possible in some cases this
new belief came like a spiritual revelation that showed them a re
visioning of themselves as a person and as a new and different part of an
old social system

the next phase the transitional leap from victim to healer also was
often accompanied by a powerful spiritual experience it occurred gradu-
ally and ultimately yielded a liberating view of the problems in their family
of origin 34 one of the subjects said there is a freeing up to let go of the
past and to look to the present and to the future it was a time ofpro-
found alteration a critical juncture a major forward thrust as if one
is catapulted across a gulf that would be difficult for anyone to cross

back over 3135113535 the subjects also let go of anger relinquished excessive
responsibility for family problems and forgave one subject described a

healing power to transcend absorb the emotionally destructive
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environment 113636 the transitional leap experience also imparted a sense of
being a person of great worth ofbeing in a place of safety and having feel-

ings of substance 37 the six subjects perceived that god loved them which
was a particularly powerful insight

finally they saw themselves as individuals who could make a differ-
ence not only for their own sakes but also for the sake of their family
members they then were able to begin influencing their extended fami-
lies and the next generation to shed dysfunctionsdysfunctions and be open to new pos-
sibilitiessibilities many of them used phrases that countered the negative even evil

trends in their families statements such as 1 I will never be a deadbeat
dad 1 I cannot imagine being unfaithful to my spouse 1 I want my
family to be close knit and caring and we will work together to make that
happen 1 I will never abandon my children 1I will not use alcohol or
drugs 1 I will not use violence in disciplining my children and 1I will
encourage the development of my children

magarrell notes that the sequence of events she outlined does not nec
essarilyessarily occur in a linear way the transitional person may cycle through
different phases at different times and often more than one time

reading magarrellmagarrelfsMagarrelFss account of the transitional characters is an exhila-
rating experience it shows that people can heal from even the worst enviedvi
ronmentsronments and become integrated loving individuals

generativity
KINSHIP AND COMMUNITY VS stagnation AND SELF absorption

generativity is influence for good across generations erikson defines
it as the concern in establishing and guiding the next generation 3138113838 it is

the antithesis of self absorption and stagnation and encomenbom
passes procreativity productivity and creativity and thus the generation of

31391139303939new beings
mcadams and de st aubin describe generativity as commitment to

promoting the next generation through parenting teaching mentoringmentoring
and generating products and outcomes that aim to benefit youth and fos

ter the development and wellbeingwell being of individuals and social systems that
will outlive the self adults who take on generative endeavors serve as

norm bearers and destiny shapers in families schools churches neighbor-
hoods and the workplace 33401140034040

generativity research has shown that people who believe their influence
can extend into the future feel a responsibility to love others far beyond
immediate kin As part of a larger society under god they reach out from
the nuclear family to the world community and from earthly time into
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eternity intergenerational concern and care builds their personal identity
and strengthens their bonds with others as they identify with a larger whole

for latter day saints temple work for the deceased who live on else-
where is a vivid example of this truth temple participation anchors us in
a transcendent network of emotional and spiritual ties with other people
who have meaning for our own existence A professor recently reported the
depth of personal change that occurred after an experience in the temple
where he felt a vivid spiritual connection with individuals on the other side
of the veil his extensive research into personal and family history had
already produced many emotional experiences as he discovered the identi-
ties and lives of his kin both living and dead As he pondered this experi-
ence in the temple he felt love for and closeness to these people and he
realized that he was part ofa much greater whole a universal caring and
eternal network that was invisible yet felt vibrantly real his identity
became shared he felt a oneness with a benevolent system of related eter-
nal identities who shared in his history his genetics and his future

As this experience occurred his sense of self was transformed old
insecuritiessecuritiesin began to dissolve his identification with a shared commu-
nity reduced his anxiety and the secret internal loneliness he had felt
after this experience he found that kinship commitment was healing and
energizing to his life at home and at work he decided that his personal
history family genealogy and vicarious temple ordinance work41work4worke were far
more significant than he had ever realized he began to believe that deeply
felt familial connections are the most important thing maybe the only
thing that matters for they redefine self extending it to the family of all
gods creations see dacd&c 11013 15 12815 18.18 such peak intimacy
demonstrates that the higher realization of self and identity involves
becoming one with significant others

family closeness unity righteousness and intimacy endowed by the
lord s spirit and covenant bonds are our primary protection and salva-
tion from the spiritual moral and social smog that surrounds us
mcadams and de st aubin explain generativity s powerful impact on all
those we influence

I1 am what survives me I1 am my children in their manifold incarna-
tions my sons and daughters students and proteges the babies I1 care for
in the nursery where I1 work the kids on the little league team I1 coach
the parishioners in the church I1 serve but also the business I1 started the
neighbors I1 helped and hurt the institutions I1 influenced for good and
for ill the organizations for which I1 volunteered the poems I1 wrote the
quilt I1 made the jokes I1 told the words of advice I1 gave the examples I1

set for others my reputations how others think of me how others will
remember me As adults we all generate legacies even unwittingly so
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we all find ourselves caring for and contributing to the next generation
even if the contributions are tiny indirect or negative and even though
we never know and can never know what impact our efforts will have
in the long time that is ahead of us As adults we all come to know the
challenges rewards and frustrations of generativity 42

stagnation on the other hand consists of giving in to easecase and with
drawing from the effort required to care about and care for the succeeding
generation the dynamic energy of identity development becomes stuck in
midlife and progresses no further sadly stagnation usually breeds tenden-
cies toward self satisfaction shallow intimacy self preoccupation and
rejection of those in need

examples ofofgenerativitygenerativity
examples of generative kinship family and social influence are abun-

dant in the scriptures and in the history of the restored church family
prayer family scripture study family home evening priesthood blessings
parent child conversations church service community service family tra-
ditionsditions and family reunions are all generative acts photographs diaries
journals biographies letters genealogy and family history work anchor
these efforts in documents data and personal experience of intergeneraintergenera
tionaldional connection the spirit of elijah is a generative and transitional spirit
mal 45 6 dac 11013 15 dacd&c 12815 18 it turns the hearts of the chil-

dren to their fathers forefathers mothers and foremothersforemothers and it turns
the hearts of forebears to their progeny

generative parenting is parenting enriched by special care in which
members of the older generation extend themselves to transmit strength
wisdom security and opportunity to the rising generation generative
mothering has always been a strong tradition and increasingly society is
recognizing that generative fathering is equally important 43 As full com
mitmentfitment to fathering becomes the norm among righteous people its
effects prevent or cure many of sociesoclesocietytyss ills defeating satan s plan to
destroy the family and civilization A student reported how the influence of
his parents generated a model for his own ideal of marriage and family

I1 recall at a very young age probably age 7 hoping that someday id
be able to raise a family in the same way my parents were raising us
kids I1 also recall hoping that I1 would be able to find someone to love
and serve as my dad did with my mom I1 think that they have an ideal
marriage one that I1 will take from and institute into mine when I1

have one they demonstrated respect for each other exemplified the
sharing of roles and provided support for mutual growth and per
sonai identity development
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1I also learned from them that love needs to be nourished just as a
flower needs attention to flourish they taught me that when trials and
disagreements occur in my own marriage we will need to renew our
commitment to each other benevolent intimacy will be the highest
common denominator as I1 put my loved ones first in my life

exceptional family patterns have been and are being set by latter day
prophets such as joseph RF smith david 0 mckay ezra taft benson and
their wives and families other leaders and millions of saints have followed
these modern models of kinship fidelity and generativity the family
and community influence ofany ofthe recent or current first presidency and
quorum of the twelve with their wives and families could be studied with
benefit in the autobiography from heart to heart 44 we learn about the
family of elder russell M nelson and sister dantzel white nelson where
each person s heart and core motivation is turned inward toward each
other and then outward toward the larger world the lives of elder neal A
maxwell and sister colleen hinckley maxwell provide another exemplary
pathway to generative influence 45

the scriptures are also filled with powerful stories that set a standard
for us and help us establish life goals the pattern can be continued in our
individual lives through personal adherence to the restored church s plan
of youth activity and service priesthood advancement missions temple
marriage and children born in or adopted into the covenant daily scrip-
ture study and regular study of the ensign magazines will help the reader
understand both ancient and modern applications of the concept of gener
ativitynativity within a gospel context

generative influence is not restricted to those who have children
many great personalities throughout history have changed the world for
the better even though they did not have biological progeny many were
women such as mary magdalene joan of arc and mother teresa anna
freud the renowned child psychoanalyst was once asked how she could
possibly understand and therapeutically help children when she had never
been a wife or mother Ms freud however had numerous children vicari
ouslybously because of the great work she did to support and heal their mental dis-
orders indeed her clinic in london was a fertile center for generating
positive change in the lives of thousands and indirectly even millions of
children through her practice and teaching generations of professionals
learned to care for the welfare of future generations

intimate friendships are also an important generative influence As

older people reflect back upon their younger years they often can identify
a turning point in their lives that centered around an intimate friend for
instance a successful middle aged counselor reported that his life course
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took an important turn in his late teens as the result of a conversation with
a close high school friend he and his friend were both ambitious intellec-
tuals with strong academic and political interests during one of many long
personal conversations the friend the son of a clergyman made a state-
ment that had a powerful impact upon the future counselor he said
whatever I1 do in the future I1 want to do something that will benefit the

world and make a difference the future counselor realized that such an
idea had never occurred to him before he had previously been preoccu-
pied with making a career choice that would be interesting and bring him
an adequate income his friend s statement shook the foundations of his
assumptions about what a career should be A desire to do something
good for the world to consecrate his life and his work to the benefit ofthe
community at large seemed to erupt from some hidden reservoir within
him from then on important decisions were informed by this newfound
value the counselor reported that these decisions led to a lifetime of deep
satisfaction in work that might never have occurred otherwise

sometimes intimate relationships help heal a personal dysfunction
such influence can reverberate throughout a person s life and is part of
the web of love that keeps individuals and society integrated rather than
disintegrated in the example below a college professor becomes a piv-
otal person for one of his female students who had become too intimate
with a boyfriend and felt guilty and confused when the boyfriend left on
a mission

while he served his mission I1 was enlightened by the wisdom of my
professors concerning the true meaning of love one of them helped me
understand christs love for us which gave me more insight than I1 ever
had before centered around developing this ultimate love he explained
that every relationship should be aimed at building the spirituality of
both persons I1 knew then clearly that we are the literal offspring of god
and that he loves us with boundless love this gave new direction and
happiness to me and those I1 am close to

when my friend returned from his mission our reunion brought
incredible change to my life and my understanding of love I1 am more
able to give selflessly without seeking physical or instant gratification
and this has brought about much happiness my professor had a deci
sive influence in bringing about my changes and the consequences I1

now enjoy

conclusion

christlike love extends intimacy to our social systems all faithful

latter day saints are transitional persons in the sense that all come from
imperfect families and social contexts and thus all have the opportunity
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to reject dysfunctionaldysfunctional or sinful patterns and pass on a healthier more
righteous heritage all generations of the past and the future make a tran-
sition through each person for each is an inheritor and a progenitor
those who never procreate are progenitors in that their influence on past
present and future may be felt just as strongly as those who physically
produce progeny

from a latter day saint perspective a transitional person is one who
knows the doctrines of the restoration abides by its covenants and follows

the savior by witnessing and living according to the gospel he taught and
exemplified anyone who does these things brings out transitional dynam-
ics automatically

generativity can become a valued life goal and lifestyle pattern such
kinship ideals are based on interpersonal fidelity and personal integrity
from this orientation to life comes the power to affect the family and the
larger world in a benevolent way

we recommend the writings ofoferikerik erikson the father of the modern
social science concept of generativity and those of his students who are
carrying on this professional tradition that complements the principles
and practices of the restored gospel and latter day saint culture 46 we con-
clude this section by again quoting from erikson

generativity we said encompasses procreativity productivity and
creativity and thus the generation of new beings as well as of new prod-
ucts and new ideas including a kind of self generation concerned with
further identity development A sense of stagnation in turn can
totally overwhelm those who find themselves inactivated in generative
matters the new virtue emerging from this antithesis namely care is

a widening commitment to take care of the persons the products and
the ideas one has learned to care for all the strengths arising from earlier
developments in the ascending order from infancy to young adulthood
hope and will purpose and skill fidelity and love now prove on closer

study to be essential for the generational task of cultivating strength in
the next generation for this is indeed the store of human life 47

allenalienailen E bergin who can be reached by email via byustudiesbyuedu
recently retired after teaching psychology at brigham young university for
twenty seven years he has received a number of professional honors and served as
the president of the international society for psychotherapy research he is cur-
rently on a mission teaching institute classes in la jolla california

mark H butler mark butlerbyuedu is associate professor of marriage
and family therapy at brigham young university he received his phd in mar-
riage and family therapy from texas tech university
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errata
we wish to correct an editorial error that appeared in BYU studies vol-

ume 4 number 1 on page 161 this sentence appears in paul H petersons
reviewreview of blood of the prophets brigham young and the massacre at moun
taintainmeadowsmeadows

bagley faults brooks for her overly sympathetic treatment offeeofteeof lee
most historians would agree that brookss corrective was in order

her shallow treatment of the background of the emigrants and her
acceptance of some of the slanderous tales implicating both the
emigrants and the paiutesPaiutes

the sentence should read as follows

bagley faults brooks for her overly sympathetic treatment of lee
most historians would agree that bagley s corrective was in order

her shallow treatment of the background of the emigrants and her
acceptance of some of the slanderous tales implicating both the
emigrants and the paiutesPaiutes

we apologize for any confusion this error may have caused
editors BBYUYU studies
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n his famous address about those of the last wagon J reuben clarkI1inpaid tribute to the latter day saints who are recorded only in the mar-
gins of history if at all 1 jessie L embry s asian american mormonscormons grows
out of a similar desire to represent the experiences of common latter day
saints the third book resulting from the redd center s oral history pro-

gram 2 asian american mormonscormons presents interviews of 108108 latter day
saints with asian backgrounds 3 drawing from interviews conducted in
utah british columbia virginia and california from 1991 to 1995
embry s book is notable in the way it provides a space for ordinary
mormonscormons to reflect on their experiences as members of the church

one ofofembryembry s most important chapters is the first one where she sets
forth the methodology and scope of the project and explains its limita-
tions she clearly acknowledges that her sample is not representative all the
interviewees are active in the church women interviewees outnumber
the men almost two to one over two thirds of the interviewees live in
utah and over a third of the interviewees were students at utah valley
state college in orem utah or brigham young university provo ao10101o

also no filipinos were interviewed even though the church is growing
quickly in the philippines 9 therefore one must keep in mind the ways
in which limited research could affect embry s conclusions still one can-
not fault the book because of the unrepresentative sample embry explains
that the sample problems resulted from limited funds and time io10

furthermore even with unlimited resources a perfectly representative
sample would be impossible

of the seven other chapters in asian american cormonsmormonsMormons three take up
the issue of ethnic congregations the remaining four chapters examine

BBYUYU studies 42 no 2 20032003 171
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how asian members feel about being lumped into a single group how
they feel about their interactions with european americans and how they
describe their lives in the united states as they mediate triple identities

ethnic asian mormon and american 4 the book also brings up the
issues of interracial dating 54 59 racial attitudes among church mem-
bers 116 26 and cultural differences among church members 83 loo100
and others on the whole the book begins to delve into these issues but it
also shows the need for further study

throughout the book embry presents the collected data by providing
contextual and biographic information and liberally quoting from the
interviews in this way she is able to portray a range of opinions about
the subject at hand As would be expected the interviewees often contra-
dict one another and thus embry is able to present varied perspectives on
being mormon and asian american

embry s method of integrating interview material into the book can be
seen from this representative paragraph

A few interviewees families responded positively to the interviewee
joining the church henry H kwok a former american embassy
employee who joined the church in his late twenties just before he left
vietnam in 1975 felt that his family accepted his decision all my rela-
tives know that we are mormonscormonsMormons and they look at us differently they
know that we don t drink and prevented other people from offering
kwok and his family alcohol at parties 25

the basic structure of this passage appears regularly in the book herein
lies a weakness in the rhetoric the paragraph structure often becomes for-
mulaic embry is right to attribute the information to a real person not
just an anonymous interviewee but she could allow people like henry
kwok to speak more in the book by providing more direct quotations
doing so would shake up the paragraph structure and also give a better
sense of what each individual has to say about his or her own experiences

overall I1 see embry s project as an important and bold one the oral
history project is meant to document the experiences of minorities
within the church so their perspectives are not lost or overlooked 4 and
embry s book brings attention to the complex experience of being a mor-
mon while balancing other identities something all mormonscormons must do
furthermore the churchschurche expansion into a worldwide religion may yet
prove to have as great an effect on church culture as the exodus of the
saints to the west by focusing attention on the experiences of these asian
american members embry helps show how intertwined american cul-
ture is with mormon popular culture as well as the difficulty conversion
sometimes entails
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while the book succeeds in examining many issues of race culture
and religion readers expecting an extended and analytic treatment of the
issues will find this book disappointing embry points out that other
researchers might find subtle differences in the interviews that she
missed 5 and leaves up to folkloristsfolldorists sociologists and historians the
further analysis on these experiences of asian american mormonscormonsMormons but
the book is successful in embry s stated purpose which is to preserve the
I1 personal voices of singular church members allowing those members to
talk openly about their experiences and feelings as latter day saints 5

thus if one desires to learn what ordinary individuals who often have

remarkable experiences think about their membership in the church
this book can be rewarding

david A allred daaa58mizzouedu is a phd candidate in english at the
university of missouri columbia where he studies folklore and nineteenth
century american literature he received a BA and an MA in english at
brigham young university

1 J reuben clark jr they of the last wagon improvement era 50
november 1947 704 5 747 48 reprinted as to them of the last wagon

ensign 27 july 1997 34 39
2 the other two books are jessie L embry black saints inin a white church

contemporary african american cormonsmormons salt lake city signature books 1994
and jessie L embry in his own language mormon spanish speaking congrega-
tions in the united states provo utah charles redd center for western studies
brigham young university 1997 in these books embry uses the problematic
term ethnic mormon to describe the native americans hispanic americans
polynesian americans and asian americans who have been interviewed by the
redd center this term is misleading because it suggests that unless otherwise
noted mormonscormons are caucasian furthermore euro american mormonscormons obviobri
ouslybously have ethnicities although the term ethnic mormon may be useful as a

descriptor it marginalizesmarginalizes the groups that embry is striving to represent
3 embry acknowledges that the term asian american mormon ignores the

diversity and complexity of asian cultures she justifies using this paradigm in her
introduction 5

4 jessie L embry speaking for themselves LDS ethnic groups oral his
tory project dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thought is25 winter 1992 99 110

5 embry speaking for themselves 102
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no matter how strong evil becomes it can never destroy hope and beauty
ten year old boy viewing condolence

n september 11 2001 for the first time I1 felt connected with fellowon0humans across the globe there it was an unmistakable ability to see
myself in others and others in myself oddly such collective pain and com-
passion has something incredibly hopeful about it being an artist I1 went
to work to preserve what I1 felt and give voice to the transformation that
took place inside of me I1 am sharing what I1 intended when choosing the
visual images presented in this painting the symbols however may and
perhaps should have different meanings for you

the young girl pays tribute to children in the world who lose their sup-
port system due to violence the sculpture reminds us of innocent victims
of crime and destruction and honors specifically the man and woman who
hand in hand jumped to their deaths they will never experience old age
yet their act seems to triumph over death and despair thus the circular
composition of this sculpture the circle being a symbol of eternity in most
cultures I1 put the mask in to remind us of those who lost their lives in the
nineteenth century it was a common practice to take a plaster cast of the dead
in order to remember them what some viewers will perceive as ribbons
are the representations of bent metal pipes when I1 went to ground zero
right after the 9119 11 disaster I1 saw metal pipes as far as the eye could see

the curious shapes suggest a transition between the organic and inor-
ganic life though it can be temporarily terminated will spring up again
the city skyline merging with the mountainous landscape is meant to sug-
gest that anything manmade is subject to entropy disaster occurs when
this natural process of decay rushes all at once upon the innocent A deter-
minationmi to endure such events in a dignified manner is sustained only by
compassion the flowers symbolize hope and an active heart and mind
willing to live and create regardless of circumstance
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new book assembled by an eminent latter day saint psychologistAanewguides the reader on a journey of self improvement eternal values
and personal growth can help you grow spiritually emotionally and
socially using gospel principles and the results of solid research explana-
tions and exercises in each chapter provide tools to make positive and
lasting progress toward realizing your eternal potential chapter eight
appears in this issue of BYU studies as a representative sample

hundreds of books on self improvement have been published but
some of the ideas in those books might do more harm than good spiri-
tually this book on the other hand has been organized and written for
latter day saints by dr alienallenailen E bergin recently retired BYU professor
of psychology eight other highly regarded BYU professors and coun-
selors have contributed materials to this exceptional book to order
visit the BYU studies web site listed below
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W praise for eternal values and personal growth
U

CL from colleagues and other professionals

V
A world leader in psychotherapy research alienallenailen bergin has spent a lifetime using the0 sciences and arts of healing in his personal quest to become a disciple of christ in this0 unusual book he makes a gift of what he and his colleagues have learned his purpose is

to equip others also to find their way he provides his readers with a broad under-
standing that elevates insights from the social sciences by placing them in a gospel
frame of reference he shares many useful questions self assessment tools resources
and strategies he includes stories of individuals with whom readers can identify and
from whom they can draw hope and he does all of this with an unusual sympathy for
the way in which struggling souls actually think with utmost respect for their agency
and with an inspiring faith in christs healing power taken together these many
strengths make this an extremely valuable one of a kind resource for any of us who
are seeking wholeness and peace

C terry warner phd professor of philosophy BYU
and founder of the arbinger institute

with the singular brilliance that occurs when a true pioneer in psychology and a faithful
disciple of the savior happen to be the same insatiable truth seeker dr alienallenailen bergin sensi-
tively walks and talks the reader of eternal values and personal growth through core issues
related to spiritual and psychological health this is one self help book that delivers so much
more than it promises

wendy L watson phd professor of marriage and family graduate programs BYU

this book invites us to do serious soul searching work to discover who we are and how we

can change to be more christlike studying the chapters and doing the journal assignments
has helped me overcome several unhealthy patterns in my life

claudia C williams licensed clinical social worker

one of the most difficult challenges of adulthood is to learnleam to recognize our weaknesses

and to find ways to move beyond them towards our divine potential in this masterful book
alienallenailen bergin teaches us to see what needs to be done and helps us move step by step to
greater happiness and spiritual fulfillment

gerald R williams professor of law BYU

from young adults using the book in an institute class

elder bergin s book provides spiritually insightful effective guidance for everyday
relationships and teaches valuable concepts such as empathy and communication that
are essential to any lasting relationship

chelsea spanel freshman university of california san diego

this book has been an invaluable resource in our transition from two independent
single lives to a healthy marital relationship

kim mercer graduate student and steve mercer
graduate university of california san diego
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FIG i1 left sarah mumford brown 1795 1879 right benjamin brown
1794 1878 benjamin brown witnessed the pentecostal events at the kirtland

temple on march 27 1836 and wrote a letter shortly afterward describing
those events in detail to his wife sarah that letter has recently been discovered
and is published here for the first time both photographs 2.52525 x 4 edward
martin photographer date unknown courtesy barbara evans duffin
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